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Abbreviations and Symbols
AD95

Anaesthetic dose that produces immobility in 95% of patients exposed to a
noxious stimulus

AEP

Auditory evoked potential

ASA

American Society of Anesthesiologists

AUG

Area under the curve

BIS

Bispectral Index

BS

Burst suppression

c5„

The plasma concentration that produces a certain effect in 50% of the patients

C

Effect-site concentration

EorCrfr

CABG

Coronary artery bypass grafting

CBF

Cerebral blood flow

CPK-MB

Creatine Phosphokinase myocard iso-enzyme

d

Dilution factor, the fraction of dead space gas in end-expired gas

DAP

Diastolic arterial pressure

EB

Bispectral Index value that produces a certain effect in 50% of the patients
so

EC=„

Effect-site concentration that produces a certain effect in 50% of the patients
(chapter 3) or the effect-site concentration halfway the minimal and maximal
effect (chapter 4 - 10)

ECG

Electrocardiogram

EDW
EEG

Effective dose to produce a certain effect in 50% of the animals or humans
Electroencephalogram

E„

Baseline effect

E

Maximal effect
max

EMG

Electromyogram

EP

Evoked potential

fEMG

Frontalis muscle electromyogram

fMRI

Functional magnetic resonance imaging

Y

Coefficient determining shape and slope of the Hill curve

GABA

Gamma-aminobutyric-acid

HRV

Heart rate variability
Rate constant of equilibration between plasma (or end-expired) concentration
and effect-site concentration

LOG

Loss of consciousness

LORTS

Loss of response to tetanic stimulation

LORI

Loss of the first component of the blink reflex

LXM

Laryngeal mask airway
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MAC

Minimal Alveolar Concentration (that alveolar concentration of an inhaled
anaesthetic at 1 atmosphere that prevents purposeful skeletal muscle
movement in response to a surgical skin incision in 50 % of patients)
MCA
Middle cerebral artery
MEF
Median edge frequency
MLAEP
Middle latency auditory evoked potential
NMBD
Neuro-muscular blocking drug
NMDA
N-methyl-D-aspartate
NFR
Nociceptive flexor reflex
NONMEM Nonlinear mixed effects modelling
OAAS
Observer's assessment of anaesthesia and sedation
PBPK
Physiologically-based pharmacokinetic (model)
PDMS
Patient data management system
PET
Positron emission tomography
PK
Prediction probability
PKPD
Pharmacokinetic pharmacodynamic (model)
PTT
Pulse transit time
PWR
Pulse wave reflex
Rl
First component of the electrically evoked human blink reflex
R2
Second component of the electrically evoked human blink reflex
R3
Third component of the electrically evoked human blink reflex
RSA
Respiratory sinus arrhythmia
ROC
Regain of consciousness
SAP
Systolic arterial pressure
SEF
Spectral edge frequency
SSEP
Somalo sensory evoked potential
SVmR
Skin vasomotor response
SQI
Signal quality index
t
Equilibration half-time between plasma (or end-expired) concentration and
effect-site concentration
t BIS
Time delay in measuring BIS
t
Time delay in measuring end-expired concentrations
TCI
Target controlled infusion
TIVA
Total intravenous anaesthesia
TIWR
Tetanic stimulus induced withdrawal reflex
TSA
Two stage approach
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Background and outline of the thesis

The term "anaesthesia" was introduced just over 150 years ago to describe a phenomenon in
a single word that means —until now— the state in which an individual is insensible to the
trauma of surgery. Since then generations of anaesthesiologists have sought to define and
measure this state of general anaesthesia. The expression "depth of anaesthesia" suggests that
anaesthesia is a single variable and is somehow measurable. Yet, this is an illusion. Depth of
anaesthesia is no more than a metaphor. If we compare a patient 'under' anaesthesia with
a person diving to a certain 'depth', we mean to say that the patient is under influence of a
certain amount of anaesthetic. As a corollary, a person vertically rising from below the water
surface and taking a deep breath is a metaphor for emergence from general anaesthesia.
Although anaesthesia nowadays is relatively safe, cases of overdose or underdose still
contribute to increased morbidity and mortality. Thus, we need better control of anaesthesia.
The time has come to precisely define variables representative for the state of anaesthesia
and to develop methods to measure these variables. Some developments make the control of
anaesthesia more important and more feasible:
• Modern patient care demands the safest and most comfortable techniques combined
with an optimal utilisation of financial and human resources. Underdosing as well as
overdosing hinders these demands.
• Modern anaesthesia techniques employ powerful short acting drugs with broader
therapeutic ranges than older agents, but the use of these new agents demands more
vigilance from the anaesthesiologist as their effects change much faster.
• Although new anaesthetic and surgical techniques create the possibility to operate on
patients at higher risk, complex alterations in their physiology lead to narrowing of
therapeutic ranges.
• Concerns about unintended awareness during general anaesthesia have encouraged
the development and use of monitors quantifying the hypnotic component of general
anaesthesia.
• Recent progress in brain imaging (positron emission tomography (PET) and functional
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI)), in vivo and in vitro electro physiology and the
growing understanding of molecular mechanisms of anaesthesia contribute to new
insights into mechanisms of action of anaesthetics.
Reranse of changing needs in patient care, new anaesthetic techniques, results from
ongoing research and modern monitoring techniques, it has become essential to re-examine
and update the traditional 'concept of anaesthesia'. Through history, various concepts
were proposed and their evolution depended on the: i) desired effects; ii) available agents;
iii) putative mechanisms of action of anaesthetics; iv) techniques available to measure
anaesthetic effects.
This thesis contributes to the formulation of concepts for defining anaesthesia and for
measuring anaesthesia.
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Concepts for Defining Anaesthesia

Classic Theories
The classic concept of anaesthesia was based on a unitary mechanism of action of general
anaesthetics. A single non-specific mechanism was held responsible for a series of observable
events occurring during the inhalation of a volatile anaesthetic and leading to the state of
anaesthesia.
The first successful public demonstration of 'etherization' for a surgical operation by
W. Morton, performed on 16 October 1846 in Boston, had far-reaching consequences. Before
that, patients did not expect to be unconscious. Their hope was to feel no pain. With the use of
ether, unconsciousness occurred together with analgesia and became part of what was called
'anaesthesia' (Greek: without feeling). Not only unconsciousness was important, but also the
immobility associated with etherization permitted surgical procedures considered impossible
previously. Thus, the term 'narcosis' (Greek: stupor, paralysis) was also introduced.
In 1847, Plomley' was first to classify'depth of anaesthesia' in three stages: intoxication,
excitement and the deeper level of narcosis. Later that year, Snow2 published his experiences
with inhalation of ether and described five stages of etherization, ranging from consciousness,
disordered actions, coma, muscle flaccidity and respiratory paralysis.
Many decades later, Guedel created a chart with stages and physical signs of ether
anaesthesia while he served as an anaesthesiologist in World War I. He carefully observed
respiration and what was happening to the eyes. His eye signs included the activity of muscles
of the eyeball, pupillary dilatation and, later, the eyelid reflex. In his publication1 in 1920 he
described four stages of anaesthesia (Table 1 ) and Stage III had been divided into four planes.
Many refinements of the chart were published since then. In 1954, Artusio4 divided the first
stage in Guedel's classification into three planes: i) without amnesia or analgesia, ii) amnesia
with partial analgesia and iii) amnesia and analgesia.
The hypothesis about a unitary mechanism was supported by a strong correlation between
the lipid solubility and anaesthetic potency of an agent (Meyer-Overton rule). Although
Overton5 made observations for chloroform similar to those of ether,4 he noticed that no
two anaesthetics behave completely alike. This observation also holds for modern volatile
anaesthetics. Overton assumed that essentially the same mechanism produces narcosis in
the neurons of all cell tissues of either plants or animals.5 Later, theories like increase of cell
membrane disorder by inhaled anaesthetics, were proposed as basis of anaesthesia.6'8
In 1884, Freud and Koller experienced the anaesthetic effect of cocaine on their own
cornea. Since then a new type of anaesthesia, topical anaesthesia was invented. Not much
later Corning injected cocaine into the spinal canal and initiated regional anaesthesia. In
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Table ι Guedels signs for ether anaesthesia. Other signs included pupil size, secretion of tears, laryngeal reflexes and
respiratory response to skin Incision (based on ref. 3).

Stage 1 Analgesia

Stage II Excitement
Plane 1
Stage III
Surgical
anaesthesia

Plane 2

Ocular

Eye

Muscular

Movements

Reflexes

Tone

s> <?

Voluntary

Eyelash

Normal

Moderate

Eyelid

Tense
struggling

^ >

Slight

Conjunctival

]> ^>

None

Corneal
Pupillary
light

^ 5^

Plane 3

<> i >

None

Plane 4

ì ?

None

Stage IV Respiratory
Paralysis

Respiration
intercostal/diaphragma

\f

None

Slightly
relaxed
Moderately
relaxed
Markedly
relaxed
Markedly
relaxed
Flaccid

both forms of anaesthesia, unconsciousness was no longer necessary and analgesia became
the principal cornerstone. Anaesthesia had to be redefined depending on the type of the
anaesthetic procedure (figure 1). Local and regional anaesthesia are not treated in this thesis.
The shortcomings of the classic concept of anaesthesia became obvious when new drugs
were introduced, new insights into the definition of pain emerged and specific receptors
responsible for specific effects were discovered. The Meyer Overton rule was not applicable to
enantiomers of volatile anaesthetics, having the same physical and chemical properties (like
lipid solubility) but showing different potency.910 The stereospecificity of the enantiomers
makes it likely that receptors are involved.
Classic clinical signs were no longer detectable from the moment patients had been
paralysed by neuromuscular blocking agents. As the newer volatile anaesthetics possessed
lower blood-gas solubility, patients passed quickly from one stage to the next. Likewise,
patients were rapidly brought to deeper stages after bolus administrations of intravenous
anaesthetics. The specific effects of opioids changed the classic clinical signs even further.
Barbiturate induction can produce a state that fulfils the criteria for Guedel's stage III, yet
when a skin incision is made the patient will move as if in stage IL Woodbridge in 1957 tried to
solve this problem by defining the necessary components of general anesthesia." He defined
anaesthesia as having four components: i) sensory blockade of afferent nerve impulses, ii)
motor blockade of efferent impulses, iii) reflex blockade of the respiratory, cardiovascular
or gastrointestinal tract and iv) mental block, sleep or unconsciousness. According to this
classification, different drugs could be used to achieve each effect. The term "balanced"
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anaesthesia was introduced.
12
In 1987, Prys-Roberts started with the premise that pain is a conscious perception
of a noxious stimulus. Thus, the state of anaesthesia can be defined as drug induced
unconsciousness, in which the patient neither perceives nor recalls noxious stimulation.
According to his construct, the other three elements mentioned by Woodbridge are only
secondary to the blocking of sensory stimulation. The adequacy of anaesthesia should then
be assessed by observing and monitoring the various responses to noxious stimulation.
Kissin13 stated that the spectrum of effects which constitutes the state of general anaesthesia
should not be regarded as several components of anaesthesia resulting from one anaesthetic
action, but represents separate pharmacological actions. Discoveries of specific receptors or
target sites responsible for specific effects corroborated his statement. Something like one
depth of anaesthesia cannot be meaningful.

Regional

Topical

Intravenous Regional

Total Inhalational

Infiltration

Peripheral Nerve

Balanced

Ganglion or Plexus

Total Intravenous

Epidural

Spinal

Figure ι Classification based on types of anaesthetic procedures

Spinal cord as a site of anaesthetic action
For long time, the forebrain has been thought to be the site of anaesthetic action. When Eger14
developed his concept of the Minimal Alveolar Concentration (MAC) he didn't focus on the
spinal cord as the site of action. MAC of an inhaled anaesthetic is that alveolar concentration
at 1 atmosphere that prevents purposeful skeletal muscle movement in response to a surgical
skin incision in 50 % of patients. It was thought that these movements were controlled by
large motor neurons in the motor cortex and that the motor response therefore reflected
the anaesthetic state of the cerebral cortex itself. The MAC
concept was a way of
defining equipotent concentrations of volatile anaesthetics. The same concept was applied to
other endpoints like loss of consciousness (MACawake)'5 and loss of haemodynamic response
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(MACBAR; BAR = block adrenergic response).16
The dose required for surgical immobility during noxious stimulation exceeds the hypnotic
and amnesic dose (figure 2). Patients may therefore move without any sign that they are awake
or aroused. This suggests that a different region than cerebral cortex mediates immobility.
The last decades evidence for the role of the spinal cord emerged (see neurophysiologic basis),
thus further invalidating the unitary hypothesis.
Although hypnosis/amnesia and immobility originate from different regions in the
central nervous system, there is substantial interaction between regions. There is evidence
Figure 2 Dose-response curves for the different components of anaesthesia. Curves were obtained from
own studies and a variety of other studies. Amnesia
and unconsciousness occur at lower concentrations
than immobility and autonomic stability.
o

Anaesthetc Concenlralion

that suppression of the spinal cord affects other end-points. Amnesia and unconsciousness
can be obtained at lower doses of anaesthetics when the spinal cord is blocked by epidural or
spinal anaesthesia.1719 The reverse also holds: arousal of the unconscious patient can occur
when a strong noxious stimulus is not sufficiently blocked at spinal or brainstem level.

Modern Concept
What we define as general anaesthesia depends on who's defining it. A patient does not
want to remember anything and doesn't want to be awake. A surgeon requires an immobile
patient and a cardiologist wishes a patient with normal blood pressure and heart rate. The
anaesthetist has to fulfill all requirements: unconsciousness, amnesia, immobility and lack of
stress response.
It is noteworthy that analgesia is not included. Pain is defined by the International
Association for the study of Pain (IASP) as an unpleasant sensory and emotional experience
associated with actual or potential tissue damage, or described in terms of such damage.20
Nociception is defined as the activity induced in the nociceptor and the nociceptive
pathways by a noxious stimulus, without reference to the production of emotional or other
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types of responses to the noxious stimulus. Thus, patients must be conscious to be able to
experience pain and therefore analgesia is not an essential component of general anaesthesia.
However, analgesics are widely used for attenuation of the stress response. The possibility of
psychological trauma caused by implicit or explicit memory of a painful event, the initiation
of chronic pain or the release of cellular mediators like prostaglandins are reasons to add the
component "nociception" to the concept. Moreover, drugs with analgesic properties are able
to promote immobility and autonomic stability.
In 1998, Glass21 discussed in an editorial, the interaction of hypnotics and opiates in
achievement of two endpoints in general anaesthesia, namely loss of consciousness and
immobility after skin incision. Immobility is easily achieved when opiates are added to
hypnotics, but loss of consciousness is not so easily obtained with just adding some opiates.
The different interaction for these two endpoints is strong evidence that loss of consciousness
and response to skin incision are not a continuum of increasing "depth of anaesthesia" but are
rather two separate phenomena.
Glass proposed the following concept of anaesthesia. General anaesthesia is a process
requiring a state of unconsciousness of the brain (produced primarily by volatile anaesthetics
or intravenous hypnotics). If only unconsciousness is achieved, the intensity of a noxious
stimulus will cause arousal/awakening. To prevent arousal, the noxious stimulus needs to be
inhibited from reaching higher centres. This is achieved, for example, by opioids at the opioid
receptors within the spinal cord, by local anaesthetics on peripheral nerves, or by volatile
anesthetics on the spinal cord when administered at concentrations above their MAC. It is
proposed that general anaesthesia consists of producing both loss of consciousness through
the action of drugs on the brain and the inhibition of noxious stimuli reaching the brain
through the action of drugs within the spinal cord. Thus, the behavioural state known as
general anaesthesia results from actions of general anaesthetics at multiple sites within the
neuraxis. Figure 3 offers a framework for this modern concept of anaesthesia.

Neurophysiologic basis of the modern concept of anaesthesia
Consciousness
There is evidence that the cerebral cortex is a major location where consciousness occurs.
Specific receptors, involved in mechanism of action of most anaesthetics are found in high
density in the cerebral cortex. The γ- aminobutyric acid type A (GABAA) and N-methyl-D22
aspartate (NMDA) receptors play an important role in hypnosis. In vitro experiments on
brain slices showed that cortical networks were quite sensitive to anaesthetics.22
Subcortical locations like the thalamus and the reticular formation have influence on
the cortex during natural sleep. These subcortical sites might be as well an important site of
action for anaesthetics.23 This is illustrated by the role of the thalamus in mediating arousal by

ι Background and outline of the thesis
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Cortical
Function

Hypnotic
Component

Subcortical
Function

Analgesic
Component

High Dose

Low Dose

Figure 3 Components of general anaesthesia based on the hypothesis of Glass.1'The circle is divided in an upper half representing cortical functions and a lower half representing subcortical functions. The upper half is divided In two parts representing unconsciousness and amnesia. Hypnotics can obtain both amnesia and unconsciousness, but to obtain unconsciousness a higher dose is necessary. The lower half is divided in three segments, Antinociception is important for immediate
and long-term outcome of surgical procedures. Nociception can be treated by analgesics or local and regional anaesthesia.
If treated inappropriately it may have effects on autonomic stability and immobility. Immobility is necessary for certain
procedures. It can be obtained with analgesics, neuromuscular blocking agents or inhalation agents. Autonomic stability
is important because it can be an indication of nociception and because major variations may not be well tolerated by
haemodynamically compromised patients. Autonomic instability can be treated by analgesics or by agents acting on the
circulation like sympaticolytics If analgesia is insufficient, it is possible that noxious stimuli will cause arousal (awakening
of the brain), possibly accompanied with movement,

auditory stimuli and its blockade by anaesthetics.22 Steriade24 and AntogninP have reported
that cortical activity is more suppressed than subcortical (e.g. thalamic) activity. It needs to be
elucidated whether anaesthetics act directly on cortical structures or indirectly via subcortical
path ways (or both).
Memory
Memory formation is also a cortical activity (prefrontal, sensory and motor areas), but the
amygdal and hippocampus also play major roles.26 Memory is suppressed at lower doses of
anaesthetics than consciousness2728 (figure 2).
There are two types of memory: implicit and explicit recall. Explicit recall is what people
usually describe as memory: an event can be remembered. Implicit memory cannot be
remembered, but there are signs that information about an event is retained and may become
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obvious after specific tests. Anatomical locations for these actions remain unknown. Studies
suggest that memory formation may occur while explicit recall is blocked.29·10
Anti Nociception
Nociception is part of the modern concept of anaesthesia as explained above. The
neurophysiologic aspects of pain are very complex and are beyond the scope of this thesis. For
example, there is acute, chronic or neuropathic pain, sharp and dull pain, sensitization and
hyperalgesia. We only consider here how anaesthetics have an impact on structures involved
in nociception.
A noxious stimulus activates neurons in the dorsal horn. The signal is transmitted via
the spinothalamic tracts to higher centres responsible for localization, qualification and
quantification of the noxious stimulus. The interpretation in the conscious individual of
this signal is pain. The higher centres then initiate an appropriate reaction to protect the
body. As there is a substantial latency time between stimulus and the appropriate reaction, a
much quicker response occurs at spinal cord level. The dorsal horn neurons are connected via
interneurons with a-motorneurons in the ventral horn. In turn, the α-motorneurons activate
primarily flexor muscles. Other spinal segments and the contralateral site may be activated or
inhibited through diverse interneurons. These actions result in complex movement patterns.
The effects of anaesthetics on mobility will be discussed further in the next section. Not
surprisingly, pain research uses withdrawal responses to study nociception.
The noxious stimulus also affects autonomic stability by activation of neurons in the
lateral horn. The activation of the sympathetic nervous system is necessary to prepare the
body for a fight and flight reaction. Effects of anaesthetics on the autonomic stability will be
discussed further.
Since we define nociception as the sensory component of pain, we now discuss how
anaesthetics may act on this component. The amount of nociception and the consequent
processes depend on the intensity of the stimulus and the quality of analgesia. Hypnotics
have relatively little influence, although propofol may directly depress dorsal horn neurons in
goats.3' Volatile anaesthetics also affect neurons in the dorsal horn. Most volatile anaesthetics
depress spontaneous firing to noxious and innocuous stimuli in monkeys.'2 Antognini33
observed in rats that increasing the end-expired isoflurane concentration from 0.9 to
1.1 MAC only minimally decreased the evoked responses in the dorsal horn and concluded
that depression of the dorsal horn is not an important effect of isoflurane. It is also frequently
34 37
demonstrated in animals that naloxone does not alter the MAC. Opioid systems are thus
not involved in the anti-nociceptive action of volatile anaesthetics.
Anaesthetics might act at other sites of the sensory system, such as the peripheral nociceptors
or nerves. Halothane and isoflurane do not suppress peripheral nociceptors, excitation is more
likely.le·19 Peripheral nerves are not affected in usual clinical concentrations.40

ι Background and outline of the thesis
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Immobility
A noxious stimulus activates peripheral nociceptors that transmit the signal to second-order
neurons in the dorsal horn. The second-order neurons can directly synapse with a motor
neuron at the same segment of the spinal cord, which results in a localized withdrawal reflex.
The second-order neurons can also synapse indirectly via interneurons to motor neurons on
contralateral or other segments of the spinal cord.
Depending on the extent (spatial summation) and the pattern (temporal summation) of
the stimulus, it will result in a more complex movement pattern. Ascending transmission via
spinothalamic tracts will reach the brain and can probably result in an increased arousal and
then a purposeful movement may be possible. Thus, immobility is not expressed as a uniform
pattern of movement, but can be very complex. It ranges from a simple twitch in which the
stimulated extremity is pulled away from the stimulus, to a violent escape where all limbs are
used.
The activation of the a-motorneuron in the ventral horn is a necessary intermediate
station for muscle activation, but there are different ways how an a-motorneuron is activated.
It can be activated by corticospinal tracts, by neurons in the dorsal horn or by multiple
interneurons, coming from other dorsal horn neurons at other segments. Thus mobility
will be affected when one of these pathways is suppressed. Another well known mechanism
to control mobility is presynaptic inhibition on la afférents which results in diminished
excitability of the a-motorneuron.'"
The last decades, new evidence for the role of the spinal cord in the mechanism of action
of anaesthetics emerged. Rampil found that the MAC of isoflurane was unchanged after
precollicular decerebration42 or after hypothermic transection of the spinal cord in rat,43
thereby demonstrating that immobility is mediated in the spinal cord. Antognini used a
goat model where anaesthetics can be selectively delivered to the head (brain) or the torso
(spinal cord).4'146 With the intact native circulation, the MAC of isoflurane was 1.2%. When
isoflurane concentration in the torso was lowered (0.2-0.3%), much more isoflurane was
required to prevent movement: MAC was then 3%. The EEG was suppressed at that time. The
same experiments were repeated with halothane and thiopental. Thiopental was found to be
more potent, but the EEG was not so much suppressed as with isoflurane.
Anaesthetics affect motorneurons in the ventral horn. Several studies assessed anaesthetic
effects on motor neuron excitability47 50 and it seems that the motor neuron is directly
depressed (no or little supraspinal components).'11 This will be discussed in more detail in
the section "monitoring immobility". Other studies showed that anaesthetics depress synaptic
transmission.52·53 Grashoff's and Antkowiaky'1 in vitro studies provide evidence that the
volatile anaesthetic sevoflurane causes immobility by a mechanism distinct from actions of
the intravenous anaesthetic propofol. Propofol acts almost exclusively via the GABAA receptor
whereas sevoflurane acts on the GABAA, the glycine receptor and via an so far unknown
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other mechanism. In these experiments, propofol was unable to block completely the spinal
neurons. Matute55 showed that, in vitro, propofol had much weaker effect on spinal reflexes
than sevoflurane. The same group156 studied the effects of subarachnoidal injected sevoflurane
in dogs and demonstrated both sensory and motor blockade without significant effects on
consciousness. They concluded that sevoflurane acts at both sensory and motor systems.
Another possible mechanism is that propofol acts on skeletal muscle. Haeseler57
demonstrated in vitro that propofol decreases muscle tone by action on sarcolemmal sodium
channel at clinical relevant concentrations.
Immobility can also be obtained by other mechanisms than the action of anaesthetics.
Just as the sensory input to the motor neurons can be blocked at different levels, the motor
output can also be blocked at different levels. Local anaesthetics may block motor nerves
and neuro-muscular blocking agents affect the signal transmission from nerve to the muscle.
These drugs are not dealt with in this thesis, although they play a clinically important role in
anaesthesia.
Autonomic Stability
The sympathetic system prepares the body for action through the secretion of hormones like
adrenaline, noradrenaline and Cortisol. The effects are that the body is prepared for "fight or
flight" reaction, including redistribution of blood flow from the viscera to skeletal muscle,
increased cardiac function, sweating, salivation and pupillary dilatation. The parasympathetic
system governs activities of the body that are associated with maintenance of function, such
as digestive and genitourinary functions. Most organs exhibit dual innervations, with input
from sympathetic and parasympathetic systems frequently mediating opposing effects.
Therefore, blockade of sympathetic function unmasks pre-existing parasympathetic activity
and vice versa.
The stress response is activated by afferent neuronal impulses from the site of injury.
These travel along sensory nerve roots and spinal cord to the medulla and the hypothalamus.
Both sympathetic and parasympathetic systems are controlled in these higher centres. The
magnitude of the stress response is related to the stimulus intensity and the amount of
antinociception. Acute effects of spinal cord transection are caused by detaching the higher
centres, resulting in denervation of the blood vessels that leads to "spinal shock". Existence of
input at spinal level becomes obvious in the chronic phase after spinal transection. Then the
autonomic reflex arch can be exaggeratedly activated by stimuli like bladder extension. This
autonomic reflex includes a dramatic rise in blood pressure. A noxious stimulus in a healthy
subject leads to an activation of sympathetic autonomic nervous system via supraspinal brain
centres. Details are still almost unknown. Besides the activation of the sympathetic nerve
system by the surgical trauma, there is activation of an inflammatory response and release of
cytokines. The effects of anaesthetics on these processes are under investigation.
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Although the stress response is helpful for survival, during surgery it is mostly regarded as
unwanted and possibly harmful. If only pure hypnotic drugs are given during surgery, there
will be a major sympathetic stress response. Blockade of nociceptive input at the spinal cord
is essential for maintaining autonomic stability. Addition of opioids will reduce this stress
response. During epidural anaesthesia for surgery on pelvis or limbs, the sympathetic stress
response is blocked.58 Autonomic stability is not related to the state of consciousness.
Some anaesthetics suppress haemodynamic responses to noxious stimuli well (halothane)
and others don't (enflurane and isoflurane).16,59·60 One reason may be that halothane has
antinociceptive properties.61 Another reason might be a direct action on heart and blood
vessels. It is unlikely that anaesthetics cause attenuation of cardiovascular responses by action
in the brain. During differential delivery of isoflurane to the brain, Antognini62 observed that
heart rate and blood pressure increased during noxious stimulus and that only supraclinical
concentrations in the brain could block the response.
Experimental pain models frequently use sympathetic effects like blood pressure, heart
rate, and finger plethysmography to estimate the amount of antinociception.
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Concepts for Measuring Anaesthesia
Quantitative assessment of components of general anaesthesia
In the modern concept of anaesthesia, the cerebral cortex and the subcortical structures
(including spinal cord) are considered as separate targets. Thus, we have to measure at least
at these two locations if we want to measure the state of anaesthesia. A single measure is not
sufficient.
The anaesthetic dose needed to suppress the cortical functions like consciousness and
memory is lower than the dose needed to suppress spinal functions like mobility (withdrawal
reflex), nociception and stress responses (figure 3). Therefore, monitoring just one of these
components would inevitably lead to overdosing or underdosing.
Clinical signs have always been well-established tools to assess the adequacy of
anaesthesia. Unconsciousness can be evaluated directly by observing the patients behaviour,
with or without verbal commands. Amnesia can be assessed in a post-anaesthetic interview.
The component immobility can be estimated directly by observing the muscle activity in
response to noxious stimulation. Autonomic stability can be judged by monitoring effects
of sympathetic activation upon heart rate, blood pressure, lacrimation and sweating. The
component nociception can either be assessed by the quality of immobility or the quality of
autonomic balance in the unconscious patient.
In clinical practice, most of these estimations are of limited value for quantitative assessment
because neuro-muscular blocking agents prevent observations of muscle activity. In addition,
the pre-anaesthetic use of drugs or the presence of pathophysiologic states affecting the
autonomic balance alters the signs used for assessing autonomic balance. The isolated forearm
technique was proposed as a method where purposeful movements in response to verbal
commands are observed by the anaesthetist —despite the presence of a full neuro-muscular
blockade. The limitations are: i) prolonged ischaemia of the arm, ii) subjective interpretation
by the anaesthetist, iii) lack of specificity and sensitivity.
Objective methods, which do not depend on the opinion and experience of the anaesthetist,
rely on the specificity and sensitivity of a monitor to assess the different components. A monitor
yielding afigurerepresentative for the level of hypnosis is already available in everyday clinical
practice. This topic is later discussed further. Another chapter will discuss how we can monitor
mobility at the spinal cord and brainstem. Directly monitoring nociception is difficult in the
unconscious patient. Imaging processes involving the sensory component of pain is in an
experimental phase (fMRI, PET). Quantifying indirect effects of nociception on the motor
response (see monitoring immobility) or on the autonomic nervous system (see monitoring
autonomic stability) may prove to be less difficult.
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Monitoring Autonomie Stability
Heart rate and blood pressure are measurable variables that respond quickly to increased
sympathetic activity. It is difficult to distinguish whether the increase in heart rate or blood
pressure is caused by inadequate antinociception to noxious stimulation or by inadequate
hypnosis. A sudden acceleration of heart rate is suspicious for inadequate antinociception.
Heart rate and blood pressure are sensitive to various confounding factors, e.g. hypovolemia
and vasoactive drugs, and therefore they fail as sole measures of adequacy of anaesthesia.
Lower oesophageal contractility was explored as monitor of anaesthetic depth. The
working principle is that the autonomic drive of the oesophageal motility is altered by
anaesthetics. Difficulties in correct placement and interpretation were the reason to abandon
this technique.61
Heart rate variability (HRV) and respiratory sinus arrhythmia (RSA) have been proposed
as indices reflecting autonomic balance. Fluctuations in heart rate originate from autonomic
nervous centres in the brainstem.64 There are some monitors commercially available (Fathom®,
Amtec Medical System and, Anemon®, MCSA), but peer reviewed papers do not exist to our
knowledge. The problems are a high sensitivity to confounding factors, a very large inter and
intra individual variability and difficulties to interpret individual data.
Skin vasomotor response (SVmR) measures the vasoconstriction due to sympathetic
activation caused by noxious stimulation (tetanic stimulation of the ulnar nerve) by a laserDoppler flow meter attached at the skin of a finger tip.65 A nearly abolished SVmR correlated
well with the absence of increase of blood pressure (not heart rate) after laryngoscopy.
Confounding factors are ambient temperature and mental strain. A large inter-individual
variability exists.
The pulse wave reflex (PWR) can be easily calculated from a routinely used pulse
oximeter.66 The noxious stimulus used to provoke the vasoconstricting reflex was a 5 s, 60 mA,
50 Hz tetanic impulse to the ulnar nerve. This technique performed better than SVmR, maybe
because the pulse oximeter measures flow in the whole fingertip, whereas laser-Doppler flow
meter measures only in a tiny area at the fingertip. More research, like validation of the cut-off
value, is necessary. Confounding factors include hypovolaemia, skin temperature changes and
sensor position changes.
Pulse Transit Time (PTT), the interval between ventricul2r electrical ?ctivitv pnd t^e
arrival of a peripheral pulse waveform, has been used to detect changes in autonomic tone.67
Rapid decreases in PTT reflect acute arterial vasoconstriction. A problem to be solved is the
online applicability. Further studies are required to clarify the utility of PTT as monitor of
autonomic activity.
Seitsonen and co-workers68 demonstrated that a combination of information from
different sources (EEG measure, heart rate, motor responses and finger plethysmography)
improved classification performance between movers and non-movers to skin incision
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(100% specificity, 90% sensitivity). Multi-variable approach seems to be necessary and very
promising.

Monitoring Unconsciousness
Techniques
The EEG is a complex signal representing the sum of electrical activity of millions of neurons
of the cerebral cortex, probably generated in the parallel lying dendritic arborization of the
cortex. The raw surface EEG is a small voltage (1-100 μΥ) signal with variable frequencies
(0-50 Hz). The EEG frequencies are divided in: delta (δ) below 3.5 Hz, theta (Θ): 4-7.5
Hz, alfa (α): 8-13 Hz and beta (β) above 13 Hz. The typical EEG changes that occur with
deepening of propofol or sevoflurane anaesthesia are well known. During relaxation with
the eyes closed, there is a dominant α-activity over the posterior regions of the skull. Light
anaesthesia is accompanied by a decrease in the α and an increase in the β waves. With
deepening of anaesthesia, slow wave δ and θ activity increases, α and β waves decrease and
their amplitudes increase. With ongoing deepening of anaesthesia periods of isoelectrical
EEG appear, alternated with bursts of δ and θ waves. Finally, periods of isoelectricity increase
until complete isolectric EEG appears.
Because observing the raw EEG is almost unfeasible during clinical practice, monitors
have been developed to process the EEG, yielding a single figure representative of the level
of hypnosis. It ranges traditionally from 100 to 0, representing states of consciousness from
awake and alert until absence of EEG activity. Several reasons urged these developments:
i) interpreting the EEG is complex because it is a reflection of the state of the brain, the
effects of the surgical procedure and the influence of anaesthetics; ii) different anaesthetics
proved to have different effects on the EEG; iii) observing small differences in the analogue
representation of the EEG is difficult over prolonged periods of time.
Since the raw EEG is easily disturbed, artefact rejection is clinically important. Disturbing
electrical signals originate from the inside of the body, like eye movement, muscle and heart
activity, or from the outside of the body, like interference from electrical apparatus.
Several techniques are used to decompose the raw EEG into different components. Figure
4 shows how they can be categorized. Techniques from the first order domain or time domain
handle properties of the EEG in relation to time. The calculation of the burst suppression
ratio is frequently used in EEG monitors. It is the ratio of the period that there is (nearly)
isoelectrical EEG over the total period. Burst suppression is typically present when the brain
activity is severely depressed.
A Fast Fourier Transformation of the raw EEG belongs to the second order domain or
frequency domain calculations. Fast Fourier Transformation is based on the theorem that
each periodic signal can be decomposed into the sum of simple sinus and cosinus waves
of different amplitudes, frequencies and phase angles. The results can then be graphically
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Figure 4 Essential steps and results in signal processing of spontaneous EEG monitors. Some monitors, like the M-entropy
module use only one variable (spectral entropy). Other monitors use multiple weighted variables. The variables used in the
BIS monitor are indicated with an asterix.

displayed as the power (square of amplitude) in function of the frequencies or phase angles.
Thus, a power spectrum and a phase spectrum are obtained. The power spectrum is typically
divided in frequency bands: α (7 - 13 Hz), β (13 - 30 Hz), δ (0.5 - 3.5 Hz) and θ (3.5 - 7 Hz).
From the power spectrum, the median frequency or the 95% spectral edge frequency can be
calculated. Several EEG monitors use ratio's of power bands. For example, the relative beta
frequencies over the power in the II - 20 Hz frequencies.
The third order domain or bispectral domain calculation is used to obtain one of the sub
parameters for the BIS algorithm. This bispectral analysis is a sophisticated methodology
that assesses interfrequency phase coupling. The bispectrum is such a measure. There is
no physiological explanation, but only empiric argumentation for the existence of phase
relationships. One theory proposes that the number of independent EEG pacemakers
is inversely related to these phase relationships.69 In other words: if the brain is more
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depressed by anaesthetics, then more EEG pacemakers become inactive and more phase
coupling is emerging. The BIS monitor uses the bispectrum-derived SynchFastSlow, defined as
1

Og(B,o,7H/Bo5-^7„^)·6,
EEG analysis based on the chaos theory yields variables representative for the number
of sub-processes or complexity of the brain activity, e.g. "entropy". A simplified example
illustrates entropy well: a sinus wave, which is perfectly regular, has entropy of zero whereas
white noise has maximal entropy. There are various ways to compute the entropy, like for
example approximate entropy or spectral entropy. The spectral entropy is the starting point of
a commercially available entropy monitor. For further optimization, different time windows
are chosen which lead to variables named state entropy and response entropy.70
The above-mentioned monitors process the spontaneously generated EEG, but it also
makes sense to test the reactivity of the brain by analyzing the response of the EEG after a
known stimulus. The so-called Evoked Potential (EP) can be provoked by means of visual
(VEP), auditory (AEP) or electrical stimulation (SEP). The middle latency auditory evoked
potential (MLAEP) is used in a commercial available monitor (AEP monitor). Therefore a
new method for fast extraction of the MLAEP from the raw EEG was necessary.71
Monitors
The last decade, several EEG based monitors especially developed to quantify the state of
consciousness became commercially available. An overview is given in table 2.69 73 Some
monitors, like the M-entropy module use only one variable (spectral entropy). Other monitors
use weighted multiple variables. The BIS number displayed on the BIS monitor is composed
of variables from the first, the second and the third domain. A proprietary algorithm, based
on data of thousands of patients, is used to weigh the variables. The latest update of the
Aline Autoregessive Index (AAI) monitor has also incorporated first domain analysis (burst
suppression) with the MLAEP dérivâtes.
A method to assess the arousal reaction of the EEG (SEF and MEF74·75, or relative β power76)
to a noxious stimulus was proposed as a measure of adequacy of antinociception. This method
is still experimental, but very promising. It clearly demonstrates the interaction of subcortical
(analgesic component) and cortical structures (hypnotic component). A comparable method
seeks for a shift of the dose concentration-response curve during surgical stimulation. The
response is SEF, MEF or BIS. This method is designed more for a scientific understanding
than for clinical applicability.
The primary reason to use an EEG monitor in anaesthesia is to prevent awareness.
Indeed, individuals suffering from this experience can have serious mental disorders as
a consequence. However, the incidence of awareness is very low. Awareness in a general
population was found to be just below 0,2%77 and in a high risk population just below 1%.78
Two large scale prospective trials (SAFE-trial77 and B-Aware trial78) demonstrated a reduction
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Table 2 Overview of current commercially available monitors of unconsciousness

Target
Value

Working Principle

Variable

Monitor

Sensor

Bispectral
Index
(BIS)

A2000,
(Aspect
Medical
Systems,
USA)

Special
BIS
sensor

40
60

BIS uses a proprietary algorithm based on data of
thousands of patients who underwent different kinds
of general anaesthesia The variables used for awake
to deep anaesthesia are 6 9 relative β ratio (power
spectrum), SynchFastSlow (bispectral analysis), burst
suppression ratio and Quasi The index runs from 9Θ
(awake) to 0 (iso-electnc EEG)

Narcotrend
Stage or
Index
(NT)

Narco
trend
monitor,
(Monitor
techmk,
Germany)

Ordinary
ECG or
EEG
electrode

NT
stage
Do-2tO
C,
or
NT
index
40-60

NT stage uses an algorithm that classifies EEG
patterns similar to patterns occurring during natural
sleep A = awake Bo 2 = sedation, C0.2 = light
anaesthesia, Do 2 = adequate anaesthesia, Eo-i=
profound anaesthesia, F 0 , = burst suppression
Classification is done by discriminant analysis of
entropy and power spectrum variables In a recent
version, an index from 100 (awake) to 0 (iso-electnc
EEG) is used 73

State
Entropy
(SE)
Response
Entropy
(RE)

S/5
Entropy
Module,
MEntropy,
(DatexOhmeda
Instr C ,
Finland)

Special
entropy
sensor

40 - 60

The degree of irregularity of the EEG can be
quantified by calculating the Shannon function of the
power spectrum for each frequency band An index is
given after summation and transformation SE is
calculated from the lower frequencies (takes longer)
and the RE is calculated from higher frequencies
(faster reaction time and reflect mostly high frequent
muscle activity) An index of 100 is awake (maximal
irregularity) and an index ol 0 is iso-electnc EEG
(perfect regularity) 70

Aline
Autoregressive Index
(AAI)

AEP/2
monitor,
(Danmeter
A/S,
Denmark)

Ordinary
ECG or
EEG
electrode

10 - 25

Using autoregressive modelling with exogenous input
(ARX technology) a fast extraction of middle latency
auditory evoked potentials is possible (< 6 s) The
obtained waveform is then transformed into an index
An index of 100 to 60 corresponds with an awake
state With an index of 0 there is no waveform
detectable In a recent version, burst suppression is
also given 71

Cerebral
State Index
(CSI)

Cerebral
state
monitor,
(Danmeter
A/S,
Denmark)

Ordinary
ECG or
EEG
electrode

40 - 60

CSI uses ratio s of different frequency bands (a en μ
ratio) and burst suppression ratio An adaptive neurofuzzy inference system is used to obtain an index that
correlates with degrees of hypnosis 100 is awake
and 0 is iso-electnc EEG 72
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of 80% in the incidence of awareness using the BIS monitor. For the other monitors no such
trials were performed. Because of the low incidence of awareness major, laborious studies are
required. The main criticism on BIS (and probably all the other monitors) is that BIS values
79
of consciousness overlap the BIS values of unconsciousness, but this concern was largely
refuted by the findings of these two trials. If the BIS value is kept below 60, the chance of being
conscious is negligible.
Faster awakening times and shorter recovery times are reported by a majority of studies
when BIS monitor is used. In addition, in the large Β aware study, with a heterogeneous
population, recovery times were shorter. Enhanced recovery is also demonstrated with other
devices.80 "2 The reason for the faster recovery is that the administration of the anaesthetic
drugs is titrated to an optimal target value. Other benefits are a lower incidence of vomiting
and nausea.83 Several studies found cost savings due to the lesser amount of anaesthetic drugs
that were used,81 but in general these savings are lost when the price of the sensor and monitor
is calculated.
Although EEG monitors correlate well with the hypnotic component, they mostly fail to
correlate with immobility.8'187 This is not surprising, considering the evidence that anaesthetics
produce immobility by an effect on the spinal cord.
There are different conditions where BIS monitor might indicate incorrectly the hypnotic
state:88 i) Excessive muscle tone from the forehead muscle may increase BIS values. After
complete neuromuscular blockade EMG activity will cease and result in decrease of BIS value.
During deeper anaesthesia, neuro-muscular blockade has no effect on BIS values, ii) Electrical
devices used in the operating room, may cause artefacts in the BIS monitor and produce
higher BIS values, iii) Some anaesthetic agents like nitrous oxide and ketamine may cause EEG
activation while the patient is hypnotic. This EEG activation is translated in the BIS monitor
into higher BIS values. At equipotent doses, halothane produces higher BIS values than
sevoflurane or isoflurane. In some patients, a paradoxical response to increasing isoflurane
and sevoflurane end-expired concentrations is seen, iv) There are some clinical conditions
where BIS is unusually low. These are conditions were the cerebral functions are impaired
by hypoperfusion, ischaemia, hypoglycaemia and hypothermia. Patients with a neurological
disease can present with unusual BIS values and anticonvulsant drugs may reduce BIS values.
It is important for the anaesthetist to consider these factors when interpreting BIS values. It's
expected that comparable problems will also be reported with the other devices.

Monitoring Immobility
MAC
Although the age dependent MAC value is useful for clinical practice, MAC can only be
measured under experimental conditions. This measurement is an all or none response and
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can only be performed once in a subject. Furthermore, the interpretation of the response
is subjective. Alternatively, one can search for an individual MAC by changing anaesthetic
concentrations around the MAC value (up down test) and delivering electrical tetanic
stimulations at certain intervals.
/EMG
The muscle activity in facial muscles has long been recognized as an early sign of patient
arousal. Studies investigating the clinical utility of the spontaneous surface electromyogram of
the frontalis muscle (fEMG) focussed on the ability of the fEMG to predict patient movement.
Some studies found that fEMG was predictive89, but most didn't.90·91 The Anaesthesia Brain
Monitor (ABM, Datex) combined processed EEG and fEMG on a single display, but it was left
to the anaesthetist to identify significant feature.61 This monitor is no longer available. The
Facial Affective Consciousness Electromygraphy (FACE, Patient Comfort, Englewood, NJ,
USA) looks at other facial than the frontal muscle fEMG. This device has not been conclusively
validated as depth of anaesthesia monitor.61
The spontaneous EMG is often seen as an artefact during an EEG recording. Surface
electrodes attached to the forehead are used to record the EEG in the clinical setting. The
frequencies of EMG and EEG might overlap. EEG has typically frequencies between 0.5
and 30 Hz and EMG from 20 to 500 Hz. Much, but not all, of these frequencies are filtered.
Furthermore, the signal intensity of the EMG is larger than that of the EEG. It has been shown
that volunteers who were only paralyzed had a BIS of 33-60, while they were fully awake.92
Thus the EMG may influence the BIS value. Several monitors have an EMG indicator of the
level of EMG activity, which may be a clinically useful tool.93,94 If the monitor indicates that
EMG is active, together with an increase in the derived EEG variable, there is probably lack of
analgesia. If EMG activity is low and EEG variable is high, there is a possibility that the patient
is regaining consciousness.
H-reflex
Some investigators propose to use spinal reflexes, such as the Η-reflex, to monitor immobility.
95
The H-reflex was first described by Hoffmann in 1918. When a mixed peripheral nerve
is submaximally stimulated, fast conducting la sensory fibers are activated.95 The signal is
conducted to a dorsal horn neuron and activates monosynaptically the α-motorneuron in the
ventral horn. From there, a muscle is activated. The H-reflex is similar to the monosynaptic
stretch reflex except that the muscle spindle sense organs are bypassed by direct electrical
stimulation. An H-reflex is typically evoked with a 21 mA (mean), 0.2 ms, 0.1 Hz electrical
pulse on the posterior tibial nerve in the popliteal fossa.87 The response can be recorded with
an EMG at the soleus muscle with a latency of 35-40 ms. The H-reflex can also be recorded at
the flexor muscles in the forearm after stimulation of the median nerve.
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Since many decades, it was recognized that the H-reflex could be used to monitor
adequacy of anaesthesia.49·9697 Rehberg87·98 further explored the capabilities of the H-reflex
to monitor immobility. Inter-individual variability is large (mean amplitude in the awake
patient is 4.9 mV with a standard deviation of 4.0 mV). Sevoflurane administration led to
gradual decrease in H-reflex amplitude. Whether the H-reflex was abolished completely
is not clear from these studies, but the amplitude was minimal at high concentrations of
sevoflurane. The concentration range of the H-reflex suppression and the concentration
range of the suppression of movement in response to noxious stimulation were the same,
although this does not imply a causal relation. Prediction of movement to a noxious stimulus
with H-reflex amplitude was reasonably good (P 0.76) in comparison with BIS monitoring
which performed no better than chance alone (P]< 0.49).fl7 Others found that isoflurane,0 and
halothane96·97 also depressed the H reflex.
Kerz99 observed that propofol could not depress the H-reflex in clinical dosages. Only
at a plasma level of 9 μg/ml a reduction of 41% was seen and none of the patients moved
spontaneously. At lower concentrations 60 to 40% of the patients moved. Baars and co
workers100 came to other conclusions. They observed that the H-reflex is suppressed by
concentrations far lower than those needed for surgical immobility. Therefore, the H-reflex is
unlikely to be useful as a monitor of immobility during propofol anaesthesia.
Ketamine101 and etomidate102 increase the H-reflex amplitude, presumably because they
act at other receptor sites (NMDA and GABAA respectively).
F-wave
Other investigators proposed to use spinal responses such as F-waves to monitor immobility.
Η-reflexes are affected by descending input via afferent terminals or interneurons, whereas
F-waves can be considered as pure indicators of motorneuron excitability. The F-wave is not
a reflex. It is a late muscle potential evoked by supramaximal stimulus of a motor (or mixed)
nerve and is generated by antidromic activation of the α motorneuron. Thus, the afferent and
efferent arc is the same α motorneuron. Stimulation is typically 26.1 mA (mean), 0.1 ms, 0.2
Hz at the posterior tibial nerve at the ankle. ")J'""' The response has low amplitude 0.6 (0.4) mV
49
(mean (sd)) and a delay of 55 -60 ms.
49

10,

After isoflurane or sevoflurane administration there is a gradual decrease of the Fwave amplitude. Zhou et al.49 found a correlation between immobility and both H-reflex and
03
F-wave during isoflurane anaesthesia. But Baars (group of Rehberg)' concluded that the Fwave cannot be used to predict movement in response to noxious stimuli during sevoflurane
anaesthesia because it is almost completely suppressed at subclinical concentrations. These
findings are in contradiction with animal studies in rats, where the F-wave is larger and less
sensitive to volatile anaesthetics.47·4"
Propofol also depresses F-waves in humans. 105106 As the F-waves almost completely
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Table 3 Methods to monitor spinal cord excitability and related methods. (NFR - Nociceptive flexor reflex, TIWR = Tetanic
induced withdrawal reflex)

Method
M-wave

Pathway

Stimulus
>2β mA
1-0.1 Hz
Peroneal n.

Response
Tibialis anterior muscle
5mV
OmV -5mV
SA M wave

H-reflex

21 mA
0.1 Hz
0 2 ms
Post tibial n.
(poplit fos.)

50 ms

100 ms

Soleus muscle
5 mV 0 mV -5mVSA M wave H reflex

F-wave

26 mA
0.2 Hz
0.1 ms
Post tibial η
(ankle)

Soleus muscle
5mV ^ .

omv

r-Jyi

,

4l·-

S A M wave

30 mA
017 Hz
5 pulses of
1 ms during
20 ms
Sural η

F wave

100 ms

Biceps femoris muscle
5mV
OmV
-5mV

50 mA
0 017 Hz
1 s
Tetanic
100 Hz
Sural n.

Biceps femoris muscle

-5mV-|
SA
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disappear at subclinical concentration, Baars107 concluded that F-waves are unsuitable for
prediction of motor responses to noxious stimuli. This is in contradiction with the in vitro
study of Matute55, where no depression of a monosynaptic reflex was seen. Kakinohama108
showed that propofol depressed the F-wave, but returned to control values when the patients
were aroused with physical stimulation. They concluded that the inhibition of propofol of
spinal motorneurons might be attributed to a depression in the facilitating signals rather than
direct action of propofol on the motor neurons.
M-wave
The M-wave is the direct muscle response after stimulation of the motor nerve. It can be
evoked at the same sites as Η-reflex and F-waves, but the stimulus intensity required to obtain
a maximal M-response is higher. The delay is much shorter (from posterior tibial nerve to
soleus muscle 10-15 ms). The M-wave is nota measure of immobility, but listed here because
it is often used in neurophysiological tests. M-waves provide a tool to check the integrity of
both stimulus- and record-modalities. It is also useful to assess the degree of neuromuscular
blockade when muscle relaxants are used.
Anaesthetics might influence mobility by depressing axonal conduction or transmission
at the neuromuscular junction. As M-responses remain unchanged, its is unlikely that
propofol991"5 or isoflurane49 would possess these effects.
Nociceptiveflexorreflex (NFR)
Sherrington109 introduced the NFR corresponding to an escape reaction directed against a
noxious stimulation. This reflex, which is also known as RIII, has been used in animals for
decades. The group of Wilier109 proposed the NFR to evaluate objectively, in awake humans,
pain thresholds and pain tolerance. The NFR allows also to study the effects of analgesics109
and to examine inhibitory effects on spinal circuitry.110
In contrast to previous methods, the aim is to provoke a painful sensation and to record
the ensuing withdrawal. Therefore, the stimulus is relatively strong and consists of five
pulses of 1 ms during 20 ms with a current of 30 mA. The stimulus produces a sensation of
pin prick. The afferent fibers are mainly Αδ and C fibers, but the Aß and Act fibers are also
activated. The NFR is a polysynaptic reflex in the ipsilateral flexor muscle. Typically, the sural
nerve is stimulated and the response is recorded from the biceps femoris muscle, which is an
important flexor muscle.109 Other nerves, skin regions (plantar) or stimulation patterns can
also be used to obtain the NFR.
Effects of anaesthetics on the NFR were used to evaluate the analgesic effects in humans.
For subanaesthetic concentrations of isoflurane (0.2 MAC), the NFR thresholds were
increased, but the perceived pain remained constant.1" It was concluded that the response
to NFR was suppressed due to a sedative but not an analgesic effect."2 Propofol, at a dose
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creating profound sedation, increased also the NFR threshold, and this increase was greater
than a clinical dose of alfentanil."3 Alfentanil, but not propofol, attenuated the perceived pain.
Thus, propofol in subhypnotic doses had no analgesic effect on painful electrical stimuli. The
NFR may therefore not be a measure of analgesia when the drug tested has sedative effects.
There are scarce data on the NFR at clinical doses of anaesthetics. One study shows that
the NFR, even at an increased stimulus intensity of 80 mA, could not be elicited at 0.8 MAC
isoflurane concentration."'1 Thus, the NFR is not useful for quantifying motor responses at
normal doses of isoflurane and probably other anaesthetics as well.
Tetanic stimulus induced withdrawal reflex (TIWR)
Methods using temporal or spatial summation of nociceptive stimuli appear to be less
influenced by sedative effects of anaesthetics."1"1 Repetitive stimulation of C-fibers leads to
an increased excitability, also called a "wind up", of spinal dorsal horn neurons in animals"5
and to an increased pain reaction in humans."6 Petersen-Felix and co-workers"4 studied the
effects of isoflurane on repeated nociceptive stimuli. They used the same stimulus as for NFR
but repeated itfivetimes within 2.5 s. They found that, with a stimulus intensity of maximally
80 mA, 1.2 MAC of isoflurane was required to suppress completely the responses, whereas 0.8
MAC sufficed if a single stimulus was used. The aim was to obtain reflex response thresholds.
As these kinds of stimuli are extremely painful, the conscious subject first received a small
electrical current. Only when the subject had no response to the stimulus, the intensity was
gradually increased. Measuring the threshold took several minutes and each measurement
had to be performed after equilibration of isoflurane (10 min). Thus, this method is very time
consuming and not suited for measuring in dynamic situations.
We propose an alternative method using a noxious electrical tetanus of high current
intensity resembling skin incision to provoke a withdrawal response in the unconscious
human, i.e. the tetanic induced withdrawal response (TIWR) (see table 3). The measurement
should be repeatable and harmless to the patient. The evoked response should be quantified
objectively and have reasonably low variability.
A skin incision involves temporal and spatial summation of nociceptive afférents.
Zbinden,9 found that tetanic electrical stimulation (50 Hz, 50 mA, 10 s) is a reproducible
and noninvasive stimulation pattern that can be used as an alternative to skin incision, when
evaluating potency of an anaesthetic agent. MAC-tetanus for isoflurane (1.03 (SE 0.09)%))
was slightly lower than MAC- incision (1.16 (SE 0.10)%). It must be noticed that only gross
movements were considered as positive. The coefficient of variation of skin incision was
comparable to tetanic stimulation (7.9 vs. 8.2%).
Tetanic electrical stimulation is frequently used to study its effects on EEG changes and on
haemodynamic responses."87·"11·107·"7 It is a standard method to test residual neuromuscular
blockade (M-wave) in daily practice."" Repetitive application of the tetanic stimulation seems
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to be safe and causes no injury to human beings.
Comparable methods have been used in animals. Dirksen and coworkers"9 measured
the withdrawal force of a hind limb after transcutaneous tetanic stimulation in rats under
pentobarbitone, nitrous oxide or urethane anaesthesia. It is not practical to measure
withdrawal force in patients because of the complexity of the measuring instrument and the
occurrence of baseline shifts induced by spontaneous movements.
In our method we use EMG to measure the evoked muscle response. However there are
some limitations. It is not practical to sustain the electrical tetanus for many seconds, because
the EMG of the muscle response is corrupted by the stimulation artefact. The EMG can be
analyzed only after the stimulation is stopped. Therefore we use a stimulus which is long
enough to resemble skin incision, but short enough to obtain a clean EMG response. So we
use a tetanic stimulus of 100 Hz, 0.1 ms pulse duration, 50 mA strength, during 1 s. The
EMG is analyzed during 1 s after the end of the stimulus. The area under the curve is used as
a measure of the amount of evoked muscle activity. To minimize habituation or arousal of
higher central nervous centres, the tetanic stimulation were repeated only every 60 s.
Evaluating the TIWR to quantify motor responses during anaesthesia is one of the subjects
of this thesis.
Blink reflex
The blink reflex is used in neurology as a diagnostic tool for detection of various diseases.
In anaesthesia, the blink reflex is widely used as an endpoint of anaesthesia induction. This
can be done by stroking the eyelash with a finger, tapping on the forehead or touching the
cornea with a fine wisp of cotton and looking at the evoked muscle activity in the orbicularis
oculi muscle. Guedel3 described the loss of blink reflexes in different stages of anaesthesia
(see table 1). The blink reflex is initiated by a non standardized stimulus and is evaluated by
a subjective observation of the response. With the use of EMG, additional information can
be obtained. Kugelberg120 was first to study electromyographically the blink reflex evoked by
electrical stimulation of the supraorbital nerve. He showed that the reflex consisted of two
responses. Later a third component was described121 (see table 4).
Many names were given to the blink reflex. All reflexes that result in a blink are called
orbicularis oculi reflexes. They belong to trigemino-facial reflexes and these belong to
brainstem reflexes. Blink reflexes can be elicited by mechanical stimuli such as tapping the
forehead (glabellar reflex) or striking the eyelash (eyelash reflex). Electrically evoked blink
reflexes are usually elicited by stimulating the supraorbital nerve, but light and auditory
stimuli are also known. Corneal reflexes can be evoked mechanically (touch or airpuff)
or electrically. Somewhere in between blink and corneal reflex lies the eyelid reflex that is
generated by lifting the eyelid. Not all blinks are alike.122 Each specific stimulus results in
another pattern, although some parts are common.
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Table 4 Pathways and EMG recordings of the blink reflex (Ri,R2 and R3 components) and the corneal reflex (C)

Method
Blink
reflex
R1

Pathway

Stimulus
20 mA
0,1 Hz
0.1 ms
Supra orbital
nerve

Response
Ipsilateral orbicularis oculi muscle
0.5 mV-,

OOmV-y-JL
-0 5 mV
SARI

\

50 ms

1

100 ms

1

150 ms

Contralateral orbicularis oculi muscle
0.5 mV-,
OOmVSA

R2

50 ms

100 ms

150 ms

Ipsilateral orbicularis oculi muscle
0.5 mV n

Λ4Γ

-0.5 mV
SARI

R2

1

100 ms

150 ms

Contralateral orbicularis oculi muscle
0.5 mV n
OOmV
SA

R3

>20mA
0 1 Hz
0.1 ms
Supra orbital
nerve

100 ms

150 ms

Ipsilateral orbicularis oculi muscle
0.5 ΙΤΛ/η

SARI

R2

R3

150 ms

Contralateral orbicularis oculi muscle
0.5 mV-,

SA

oorneai
Reflex
C

jmA
0.1 Hz
1 ms

Ipsilateral orbicularis oculi muscle
0.5 mV-,

Γ^ΙΑ-

Cornea

SA

C

100 ms

150 ms

Contralateral orbicularis oculi muscle
0 5mV
0 0 mV v
-0 5 mVSA
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The blink reflex following electrical stimulation of the supraorbital nerve can be recorded
by surface electrodes from the orbicularis oculi muscle on both sides. It consists of (see table
4) an early ipsilateral reflex component (Rl) with a latency of about 10 ms and bilateral late
reflex components (R2) appearing after 25 to 30 ms.120 With stronger electrical stimulation
additional bilateral reflex components (R3) can be recorded.121
The common afferent limb of the reflex is mediated via the ophthalmic division of the
trigeminal nerve (N. V). The Rl and R2 components run mainly through medium myelinated,
medium size, fast conducting Aß fibres.123,25 The R3 component is evoked by activation of
smaller diameter fibers (Αδ, C), which are less excitable than those for R2.126 These afférents
might be nociceptive, but this qualification deserves further study.'26·127 The trigeminal nerve
conveys exteroceptive input via the trigeminal (Gasserian) ganglion to the spinal trigeminal
tract and finally the nuclei of termination.
The nerve impulses of the Rl component run to the nucleus sensorius principalis and
from there to the ipsilateral motorneurons of the facial nucleus via one to three interneurons.
Both nuclei are situated in the pons cerebri.128 The facial nerve (N. VII) describes an arc
around the abducens nucleus and leaves the central nervous system at the base of the pons.
The facial nerve divides into its terminal branches in the parotic gland. Rl corresponds to a
slight medial movement of the lower lid,12'* but others report that it is clinically invisible and
may have a preparatory function by shortening the late blink reflex delay.1,0'11l
The afférents of the R2 component are conducted through the spinal tract in the pons
and medulla oblongata to reach the most caudal area of the spinal trigeminal nucleus.132
This subnucleus is extremely rich in substance P. However, the afférents of R2 (Aß-fibers)
are unlikely to produce substance Ρ or to project on specific nociceptive neurons. They
presumably project either to low threshold mechanoreceptive neurons or to wide-dynamicrange neurons.127 From here, impulses are relayed through polysynaptic pathways, ascending
both ipsilaterally and contralaterally to the stimulated side, before connecting to the facial
nuclei. The crossing of impulses takes place in the caudal medullary region.132 R2 correlates
with the clinically observed blink of the eyelids that protects the eyes during potentially
dangerous events.
The central pathway of the R3 component is unknown. Like R2 it is produced symmetrically
in both orbicularis oculi muscles. The R3 circuit is undoubtly polysynaptic. The functional
role of the R3 component is uncertain. The R3 component, which follows R2 after stronger
and potentially noxious stimuli to the face,fillsthe gap between the end of R2 and the onset
of voluntary contraction, thus preventing relaxation of the eyelids —a potentially dangerous
situation for the eyes.
The corneal reflex consists of bilateral contraction of the orbicularis oculi muscle. No
early response precedes the corneal reflex. The latency is some 10 ms longer than that for
the R2. The cornea is innervated by unmyelinated C fibers and small myelinated Αδ fibers.
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Both types of axons terminate in the stroma and epithelium as free nerve endings. The thin
27

terminals are extensively labelled with substance Ρ and contain pain related peptides.' The
111

Αδ fibers are assumed to be responsible for the corneal reflex.

They pass through the long

ciliary nerves and the ophthalmic division of the trigeminal sensory root, via the trigeminal
11

ganglion, to reach the pons. '' The central circuit is grossly similar to the circuit of R2. The
corneal reflex projects onto the medullary trigeminal nucleus pars caudalis. Some neurons
are nociceptive-specific and others are wide-dynamic-range neurons. Then the reflex enters
a multisynaptic chain of interneurons in the lateral tegmental field.'27 However, the corneal
15

reflex and the R2 do not share the same interneurons.' The corneal reflex is also relayed
13

through fewer synapses. '' Impulses ascend from ipsilaterally and contralaterally before
connecting to the facial nuclei. The efferent fibers are, at least in part, the same motorneurons
27

as for Rl and R2.' The corneal reflex is a typically nociceptive reflex and serves to protect
the eyes. Psychophysical studies have demonstrated that innocuous stimuli are perceived
as painful when applied to the cornea, whereas the same stimuli are sensed as mechanical
stimulation, warm or cold when applied to the facial skin.
Kimura

118

137

reported that R2 was absent and Rl remained nearly normal in five patients

given a therapeutic dose of diazepam. Dauthier

119

found no change in threshold of both Rl

M

and R2 after fentanyl. Willer " reported that 33% nitrous oxide resulted in a potent depression
of R2 and a less severe depression of Rl. Naloxon did not reverse these effects.
Marelli1'" studied the blink reflex during general anaesthesia. After an induction dose
of thiopental or an isoflurane induction, all blink reflex activity disappeared in healthy
humans. Cruccu127 tested diazepam and fentanyl on the three components of the blink reflex
and the corneal reflex. After 10 mg diazepam Rl decreased to 57%, R2 decreased to 40%,
R3 disappeared and the corneal reflex decreased to 57%. Flumazenil restored only partially
the reflex responses. With fentanyl Rl was unchanged, R2 decreased slightly to 75%, and
R3 and corneal reflex were strongly depressed (22% and 12%). After naloxone all responses
recovered. The author concluded that recording blink and corneal reflexes appears to be a
useful tool for drug evaluation because the technique allows to differentiate (to some extent)
the muscle-relaxant, sedative and analgesic properties of a given drug.
From these studies, it is clear that blink reflexes are sensitive to anaesthetics. It is not yet
well documented whether hlink ΓΡΑΡΥΡ«; ran he ιιςρΗ tn m n n i t n r spHatinn anH liaVif impctVi^cii

Therefore the blink and the corneal reflexes are subjects of this thesis.

—σ-...

Monitoring Nociception
Direct measurement of intra-operative pain is impossible, because an unconscious patient
is unable to talk about experienced pain. Nevertheless, inadequate antinociception will be
expressed as various clinical signs. As discussed in previous paragraphs, monitoring autonomic
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stability and monitoring immobility can be used to measure antinociception indirectly. Other
promising techniques depend on imaging techniques like PET-scan and MRI, but they require
also sophisticated and expensive apparatus. There is one measurement assessing the sensory
pathway to be discussed.
Somatosensory evoked potentials (SSEPs)
SSEPs are evoked potentials that are produced by stimulation of the sensory system. An action
potential generated by a peripheral delivered electrical stimulus is propagated to the sensory
cortex, where it can be recorded by scalp electrodes. Since amplitudes of the signal are small,
computer averaging techniques are used to extract the signal from the background EEG noise.
Alternatively, signals can be recorded by epidural electrodes. SSEPs are used to monitor the
integrity of the sensory pathway when they are at risk during specific types of surgery.142
A study with simultaneous recording of AEP and SSEPs showed that the hypnotic
component and the antinociceptive component can be separated: anaesthetic gases with
unequal antinociceptive properties have comparable AEPs but different effects on the
amplitude of the SSEPs.'41 Nitrous oxide, which has antinociceptive properties, also depresses
SSEPs more than isoflurane.144 Influences of intubation and surgical stimulation on SSEPs are
well documented as well as the suppressive effects of opiods.142
However, this technique requires expensive equipment and interpretation is difficult. Future
developments are necessary to give this technique its place in monitoring antinociception in
clinical practice.
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Aims and Outline of the Thesis
It has long been assumed that the brain is the key site where general anaesthetics act, but
recent investigations revealed the crucial role of the spinal cord. Brain and spinal cord are to
be considered as separate targets, each with its own pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic
properties. Thus, adequacy of anaesthesia must be measured at both sites. However, the actual
possibilities to measure at these two distinct levels differ substantially.
A typical cortical function like unconsciousness, one of the major goals for general
anaesthesia, is easily assessed ever since the introduction of small monitors processing the
EEG during routine clinical practice. Large studies showed that their use was associated with
a decrease in incidence of awareness.
Yet, the activity of the spinal cord cannot easily be measured in the unconscious subject.
Although the spinal cord can be monitored indirectly by assessing autonomic stability
after a noxious input, this approach did not yet prove fully reliable and further research is
mandatory. Another approach is to assess immobility. Thus, in this thesis we explore methods
to assess spinal actions of general anaesthetics at the brainstem and spinal cord levels, i.e. the
electromyographically recorded blink reflex and withdrawal reflex after tetanic stimulation.

Aims
The aims of the studies presented in this thesis are:
•

To study the variability in the measurements of the electrically evoked blink reflex and the
tetanic induced withdrawal reflex.

•

To examine the relationship between the blink reflex and the level of sedation and
anaesthesia, measured by a clinical scale of depth of anaesthesia (OAAS), a processed EEG
variable (BIS) and anaesthetic drug concentration.

•

To examine the same relationship for the tetanic induced withdrawal reflex.

•

To investigate whether, with the use of pharmacokinetic-pharmacodynamic (PKPD)
modelling, we can provide more evidence for separate cortical and subcortical anaesthetic
targets. Therefore, we measure simultaneously concentrations of drugs (propofol or
sevoflurane) and their effects (BIS, blink reflex and TIWR).

•

To address issues resulting from the PKPD modelling process for sevoflurane.
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•

To answer the question: "Can we provide both adequate hypnosis and haemodynamic
stability in patients undergoing cardiac surgery, while applying the proposed concept of
anaesthesia?"

Outline
Chapters 2-5 present experimental studies
In chapter 2, we investigate the relationship between the electrically evoked blink reflex and
the level of sedation in patients receiving midazolam. The method of obtaining blink reflexes
is described. The variability of the measurements is analyzed.
In chapter 3, propofol is the drug under investigation. The relationship between the blink
reflex, the OAAS and the BIS is analyzed. Probit analysis is used to estimate the calculated
propofol effect site concentrations producing loss of blink reflex components.
In chapter 4, blink reflexes and BIS are studied under dynamic conditions, i.e. patients
received either sevoflurane or propofol in a manner to obtain increasing and decreasing levels
of anaesthesia. PKPD modelling techniques (two stage approach and NONMEM) are used to
describe the relationships between drug concentrations and their effects.
Chapter 5 presents the second part of the study of chapter 4. The TIWR is described and
investigated under dynamic conditions. PKPD modeling (only two stage approach) is used to
obtain parameters describing the relation between drug concentrations and TIWR or BIS.
Chapter 6 presents a computer study
Issues from our experimental studies require thorough addressing of possible sources of error.
For sevoflurane, we report a much faster equilibration between alveoli and brain than others. The
equilibration rate constant also differs substantially from that in well-accepted pharmacokinetic
1
models, such as the model from Lowe and Ernst. " Thus, we develop an own model to study
possible causes for the discrepancy — a quantitative study that is unfeasible in patients.
First, we describe and validate a physiologically based pharmacokinetic model for sevoflurane
anaesthesia, focusing our interest on the factors determining the kinetics of sevoflurane in
those parts of the brain where anaesthetic effects occur at cortical level. Then, we expand this
model with a pharmacodynamic part. Computer simulations are used to explore the impact of
physiological conditions and measurement errors on the equilibration rate constant recovered
by PKPD modelling from experimental studies.
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Chapter 7presents a clinical study
As monitoring of blink and withdrawal reflexes in the usual clinical setting is unfeasible, we
have chosen to conduct a clinical study where we attempt to apply the proposed concept of
anaesthesia using routinely available equipment. We use BIS to titrate propofol and arterial
blood pressure to titrate opioids. In this way we recognized cortical (hypnosis and amnesia)
and subcortical functions (autonomic stability) as separate targets.
Chapter 8-9 present the general discussion and summary
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Abstract
Background:
There are at least three components of the anaesthetic state: loss of consciousness, amnesia and
obtundation of reflex responses to noxious stimuli. To investigate the third component, we use
a standard electrical stimulus to evoke a blink reflex, which is electromyographically recorded.
These data may give information on the anaesthetic state.
Methods:
The relation between the electrically evoked blink and corneal reflexes and the depth of sedation
and anaesthesia induced with intravenous midazolam was investigated. Ten patients received
i.v. increments of midazolam (1 mg, 2 mg, 3 mg, 3 mg, 3 mg, etc., until 21 mg total dose) to
create a stepwise deepening of sedation and anaesthesia. Depth of anaesthesia was assessed by the
observer's assessment ofalertness Isedation {OAAS) scale, ranging from 5 (= awake and alert) to
0 (- no motor response to tetanic stimulation).
Results:
Latency of the first (Rl) and second (R2) blink component and corneal (C) reflex component
increased whereas duration and area decreased with increasing depth ofsedation and anaesthesia.
Rl was last seen at an OAAS score (mean (SD)) of 1.8 (0.8), R2ata score of 3.1 (1.1), Cat a score
of 3.8 (0.8), and R3 at 4.8 (0.5). These endpoints were all statistically different from each other
except R2 versus C.
Conclusions:
Our results suggest that the differential sensitivity of the components of the blink reflex could be
useful to monitor depth of sedation and light levels of anaesthesia during the administration of
midazolam.
Key words:
benzodiazepine, human blink reflex, corneal reflex, monitoring, sedation, hypnotic level,
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The eyelash reflex has long been used as a clinical endpoint of anaesthesia induction. The
eyelash reflex is initiated by a non-standardized stimulus and is evaluated by subjective
observation of the response. We use a standard electrical stimulus to evoke a blink reflex
which is electromyographically recorded. These data may allow a more objective assessment
of the response.
Kugelberg' was the first to study electromyographically the blink reflex evoked by
electrical stimulation of the supraorbital nerve. He showed that the reflex consisted of two
components. The first or early response (Rl ) is brief and occurs after a latency of about 10
ms on the side of the stimulation. Clinically this response is not visible.2 The second response
(R2) has a latency of about 30 ms, is more prolonged and bilateral.3 The R2 response causes
the actual contraction of the orbicularis oculi muscle.2 Penders and Delwaide11 described a
third response (R3) with a latency of around 75 - 90 ms, which is produced bilaterally. This
response occurs after strong stimulation.'1
The corneal reflex (C) consists of a bilateral contraction of the orbicularis oculi muscle
after stimulation of the cornea. No early response precedes the corneal reflex and latency is
some 10 ms longer than that of Rl.'
Animal6·7 and human studies8"13 have shown that the blink and the cornea reflexes are
depressed during sedation and anaesthesia.
The aim of the present study is to investigate: (i) the relation between the electrically
evoked blink and corneal reflexes and the level of sedation and anaesthesia obtained with
intravenous midazolam, (ii) the variability (within and between patients) in the measurement
of latency, duration and area of the components of electromyographically recorded blink and
corneal reflexes.

Methods
Ten ASA 1 or 2 patients, older than 18 yr, were studied. They were scheduled for elective
surgical procedures, had no neurological or ophthalmic disease and did not use analgesics
or sedatives. The Hospital Ethical Committee approved the study and all subjects gave
informed, written consent. No premedication was given. The study took place in a quiet,
warm anaesthesia induction room. Before the start of the study the patient was prepared as
usual for anaesthesia (intravenous access, ECG, non-invasive blood pressure measurement,
pulse-oximeter). The patient lay in bed with eyes closed. Oxygen was supplied as required.
Electromyographic (EMG) signals were recorded from both orbicularis oculi muscles
through surface electrodes (disc diameter 9 mm). The active electrode was placed in the
middle of the inferior rim of the orbit and the reference electrode halfway on the eye-ear line.
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A ground electrode was placed on the forehead.
One of the supraorbital nerves was stimulated transcutaneously with a bipolar block
2

electrode (electrode surface 1.4 cm and interelectrode distance 2 cm). The cathode was placed
beneath the eyebrow over the supraorbital notch and the anode placed above the eyebrow. Prior
to electrode application, all skin surfaces were cleaned with alcohol and the electrodes coated
with conductive paste (electrode impedance < 8 kQ). The supraorbital nerve was stimulated
with a constant square wave current, with duration of 0.1 ms at 0.1 Hz. The stimulus strength
was adjusted at a maximal R2 and a clear R3 prior to the recording session.
The cornea was stimulated via a silver electrode (diameter 2 mm) which was fixed
eccentrically on a hard contact lens. Eye gel (Vidisic®) was applied prior to insertion of the
contact lens. The anode was placed on the forehead. The cornea was stimulated with duration
of 1 ms and at 0.1 Hz. The stimulus strength was adjusted to obtain a clear and nearly maximal
response.
Table ι Observers Assessment of Sedation and Anaesthesia (OAAS) Scale This score is a modification of the OA A/S scale of
Chernilc'and Glass'5

Score

Description

5

Responds readily to name spoken in normal tone

4

Lethargic response to name spoken in normal tone

3

Responds only after name is called loudly and / or repeatedly

2

Responds only after mild prodding or shaking

1

Responds only after tetanic stimulation on tibia (50 mA, 2 s, 100 Hz)

0

No response after tetanic stimulation

A two channel EMG System (Medelec Synergy®, Oxford Instruments, Abingdon, UK) was
πςρΗ tr> rernrH and store the F.MG signals. Sweep duration was 200 ms and sensitivity 200 μΥ.
Bandpass filters were set at 50 Hz and 10 kHz. Latency, duration and area under the curve of
Rl, R2, R3 and C (Figure 1) were measured after the session.
The clinical depth of sedation and anaesthesia was measured using the observer's assessment
of sedation and anaesthesia (OAAS) scale (Table 1 ). Our score is a minor modification of
OA A/S scale of Chernik1'1 and Glass1'1 The observer was always the same person (J.M.) and
was blinded for the blinks and the EMG. The response was scored positive if there was a
verbal reaction or a gross movement, but negative if a direct muscle contraction or brisk reflex
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Control blink and corneal reflexes and thereafter OAAS, were recorded before midazolam
was given. Then a dose of midazolam was administered i.v. every five minutes. The first
dose was 1 mg, then 2 mg, and then increments of 3 mg were given until a total dose of
21 mg. Three minutes after each dose, blink reflexes, corneal reflexes, and OAAS scores
were recorded, presumed that in that period a nearly steady state sedation was obtained
(pharmocokinetic model simulation (Rugloop© version 3.22, Gent University, Belgium) with
16
the pharmacokinetic set from Greenblatt. The study was stopped when there was no more
EMG activity or when the lowest score of OAAS was reached. If there were haemodynamic or
respiratory problems e.g., unable to maintain the airway with simple manipulation, the study
was ended. Patients were not allowed to awaken before surgery.
At each dose of midazolam we recorded five successive blink and corneal reflexes. A
stimulus interval of 10 s was chosen to have minimal habituation and to obtain five responses
within a short time period. The mean of five successive values was used for estimation of
response variables.
The prediction probability (PJ was used to test the ability of the latency, duration and
area of the blink and corneal reflex to predict the observed anaesthetic depth (OAAS). PK has
the value 0.5 when an indicator performs no better than chance and the value of 1.0 when an
indicator predicts perfectly. PK was calculated for each patient, and an average of these PK's
was then calculated (group PK). PK was computed from Somers' measure of association in the
SPSS software program (SPSS version 10.0 Illinois, USA).1718 We also calculated the average
of the individual Spearman rank correlation coefficients (group p)
Two variances were calculated for the variables of the reflex components.
(1) Within-patient (or repeatability) variance (S2W) is the average of individual variances. It is
an indicator of the variation in 5 successive measurements within a patient.
(2) Between-patient variance (S2B) is an indicator of the variation in the means around the
grand mean.
Within-patient SD (SDW) and between-patient SD (SDB) were then calculated for each of the
measurements.
To compare variability when there is difference in the level of measurement, we calculated
the coefficient of variation (or the relative inter-patient SD) (VB) which is defined as:
1
100 · SDB · grand mean . The relative intra-patient SD (Vw) is defined as the mean of the
individual coefficients of variation.
Habituation was expressed as the percentage decrease of the area of the reflex component
between the first and fifth blink. Differences between first and fifth blink were evaluated by
Student's f-test for paired data after Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. The OAAS scores where the
last response was seen were tested with the Wilcoxon signed ranks test. The level of significance
was Ρ < 0.05. Results are given as mean (SD), unless stated otherwise.
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Results
Data often patients were analysed. In one patient we obtained abnormal control measurements:
19,20
the control latencies of Rl were longer (>3 SD) than the reference values.
This patient
was excluded from the study. Nine patients entered the study (three male, 39.1 (13.3) yr and
79.6 (20.6) kg). The supraorbital nerve was stimulated with 50.7 (11.6) mA and the cornea
with3.5 (1.1) mA. Three patients received a total dose of 21 mg midazolam. In six patients the
Figure ι Example of a η electromyographic record of an electrical
ly evoked blink reflex and corneal reflex.The stimulus is given at
the vertical line on the left. Upper two curves are from the blink
reflex (ipsilateral (upper) and contralateral (lower)). Lower two
curves are from the corneal reflex (ipsilateral (upper) and contra
lateral (lower)). Vertical lines mark the beginning and end of the
individual components (Ri, R2, Rj and C).These lines were used to
calculate latency and duration. Grey surfaces represent the "area
under the curve" of the individual reflex components.

r^ -«

20 ms

study was terminated when they had no EMG response. One patient reached the end of the
OAAS scale. No patient had haemodynamic or respiratory problems. The mean total dose of
1
midazolam was 14.4 (5.4) mg or 0.187 (0.07) mg kg .
Figure 1 shows an example of a response obtained during the control period. The control
value of the latency of Rl was 10.0 (1.1) ms, R2 ipsilateral 30.2 (4.2) ms, R3 ipsilateral 80.5
(6.5) ms and C ipsilateral 31.9 (6.5) ms. The control value of the duration of Rl was 8.0 (2.8)
ms, R2 ipsilateral 45.1 (15.4) ms, R3 ipsilateral 29.8 (12.6) ms and C ipsilateral 49.3 (10.6)
ms.
Figure 2 illustrates recordings obtained in one patient during midazolam administration.
Latencies of RI, R2 and C increased and duration and area decreased with the depth
of sedation and anaesthesia as measured with the OAAS scale. Latencies and areas under
the curve of Rl, R2 and C are plotted against the OAAS scale in Figure 3 (Α-F). The mean
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Ipsilateral blink reflex

Contralateral blink reflex

Contralateral corneal reflex

0 mg
OAAS 5

1 mg
OAAS 4

3 mg
OAAS 4

6 mg
OAAS 2

9 mg
OAAS 4
arousal
12 mg
OAAS 2

15 mg
OAAS 1

18 mg
OAAS 1

21 mg
OAAS1

100 ms

100 ms

100 ms

Figure 2 Example of electromyographic records of the ipsilateral blink reflex, contralateral blink reflex and contralateral
corneal reflex of one patient. Each row shows effects of the gradually increasing doses of midazolam (total dose is given)
Latency o f Ri, Rz and C increased and duration and area decreased w i t h the depth of sedation and anaesthesia. The coinci
dent arousal at 9 mg midazolam is accompanied w i t h an increase in reflex activity and an increase of the OAAS scale. The
Ri component (ipsilateral blmk reflex) 15 superimposed on the stimulus artifact. At 21 m g midazolam the stimulus artifact
is seen w i t h o u t an Ri component Artifacts from spontaneous muscle activity make it sometimes difficult to separate the
responses at o and 1 mg midazolam.

prediction probability of individual data (group PK) and the mean Spearman's correlation
coefficients (group p) are shown in the figure. The strongest correlation was between OAAS
and R2 components. The group P^, and group ρ of the duration are lower than group PK and
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Latency
R2(ms)

Latency 60
C (ms)
40 ^

Figure3(A-F) Values of latency and area underthecurveof Ri,R2 and C for Individual patients are plotted against the OAAS
scale. Control values are plotted on the Y-axis. Each symbol represents the mean of five successive recordings. The different
symbols represent the different patients. The successive data of each patient are connected with a thin line. Only ipsilateral
values are presented. Correlation between OAAS scores and the latencies and areas are given in the right corner: mean (SD)
of individual prediction probabilities (group PK) and Spearman's correlation coefficients (group p).

group ρ of latency or area.
Rl responses were last seen at an OAAS score of 1.8 (0.8). Sometimes it was difficult to
iAf*ntif\r

α e m a i l R 1 Kpr^iici» r»f tVip I ^ r a ^ r c t i r n i j j n c a r t i f a c t . A.fter t h e SeSSÎOÎl W£ COuld Still

identify a small Rl in three patients: in two patients data acquisition was stopped because they
had received 21 mg (stop criterion), and in the other patient because the relatively small Rl
component was overlooked. Five patients reached an OAAS score of 1. Most patients (78%)
were unconscious (= OAAS less then 3) when the Rl response was last seen.
R2 responses were last seen at an OAAS score of 3.1 (1.1). Most patients (78%) were
conscious when the R2 response was last seen. In only one patient an R2 response was found
with an OAAS score of 1.
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In one patient we were not able to evoke a control R3. R3 was last seen at an OAAS score
of 4.8 (0.5). When the OAAS score was less than 5, only two patients had a slow and short R3.
When the OAAS score was less than 4, it was not possible to evoke a R3 response.
Corneal reflex responses were last seen at an OAAS score of 3.8 (0.8). We could not evoke
a corneal reflex when the OAAS score was less than 1. Most patients (89%) were conscious
when the C response was last seen.
The endpoints where blink responses were last seen, are all statistical different from each
other, except R2 versus C.
Table 2 summarizes the key results of the variability in the control measurements. The
SDW is always smaller than SDB (except one value at C duration measurement). The relative
SD's ( Vw and V J of the latency measurements are always smaller than those of the duration
and area. The relative SD's of Rl are small. There is little difference between the relative SD's
Table 2 Between- (SDB) and within- (SDW) standard deviations, as well as between- (VB) and within- (Vw) coefficients of variation of the latency, duration and area of the blink and corneal components. Coefficients of variation are shown in italics.

Latency

Duration

Area

SDB

VB

SDW

VW

SDB

VB

SDW

VW

SDB

Ve

SDw

Vw

ms

%

ms

%

ms

%

ms

%

//Wns

%

fiVms %

R1

1.1

11

0.5

4

2.8

35
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of R2 and C measurements, except for area measurements. For ipsilateral and contralateral
measurements, Vw and VB are comparable, except for area C. At 1 and 3 mg midazolam there
are no other principal findings than at 0 mg.
There was no habituation of the Rl component. During the control session (0 mg
midazolam), R2 and C showed a gradual decrease of the area (habituation). The area of the
fifth blink of R2 was 6.4 % lower than the first blink. The area of the corneal reflex decreased
also 2.2 % at the fifth blink. Difference between the first and the fifth blink was not statistically
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significant. Habituation was also present in the R3 component. At 1 mg midazolam there
was no habituation and the area of the blinks tended to increase without being statistically
different. There were no differences between ipsi- and contralateral measurements.

Discussion
The principal finding of this study is the reasonably strong correlation between variables
measured with our method of electromyographic recording of electrically evoked blink and
corneal reflexes and the modified OAAS scale. In addition, we have found that: 1) we are able
to monitor continuously, 2) the patient's eyes can remain closed, 3) this method can be used
in alert, sedated and unconscious subjects, 4) the method is non-invasive, 5) electrical stimuli
of the supraorbital nerve and cornea are well tolerated. Once a contact lens has been applied
to the cornea the patient readily tolerates the discomfort. The use of a contact lens electrode
in this experiment is considered safe since we saw no adverse reactions.
The blink reflex responses at 0 mg midazolam observed in this study, are similar to the
reference values obtained from the literature.1'''22 However, corneal reflex responses have
a shorter latency and duration in our study than in those of others21, where the cornea is
stimulated with a saline soaked cotton thread. This is the first report on the use of a contact
lens electrode for stimulation of the cornea. The presence of the contact lens may have
modified our results. Artifacts from muscle activity and gross stimulation artifacts due to
lacrimation, because of the presence of the contact lens, make it sometimes difficult to separate
the responses. After the first dose of midazolam ( 1 mg) there are fewer artifacts.
Clinical neurophysiologists routinely use five successive measurements to obtain stable
results.J'22 If we used only the first of thefiveblinks we obtained correlations which were from
0 to 5 % less than the correlations of the mean of five blinks.
The OAAS scale is simple and fast to apply, and can be used in alert, sedated and
unconscious subjects. Our scale has a minor modification compared with the scale of Chernik
and co-workers.1,1 We used electric tetanus to the tibia instead of trapezius squeeze, because
reliability and validity.
The first component of the blink reflex, Rl, has a short latency, mediated by A-ß fibres. ^ ^
The circuit is intra-pontine and consists of 2 to 3 interneurones.20 R1 shows little habituation.20
Cruccu and colleagues11 showed that the area of Rl was slightly suppressed (35%) after 10
mg diazepam i.V.. They didn't correlate the reflex response to a clinical scale of sedation but
reported that the volunteers were drowsy. As drowsiness can be rated as a 4 on the OAAS scale,
our results (only a 14% reduction at OAAS 4) are in reasonable agreement with their results.
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We found that Rl responses are traceable until an OAAS score of 1.8, but closer inspection
of the response reveals that it is traceable at deeper levels of anaesthesia. As we stopped the
investigation according to the protocol and once prematurely, we are unable to tell when all
Rl activity ceases.
The second component of the blink reflex, R2, has a longer latency than Rl and is also
mediated by A-ßfibres.25·26The circuit descends through the spinal trigeminal tract and enters
a polysynaptic chain of interneurones in the lateral reticular formation and finally projects
to the facial motor neurones bilaterally.2,20,27 R2 habituates quickly. Cruccu and colleagues13
found suppression of 60% of the area of R2 after 10 mg diazepam i.V.. They related the
suppression of R2 to its polysynaptic circuit through the reticular formation, where GABA
and benzodiazepine receptors are coupled. Corticoreticular projections are also believed to
play a role.27,28 We found, like Cruccu, a similar depression of R2 (60% at OAAS 4).
The third component of the blink reflex, R3, has a long latency and is sometimes impossible
to evoke.11 The central circuit is not clear. The intensity of the stimuli is high and is considered
painful. Some therefore believe that the circuit is nociceptive.11 Habituation is greater than in
R2.5 R3 is most susceptible to midazolam. It completely disappeared in our study at an OAAS
score of less than 4.
The afférents of the corneal reflex are Α-δ fibres.27 Like the R2, the circuit descends through
the spinal trigeminal tract and enters a polysynaptic chain of interneurones in the lateral
reticular formation andfinallyprojects to the facial motoneurones bilaterally.27,29 Differences,
however, exist viz, C and R2 do not share the same interneurones30, C is relayed through
fewer synapses31 and there are indications that the circuit of C is specifically nociceptive13.
The corneal reflex habituates less than R2.11 Cruccu and colleagues13 found a suppression
of 43% of the area of C after 10 mg diazepam. They explained the less intense effect by the
fewer synapses and less modulation by cortical activity. We found a similar depression (46%
reduction at OAAS 4).
Habituation, a gradual quantitative diminution of response to repeated uniform stimuli, is
present in all measurements except Rl. Habituation, although it is very small and statistically
not significant in this study, can be prevented by using stimuli at a lower rate11,1 at the expense
of more research time. There was no habituation after midazolam administration.
The interpatient variability is roughly twice the intrapatient variability (VH versus V w ).
When our measurements are expressed in proportion to control measurements in the awake
state, interpatient variability is reduced. Taking control measurements may limit the clinical
usefulness. But it is debatable whether these measures are really necessary. Ellrich and HopP2
demonstrated in 50 volunteers that SD's (and VH ) could be halved compared to our study.
Latency can be measured more accurately than duration and area, and Rl has less
variability than R2 and C. Future research will focus on latency of Rl component because
of smaller variability and because Rl can be measured beyond unconsciousness. Corneal
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reflex measurements seem to have no advantages over R2 for monitoring sedation and light
anesthesia.
A major drawback of this method is that it is dependent on a normal neuromuscular
transmission. The degree of relaxation can be estimated by stimulating the facial nerve and
assessing the evoked response ofthat part of the orbicularis oculi muscle. The effect of muscle
relaxants on the inferior part of the orbicularis oculi is still not known. Area and probably
duration will be affected by muscle relaxants, but latency can be measured until complete
neuromuscular block at the orbicularis oculi muscle is present.
Monitoring of blink and corneal reflexes could be clinically useful. There are at least
three components of the anaesthetic state: loss of consciousness, amnesia and obtundation
of reflex responses to noxious stimuli.32"M Ablation of reflex responses has been shown to
occur below the level of the cortex and thus may be unrelated to the state of consciousness.35
Anaesthetic depth monitors like BIS and AEP, which use the cortical EEG, measure the
hypnotic component of the anaesthetic state. Monitoring of blink and corneal reflexes could
probably measure the suppression of reflex activity. From the work of Dauthier and Cruccu'13
we learned that an opiate does not reduce the Rl and R2 component but suppresses the R3
component and the corneal reflex. In our study we have found profound suppression of the
R3 component after midazolam, which makes further analyses of the nociceptive component
impossible. Corneal reflexes are equally susceptible to midazolam as the R2 component. Since
the corneal reflex disappears before the patient is unconscious there seems little clinical value
in testing the nociceptive component during deeper levels of anaesthesia. We have to prove
the clinical value of testing the nociceptive component during light anaesthesia and sedation
e.g., during emergence of anaesthesia.
On the basis of our results we conclude that there is a reasonably strong correlation
between our clinical scale of depth of sedation and anaesthesia (OAAS) and blink and corneal
reflex components. The most susceptible to midazolam is R3, then C and R2 and the most
resistant R1. Our results suggest that the differential sensitivity of the components of the blink
reflex could be useful to monitor depth of sedation and light levels of anaesthesia during the
administration of midazolam.
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Abstract
Background:
General anaesthesia is characterized by loss of consciousness, amnesia and obtundation of reflex
responses to noxious stimuli. Quantifying the blink reflex may reflect the depression of reflex
arches induced by anaesthetics and thus being informative on the anaesthetic state.
Methods:
The relation between the electrically evoked blink reflexes and the depth of sedation and
anaesthesia induced with intravenous propofol was investigated Twenty patients received propofol
by target-controlled infusion to create a stepwise deepening of sedation and anaesthesia. Depth of
anaesthesia was assessed by the observer's assessment of anaesthesia and sedation (OAAS) scale,
and by bispectral EEG analysis (BIS). Probit analysts was used to estimate the predicted propofol
effect site concentrations producing unconsciousness, no response to noxious stimulation, and loss
of blink reflex components.
Results:
Latency of the first (Rl) and second (R2) blink component increased, whereas duration and area
decreased with increasing depth of sedation and anaesthesia. A reasonably strong correlation
between OAAS and the areas of Rl and R2 components was found (Spearman ρ = 0 92 and
0 89). The areas ofRl and R2 and the OAAS correlated also with BIS (Spearman ρ = 0.91, 0.88
and 0.90). EC50 and EC95 for loss of Rl were 2.8 (95% CI- 2.5 - 3.2) μg/ml and 4.6 (95% CI·
4.1 - 5.5) pg/ml, respectively.
Conclusions:
Our results suggest that the differential sensitivity of the components of the blink reflex could be
useful to monitor depth of sedation and light levels of anaesthesia during the administration of
propofol Both OAAS and BIS correlate similarly with the blink reflex components.
Key words:
hUnl· raflev mnmtnnng
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Monitoring of depth of sedation and anaesthesia is routinely based on physiologic reactions
like motor responses, changes in blood pressure and heart rate, respiration, sweating, and
eyelash reflex. The eyelash reflex has long been used as a clinical endpoint of anaesthesia
induction. The eyelash reflex is initiated by a non-standardized stimulus and is evaluated
by subjective observation of the response. We use a standard electrical stimulus to evoke a
blink reflex, which is electromyographically recorded. These data may allow a more objective
assessment of the response.
Obtundation of reflex responses to noxious stimuli is, beside loss of consciousness and
amnesia, one of the components of general anaesthesia.1 Animal and human studies have
shown that an electrically evoked blink reflex is depressed during sedation and anaesthesia.2,3
Thus quantifying the blink reflex may reflect the depression of reflex arches induced by
anaesthetics. In a previous study we have found a reasonably strong correlation between our
clinical scale of depth of sedation and anaesthesia and the components of the blink reflex
during midazolam administration.4
A wide variety of electroencephalographic (EEG) variables have been evaluated as possible
indicators of depth of anaesthesia. The bispectral index (BIS) monitor (Aspect Medical
Systems, Newton, MA, USA) has received much attention in anaesthesia journals because
of its ability to estimate the depth of hypnosis.5"7 We have used the BIS because it could
reflect the depression of the cerebral cortex induced by anaesthetics, thus being a measure of
unconsciousness.
The aim of the present study was to investigate during intravenous propofol infusion, the
relation between the electrically evoked blink reflex and the level of sedation and anaesthesia
measured with the observer's assessment of anaesthesia and sedation (OAAS) scale and with
the BIS.

Methods
Twenty ASA 1 or 2 patients, older than 18 yr, were studied. They were scheduled for elective
plastic and reconstructive surgery, had no neurological or ophthalmic disease and did not use
analgesics or sedatives. The Hospital Ethical Committee approved the study and all subjects
gave informed, written consent. No premedication was given. The study took place in a quiet,
warm anaesthesia induction room. Before the start of the study the patient was prepared as
usual for anaesthesia (intravenous access, ECG, non-invasive blood pressure measurement,
pulse-oximeter). The patient lay in bed with the eyes closed. Oxygen was supplied if the
oxygen saturation decreased.
One of the supraorbital nerves was stimulated transcutaneously with a bipolar block
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electrode (electrode surface 1.4 cm and interelectrode distance 2 cm). The cathode was placed
beneath the eyebrow over the supraorbital notch and the anode placed above the eyebrow.
Prior to electrode application, all skin surfaces were cleaned with alcohol and the electrodes
coated with conductive paste (electrode impedance < 8 kQ). The supraorbital nerve was
stimulated with a constant square wave current, with duration of 0.1 ms at 0.1 Hz.
Electromyographic (EMG) signals were recorded from the orbicularis oculi muscles of
both eyes through surface electrodes (disc diameter 9 mm). The active electrode was placed in
the middle of the inferior rim of the orbit and the reference electrode halfway on the eye-ear
line. A ground electrode was placed on the forehead.
The electromyographic recording of an electrically evoked blink reflex shows three
components. Figure 1, uppermost reading, illustrates the three components of the normal
blink reflex. The first or early response ( R1 ) is brief and occurs after a latency of about 10 ms
on the side of the stimulation. Clinically this response is not visible.8 The second response
(R2) has a latency of about 30 ms, is more prolonged and bilateral.9 The R2 response causes
the actual contraction of the orbicularis oculi muscle.8 A third response (R3) with a latency of
around 75 - 90 ms, which is produced bilaterally occurs after strong stimulation.10 Stimulus
intensity was adjusted by increasing the current until the area of the R2 component ceased
to grow while preserving an R3 component. This stimulus intensity was used throughout the
study.
A two channel EMG System (Medelec Synergy®, Oxford Instruments, Abingdon, UK) was
used to record and store the EMG signals. Sweep duration was 200 ms and sensitivity 200 μΥ.
Bandpass filters were set at 50 Hz and 10 kHz. Latency, duration and area under the curve of
Rl, R2 and R3 were measured, using the marker tool of the EMG system. The markers were
put in place by a single trained individual, blinded for the other variables and after the session
took place.
The clinical depth of sedation and anaesthesia was measured using OAAS scale.4 A score
of 5 corresponds to a readily response to name spoken in normal tone, 4 with a lethargic
response, 3 is a response only after name is called loudly or repeatedly, 2 is a response only
after mild prodding or shaking, 1 is a response only after tetanic stimulation on tibia (50 mA,
2 s, 100 Hz) and 0 is no response after tetanic stimulation. This score is a minor modification of
ΠΑ A/S srale nf Chernik" and Glass.5 The only observer (J.M.) was blinded for the blinks and
the EMG. The response was scored positive if there was a verbal reaction or a gross movement,
but negative if a direct muscle contraction or brisk reflex movement occurred. Assessment
stopped after obtaining the first positive test. Two clinical end-points were defined: loss of
consciousness (LOC) when OAAS of 2 was reached and loss of response to tetanic stimulation
(LORTS) when OAAS of 0 was reached.
An A2000 monitor (software version 1.08, algorithm version 3.4) was used to record
BIS. The smoothing rate was set at 15 seconds. The electrodes (type standard) were applied
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Figurai Typical effects of gradually increasing calculated effect site concentrations of propofol on blink reflexes in one pa
tient. Electromyographic records of the blink reflexes are obtained from the ipsilateral and contralateral orbicularis oculi
muscles after stimulating the supraorbital nerve on one side The time base and the moment of stimulation (arrow) are
shown at the bottom. The left margin shows concentrations of propofol (pg/ml) and corresponding observer's assessment
of anaesthesia and sedation (OAAS) scores and bispectral index (BIS) values. The first row shows controls for the three
components (Ri, R2, and R3) of the ipsilateral reflex and the two components (R2 and R3) of the contralateral reflex. Each
following row shows the effects of a higher concentration of propofol. tatencies of Ri and R2 increase, whereas durations
and areas decrease with the depth of sedation and anaesthesia. Ri on the ipsilateral side is superimposed on the stimulus
artefact. Only the stimulus artefact can be recognised at 5 pg/ml propofol. R3 disappears at the first increase in propofol
concentration.

according to the manufacturer's instructions. BIS data were stored every 2 seconds using
Rugloop software (version 3.22, Gent University, Belgium). The mean BIS values of a period
of 60 seconds during recording of the blink reflexes at each propofol concentration were
calculated.
Control blink reflexes, BIS and thereafter OAAS, were recorded before propofol was
administered. Patients then received propofol by target controlled infusion (calculated effect
site concentrations of 0 μg/ml, 0.5 μg/ml, I pg/ml, 1.5 μg/ml, 2.2 μg/ml, 3.5 μg/ml, 5.0 μg/
ml, 6.0 μg/ml and 7.0 μg/ml) to create a stepwise deepening of sedation and anaesthesia.
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The pump was driven by the pharmacokinetic model incorporated in Rugloop© using the
pharmacokinetic set from Marsh. ' 2 Two minutes after reaching target effect site concentrations,
blink reflexes, BIS and OAAS scores were recorded. If there were haemodynamic or respiratory
problems, e.g. the airway could not be maintained with chin lift or jaw thrust, the study was
ended. Patients were not allowed to awaken before surgery.
At each calculated effect site concentration of propofol we recorded five successive blink
reflexes. A stimulus interval of 10 s was chosen to have minimal habituation and to obtain five
responses within a short time period. The mean of five successive values was used to calculate
the response variables (latency, duration and areas under the curve of Rl, R2 and R3).
We used the prediction probability (PK) to test the ability of the latency, duration and
area of the blink reflex to predict the observed anaesthetic depth (OAAS) and the BIS value.
PK is a non-parametric measure of association, designed for evaluating and comparing the
performance of anaesthetic depth indicators having different units of measurements.13·Μ PK
has the value 0.5 when an indicator performs no better than chance and the value of 1.0 when
an indicator predicts perfectly.
PK was calculated for each patient, and an average of these PK's was then calculated (group
PK). PK was computed from Somers' measure of association in the SPSS software program
(SPSS version 11.0, Illinois, USA). We also calculated the average of the individual Spearman
rank correlation coefficients (group p).
There are no clear guidelines about the number of data points needed for the meaningful
calculation of PK. The maximum number of data points per variable was dictated by the
number of propofol target concentrations (i.e. 9) and the minimum number by sensitivity of
the variable for increasing propofol target concentrations. Data from 10 patients were used in
a comparable study.6 We used data from 20 patients.
To investigate relationships between the calculated effect site concentration of propofol
and the loss of consciousness (LOC), loss of reaction to tetanic stimulation (LORTS) and loss
of blink reflex components (LORI, LOR2 and LOR3), we used probit analysis because the
dependent variable reflects an underlying quantitative variable (SPSS version 11.0 Illinois,
USA). The function used in probit analysis is the inverse of the standard normal cumulative
distribution function. Thus we obtained EC5U and EC9C. and their 95% confidence limits.
Tc investigate the rehtionship between BIS anH ΙΠΓ I ORTS. I OR 1. LOR2 and LOR3 we
used logit analysis, because the dependent variable reflects an underlying qualitative variable
(SPSS version 11.0 Illinois, USA). The function used in the logit transformation is the natural
logarithm of the odds ratio. Thus we obtained EB5ü and EB9S (i.e. the BIS value where 50% and
95% of the number of patients had loss of response) and their 95% confidence limits.
Comparison of the correlation coefficients and differences between effective values and
curve estimates were evaluated by Bonferroni corrected Student's i-test, for paired or unpaired
data, where appropriate. The OAAS scores and BIS values where the last response was seen
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were tested with the Wilcoxon signed rank sum test. The level of significance was Ρ < 0.05.
Results are given as mean (SD), unless stated otherwise.
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Observer's assessment of anaesthesia and sedation (OAAS)
Figure2 Values of normalized latency (dotted line) and area under the curve (solid l i n e ) o f the first component of the blink
reflex (Ri) for individual patients (numbered #1 t o #20) are plotted against the observer's assessment of anaesthesia and
sedation (OAAS) scale. Patients received propofol by target controlled infusion t o create a stepwise deepening of sedation
and anaesthesia. Control values (at o Mg/ml) are marked w i t h the letter C on the X-axis. Each symbol represents the mean
of five successive recordings. Latencies of Ri increase and area decrease w i t h the depth of sedation and anaesthesia, apart
from some small opposite movements in some cases.
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Results
Twenty patients entered the study (three male, 39.9 (15.0) yr and 68.4(11.4) kg). The
supraorbital nerve was stimulated with 26 (6) mA. The stimuli were well tolerated and felt like
a pinprick. R3 components could not be elicited in six patients. No patient had haemodynamic
or respiratory problems.
The control value of the latency of Rl was 10.5 (1.0) ms, R2 ipsilateral 31.9 (3.0) ms and
R3 ipsilateral 86.8 (9.8) ms. The control value of the duration of Rl was 11.0 (2.1) ms, R2
ipsilateral 43.7 (9.8) ms and R3 ipsilateral 22.1 (9.4) ms.
Latencies of Rl and R2 increased whereas durations and areas decreased with the depth
of sedation and anaesthesia. Figure 1 illustrates recordings obtained in one patient during
propofol administration. Normalized latencies and areas under the curve of Rl for each
individual are plotted against the OAAS scale in Figure 2 showing that there was gradual
Table ι Correlations (mean prediction probability (group PK) and mean Spearman correlations (group p)) between the obser
ver's assessment of anaesthesia and sedation (OAAS) score or bispectral index (BIS) values and the latencies or areas of blink
reflexcomponent Ri and R2. Correlations were calculated for 20 patients individually and presented as the mean value for all
patients with the standard deviation (SD)

OAAS

BIS

PK(SD)

ρ (SD)

Ρκ (SD)

Ρ (SD)

Latency R1

0.83 (0.09)

-0.82(0 18)

0.82(0.15)

-0.72 (0.25)

Latency R2

0.83 (0.05)

-0.86 (0.05)

0.83 (0 27)

-0.73(0.51)

Area R1

0.88 (0 06)

0.92 (0.07)

0.92 (0.08)

0.91 (0.11)

Area R2

0 86 (0.07)

0.89 (0.07)

0.91 (0.11)

0 88(0.18)

decrease towards zero of the area in all patients, apart from some small opposite movements.
Latencies behaved in a reverse direction.
Table 1 shows that areas correlated better with OAAS than latencies. Durations correlated
in a similar way as the areas. Correlations with the R3 component could not be calculated
because it was quickly abolished and, as a consequence, there were insufficient numbers of
data points.
Table 1 also shows the correlations between BIS and the blink reflex components. The
correlation between OAAS and BIS is given by PK 0.88 (0.08) and by ρ 0.90 (0.15), and the
correlation between OAAS and the calculated effect site concentration by PK 0.90 (0.04) and
by ρ-0.95 (0.04).
The relationships between the calculated effect site concentrations of propofol and the
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loss of consciousness (LOC), loss of reaction to tetanic stimulation (LORTS) and loss of blink
reflex components (LORI, LOR2 and LOR3), can be characterized by the EC,0 and EC95 values
given in Table 2. We found the EC50 of LOR3 to be the smallest, followed by the EC5() of LOR2
and LORI. The EC^ of LORI and LOC were similar.
Table 2 Calculated effect site concentrations of propofol (pg/ml) and bispectral index (BIS) values that produce loss of consciousness (LOC), lossof reaction to tetanic stimulation (LORTS), and loss of components of the blink reflex (LORi, LOR2and
LOR3) in 50% (EC50 and EB50) and 95% (EC95 and EB95) of patients. Data were obtained from 20 patients and values are
given with 95% confidence interval (CI).

Calculated effect site concentration (ng/ml)
ECso

(95% CI)

ECgs

(95% CI)

EB50

(95% CI)

EB„,

(95% CI)

LOC

2.44

(2.17-2.79)

3.74

(3.28-4.55)

58 9

(56.9-60.8)

37 6

(32.3-41.3)

LORTS

4.17

(3.76-4.60)

6.37

(5.78-7.27)

44.8

(42.8-46.9)

23.8

(18.3-27.6)

LORI

2.82

(2.48-3.22)

4.62

(4.07-5.51)

54.7

(52,3-57.3)

28.0

(21.3-32.7)

LOR2

1.58

(1.39-1,79)

2,44

(2,14-3,01)

73,4

(71,7-75,2)

54,7

(49,6-58,3)

LOR3

0,58

(0.32-0,80)

1,75

(1,41-2.42)

91,5

(89,7-93,7)

73.0

(67.3-76.6)

Results of the investigation of the relations with BIS values are shown in Table 2. We found
similarities in the sequence of disappearance of the responses compared to the relations with
the calculated effect site propofol concentrations.
RI, R2 and R3 responses were last seen at an OAAS value of 2.8 (1.6), 4.1 (0.3), and 4.6
(0.5), respectively. These endpoints are all different from each other (P < 0.05).

Discussion
Our principal finding is the reasonably strong correlation between variables of the blink
reflex and the modified OAAS scale in patients with increasing effect site concentrations of
propofol. Areas under the curve correlate better than latencies. Comparable correlations are
found when BIS is used as a measure of the hypnotic component of anaesthesia instead of the
modified OAAS scale.
Controls were similar to those in the literature.91" We found interpatient variability,
intrapatient variability and habituation to be comparable with the results in our previous
publication.4 Although the same criteria for stimuli were applied, we found that we needed
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only half of the stimulus strength in the present study. We have no good explanation for
this difference. Most patients considered the electrical stimulus slightly painful. It felt like a
pinprick.
When a blink reflex component has disappeared, latency cannot be measured, but area is
zero. This extra data point for the area invariably results in a better correlation, because this
zero area coincides with an equal or lower OAAS class.
Inter-individual variability is not considered when we calculate the mean PK and the
mean ρ for individual patients. To some extend SDs give information on the inter-individual
variation. For this kind of biological measurements the SDs were relatively small, except
for the latency of Rl. Some authors use pooled PK and ρ (average of all data points of all
patients) to predict a response if only the population response curve is known, but the
individual response curves are not.5·6 With pooled PK>s and p's prediction was worse but was
still significantly better than chance alone.
The BIS value is a variable computed from the bispectrum and other variables from
the EEG, ranked by ability to predict depth of sedation and anaesthesia.7 It has been shown
useful for monitoring propofol sedation and anaesthesia/-6 The OAAS correlated with the BIS
comparable to the blink reflex components. Good correlations between OAAS and BIS were
also reported by other investigators.5''
Correlations between areas of Rl and R2 components of the blink reflex and the values
of BIS were similar to the correlations with OAAS scale (Table 1 ). Some patients had low BIS
values (i.e. 94, 94, 91, 91 and 86) before propofol was given while they were fully awake and
alert (OAAS of 5). This fact, together with less data points, resulted in a less good correlation
between latency measurements and BIS.
The first component of the blink reflex, Rl, was most resistant to propofol and the second
component of the blink reflex, R2, was more depressed than the Rl component. Similar
findings were already described in our previous study, performed under the same conditions
with midazolam.4 With midazolam, we found that the R2 component was last seen at an
OAAS value of 3.2 (1.0). With propofol we found that the R2 component was last seen at a
significantly greater OAAS value of 4.1 (0.3). These data suggest that the R2 component is
more depressed by propofol than by midazolam. Both propofol and midazolam act on the
gamma aminobutyric acid fGABA) receptor (propofol on the β, subunit and midazolam
on the γ, subunit) thereby enhancing inhibitory synaptic transmission.15 Unlike midazolam,
propofol inhibits the N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptor, which enhances the inhibition
15
of reflex responses. Midazolam lacks additional reflex inhibition effects but has an enhanced
hypnotic effect due to action on a potential dependent calcium channel16 which contributes
to the less reflex inhibition for a given hypnotic depth. Another mechanism could be that
propofol depresses skeletal muscle excitability.17
The different sensitivity of the blink reflex components to propofol can be clearly seen in
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Table 2. The most susceptible to propofol was R3, then R2 and the most resistant Rl. Each
blink reflex component had a different EC50 and EC95 The EC50 and EC95 of LORI and LOC
coincided. Figure 2 shows that the majority of the patients lost the Rl component at the same
time they lost consciousness ( 11 patients) or after they lost consciousness (7 patients). Only 2
patients (# 5 and # 7) had no measurable Rl before they lost consciousness.
Table 2 shows that the BIS can be used to identify two clinical endpoints of anaesthetic
drug effect: the EB^ for LOG and LORTS was 58.9 and 44.8 respectively. The same sequence
of loss of the components of the blink reflex was found and again, the EB,,, and EBW of LORI
and LOC were not different.
Anaesthetic depth monitors that use the cortical EEG, like BIS and AEP, measure the
hypnotic component of the anaesthetic state. Monitoring of the R3 component of blink
reflex could probably measure the suppression of motor reflex activity to noxious stimuli,
because the R3 component is believed to have nociceptive quality.2,3 We have found profound
suppression of the R3 component after propofol which makes further analysis of nociception
impossible.
A limitation of the blink reflex method is that it depends on a normal neuromuscular
transmission, although latency can be measured until complete neuromuscular block at the
orbicularis oculi muscle is present.
On the basis of our results we conclude that there is a reasonably strong correlation
between our clinical scale of depth of sedation and anaesthesia (OAAS) and blink reflex
components during administration of propofol. The most susceptible is R3, then R2 and the
most resistant Rl. Our results suggest that the differential sensitivity of the components of
the blink reflex could be useful to monitor depth of sedation and light levels of anaesthesia
during the administration of propofol. Both OAAS and BIS correlate similarly with the blink
reflex components.
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Abstract
Background:
The relative roles offorebrain and brainstem in producing adequate anaesthesia are unclear.
Methods:
We simultaneously analysed effects ofsevoflurane (group S; n=18) or propofol (group P; n=29) on
Bispectral Index (BIS) and the first component of the blink reflex (Rl). The amount of anaesthetic
was increased until loss of blink reflex. After discontinuation of the anaesthetic and reappearance
of blink reflex activity, the amount of anaesthetic was increased again. The area under Rl (areaRl) of the electromyogram of the orbicularis oculi muscle following electrical stimulation of the
supraorbital nerve was measured. Using a sigmoid E model and afirst-orderrate constant k^
we characterized the dose-response relationships for BIS and area-Rl.
Results:
Concentration-dependent depression of BIS and area-Rl was adequately modelled. £C5() for
area-Rl was smaller than EC^for BIS in both groups (0.34 (0.19) vo/% vs. 1.29 (0.19) vol%
and 1.78 (0.65) μg ml' vs. 2.69 (0.67) μg ml' (mean (SD)). At doses ofsevoflurane and propofol
with equivalent depression of BIS, sevoflurane depressed area-Rl more than propofol. The k^for
area-Rl was about half that for BIS in both groups: 0.24 (0.19- 0.29) min ' vs. 0.48 (0.38 - 0.60)
min-' for group S; 0.28 (0.23 - 0.34) min-' vs. 0.46 (0.40 - 0.54) min-' for group Ρ (geometric
mean (95% C.I.)).
Conclusions:
The blink reflex (brainstem function) is much more sensitive to sevoflurane or propofol than BIS
(forebrain function). Sevoflurane suppresses the blink reflex more than propofol. Different kjsfor
blink reflex versus BIS indicate different effect-sites.

Keywords:
Ann?<thi>tir< i ν - propofol. Anaesthetic volatile - sevoflurane, Monitoring - bispectral index,
Monitoring - depth of anaesthesia
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Recent insights indicate that hypnosis and immobility after noxious stimulation are separate
components of general anaesthesia. Hypnotic effects of anaesthetics occur at the forebrain,
1
whereas immobilizing effects mainly occur at the level of the spinal cord. As a corollary,
adequacy of anaesthesia must be measured at least at both sites. Our aim is to simultaneously
assess —in humans— the relative roles of forebrain and brainstem. The brainstem, connecting
spinal cord and forebrain, is the source for all cranial nerves that deal with sensory and motor
function in the head and neck.
The bispectral index (BIS) was used in the present study as indicator of the level of
hypnosis.
An electrically evoked blink reflex was used to assess brain stem function. The traditional
eyelash reflex —commonly used as a clinical endpoint of anaesthesia induction— is
initiated by a non-standardized stimulus and is evaluated by a subjective observation of the
response. With the use of electrical stimulation and electromyography (EMG), the stimulus
is standardized, the response is objectively recorded and additional information is obtained.
We used the early ipsilateral reflex component (Rl), which is less depressed by sedatives and
anaesthetics than the late bilateral components R2 and R3.2"4
In this paper, we assessed the relationships between varying concentrations of sevoflurane
or propofol and two surrogate anaesthetic measures, viz. BIS and blink reflex. Main instrument
used for assessment was pharmacokinetic-pharmacodynamic (PKPD) modelling, yielding
two important parameters: the concentration that causes an effect midway between minimum
and maximum (EC50) and the rate constant of equilibration between end-expired (or plasma)
and effect-site concentrations ( k j .
We focused on answering four specific questions. (1) Which of the two anaesthetic
measures, the blink reflex or BIS, is more sensitive? (2) Is the blink reflex more sensitive to
either sevoflurane or propofol? (3) Does the k^ for the blink reflex differ from that for BIS?
Different values for k^ may be an argument for distinct anatomical substrates, thus different
effect-sites, for the two measures of anaesthetic effect. (4) Is the blink reflex a good candidate
to detect awareness or to assess immobility?

Methods
Fifty-four patients older than 18 yr (ASA I or II), scheduled for elective plastic and
reconstructive surgery, participated in this study. They had no neurological or ophthalmic
disease, and did not use analgesics, psychotropic agents or excessive alcohol consumption.
The Hospital Ethical Committee approved the study and all subjects gave informed, written
consent. No premedication was given. The study took place in a quiet, warm anaesthesia
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induction room. Before the start of the study, the patient was prepared as usual for anaesthesia
(intravenous access, ECG, non-invasive blood pressure measurement, pulse-oximeter). The
patient lay in bed with the eyes closed.

Data Acquisition
One of the supraorbital nerves was stimulated transcutaneously to obtain blink reflexes.
Paediatric ECG monitoring electrodes were cut to fit the place above (anode) and beneath
(cathode) the eyebrow (Red Dot, 3M, St Paul, MN, USA). The original circle shape was altered
to an ellipse shape. Only adhesive material was removed. The cathode was placed over the
supraorbital notch (figure in on-line supplement).
The supraorbital nerve was stimulated every 15 s throughout the study, using a pair of
constant-current, square-wave pulses of duration 0.1 ms and an interstimulus interval of 5
ms. The stimulus was delivered by a multi-channel EMG system (Medelec Synergy, Oxford
Instruments, Abingdon, UK).
The resulting EMG signals were recorded from the orbicularis oculi muscles of both eyes
through surface electrodes (silver disc diameter 9 mm). The active electrode was placed in the
middle of the inferior rim of the orbit and the reference electrode halfway on the eye-ear line.
A ground electrode was placed under the chin. Before electrode application, all skin surfaces
were cleaned with alcohol and the electrodes coated with conductive paste (Mingograf,
Siemens-Elema AB, Sweden) (electrode impedance < 8 kQ).
The EMG recording of an electrically evoked blink reflex shows three components.
Figure 1, uppermost panel, illustrates the three components of a normal blink reflex. The
anatomy and neurophysiology of the blink reflex are reasonably well known.2 4 The first
or early response (Rl) is brief and occurs after a latency of about 10 ms on the side of the
stimulation. Clinically this response is not visible.5 The second response (R2) has a latency of
about 30 ms, is more prolonged and bilateral.6 The R2 response causes the actual contraction
5
of the orbicularis oculi muscle. A third response (R3), produced bilaterally, occurs after
7
strong stimulation, has a latency of around 75 - 90 ms and is more related to a startle like
reaction. Neurophysiologic studies report that the Rl component of the blink reflex is stable
in thf> awake normal human2 and in subjects receiving nitrous oxide for at least 30 min.8
We first sought for the optimal stimulus intensity by gradually increasing the current until
visual observation of the EMG showed that, in the presence of a clearly visible R3 component,
the R2 component ceased to increase. This stimulus intensity was then maintained throughout
the study.
The multi-channel EMG system recorded and stored EMG signals from both orbicularis
oculi muscles. Band pass filters were used (20 Hz-3 kHz). Sweep duration was 200 ms and
sensitivity 200 μΥ.
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Sevoflurane

Control, 0 vol"-;
1 73 mm
BIS 95

Propofol

Control, 0 μglm\
2 18 min
BIS 98

0.5 vol%
6.78 min
BIS 88
1 vol%
9.65 min
BIS 82
LOC, 1.45 voi"/
11.20 min
BIS 72

LOC, 4.22 μ9/ΓηΙ
15.58 min
BIS 58

2 vol%
13 55 min
BIS 48
Peak, 2.93 ν ο Ι ^ '
18.38 min
BIS 44

Peak, 6.12μ9/ηιΙ
19.55 min
BIS 29

1 vol%
20.13 min
BIS 43
ROC, 0 62 vol»
24.97 min
BIS 78

ROC, 2.17 μ α / Ν
25.75 min
BIS 79

1 vol%
28 27 min
BIS 77
LOC,1.20vol%
29.30 min
BIS 75

LOC, 3.31 Mg/ml
32 17 min
BIS 68

100 ms

100 ms

Figure ι Typical effects of increasing and decreasing concentrations of sevoflurane (left) or propofol (right) on ipsilateral blink
reflexes in a female patient (75 kg, 62 years) w h o participated twice in this study. Rectified electromyographic records of the
blink reflex are obtained from double electrical stimulation of the supraorbital nerve (interstimulus interval 5 ms). The first
row shows controls for the three components of the blink reflex (Ri,R2and R3).The stimulus artifact is superimposed on Ri.
The left margins show end-expired sevoflurane concentrations (vol%) or calculated propofol concentrations (pg ml '),clinical
endpoints (loss and return of consciousness (LOC, ROC)), peak concentrations (Peak), t i m e since start of the experiment and
the BIS values. At peakconcentrations, only the stimulus artifact can be recognized.

A BISxp monitor (A-2000; software version 4.0) calculated BIS with 15 s smoothing rate.
Electrodes (BISxp sensor, type standard) were applied according to the instructions of the
manufacturer. BIS data were stored every 5 s using AK2logger (Aspect Medical Systems,
Newton, MA, USA).
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The level of sedation and anaesthesia was assessed clinically using an OAAS scale, which
is a modification of the OAA/S score.39 A score of 5 corresponds with readily responding to
name spoken in normal tone, 4 with a lethargic response, 3 is a response only after name is
called loudly or repeatedly, 2 is a response only after prodding or shaking, 1 is no response
after prodding or shaking. Loss of consciousness ( LOC) was defined as reaching an OAAS of 2
and return of consciousness (ROC) as reaching—in the reversed direction— an OAAS of 3.

Study Design
Control blink reflexes, BIS and OAAS were recorded during three minutes before
administration of sevoflurane or propofol.
Twenty consecutive patients inhaled sevoflurane using a tight fitting facemask (group S).
Sevoflurane was delivered by a vaporizer (Tec 5, Ohmeda, Madison, USA) into a circle system
(Cicero, Dräger AG, Lübeck, Germany) with a fresh-gas flow of 5 litre min ' oxygen The
vaporizer setting was increased by 1 vol% every 3 min. End-expired sevoflurane and carbon
dioxide (C0 2 ) concentrations were measured with a calibrated gas analyzer (Capnomac
Ultima, Datex, Helsinki, Finland). Its sampling tube was connected to a nasal catheter that
was introduced 30 mm into the widest nostril. Patients were asked to breathe through their
nose. Patients breathed spontaneously throughout the study. The airway was maintained with
chin lift or jaw thrust if needed clinically.
Data from the gas analyzer were stored every 15 s on a patient data management system
(PDMS) (CompuRecord, Philips, Andover, MA, USA).
Thirty-four consecutive patients received propofol 5 mg kg ' hr ', followed by 10, 15 and
20 mg kg ' hr', each during 3 min, by continuous intravenous infusion (group P). Thus, a
staircase function was used for both drugs to obtain rather slow and comparable increases in
concentrations. Oxygen was supplied if the oxygen saturation decreased.
Four patients participated twice in the study, once for sevoflurane and once for propofol
with an interval of several months. After blink reflexes had disappeared, administration of
anaesthetic was stopped and only restarted when blink reflexes had reappeared. Then the
same sequence of anaesthetic delivery, starting with 1 vol% sevoflurane or 5 mg kg"1 hr '
propofol, "'?s rprrtmmpnred This part of the study ended when the patient lost consciousness
for the second time. From this time the tetanic stimulus induced withdrawal reflex (TIWR)
was assessed (reported in companion paper).1" Figure 2 illustrates the course of the study.

Data Analysis
Latency, duration and area under the curve of the components of the blink reflex (Rl,
R2 and R3) were measured, using the marker tool of the EMG system. A trained individual,
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Figure 2 PKPD models f i t t e d t o the raw data obtained in the same patient as in figure ι for sevoflurane (left) and propofol
(right) Upper row: raw data showing t i m e courses of concentrations (thick grey line), BIS and blink reflex (black lines) w i t h
arrows on the abscissa indicating, from left to right, loss of consciousness (LOC), return of consciousness (ROC) and second
LOC. Middle row: raw data showing hysteresis loops when effects are plotted against end-expired or plasma concentrations
Lower row: collapsed loops are obtained when effects are plotted against effect-site concentrations obtained in the PKPD
modelling process. Grey lines represent the effect vs. concentration curves calculated for this patient w i t h equation (i) and
(2),
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blinded for the other variables, put markers in place after the session took place. The areaRl is expressed in the unit mVms, but may also be normalized to the average in the control
period and therefore expressed as percent of control.
EMG, burst suppression (BS) ratio and signal quality index (SQI) data were obtained from
the BISxp monitor. BIS data obtained during periods of excitation (defined as simultaneous
occurrence of EMG > 40 dB, OAAS < 3 and an increasing BIS) and periods of BS (BS ratio >
50%) were excluded from PKPD modelling.
Artifacts in the end-expired sevoflurane data, as a result of interruption of nasal breathing
or technical difficulties, like inability to fit the facemask, were deleted. Remaining data were
then linearly interpolated to obtain one data point per second. Thus, synchronization with
other measures was possible without additional time lag.
Propofol plasma concentrations in arterial blood, one data point per second, were
calculated for each patient based on the individual infusion rate using Matlab-Simulink
(V. 6.5.1) software (Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA). The pharmacokinetic parameter set of
Marsh and co-workers" was used.
We performed PKPD modelling using a two-stage approach. Individual concentrationresponse functions were fitted to the data (Solver Tool in Excel, Microsoft, Redmond, USA)
using a sigmoid model defining the relationship between the apparent effect-site concentration
of a drug (CE) and a measure for its anaesthetic effect (E) as:
(

E = En-(En-E
t-,

t-, Q

ν *-^ 0

where E is the baseline effect, E
0

)

r^i

λ

'E

(1)

max /

is the maximum effect value, and ν is a coefficient
'

max

determining shape and slope of the curve. E0 and Emiix were derived from the data of the
individual patients. EüDISis the average BIS during the control period and EmaxBIS is the average
BIS during the plateau phase,12 which is easily recognized visually either in the first cycle or
in the next cycle. The time delay between changes in concentration and observed effect was
modelled by an effect compartment and a first-order rate constant k^:

(2)

^ _ = rr - r \v
dt

v

"x

L

'

eu

where C^ is the calculated arterial propofol concentration or the measured end-expired
sevoflurane concentration. The parameter to be minimized was the sum of the squared
differences between observed and modelled effects. The coefficient of determination was used
to judge the goodness of fit:
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Ε
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, is the average measured effect and η is the number of data points. The
measured

σ

r

individual parameters were averaged to obtain population parameters.
We also performed nonlinear mixed effects modelling (NONMEM version V level 1.0,
GloboMax LLC, Hanover, MD, USA). Before we could run NONMEM successfully we
reduced the number of BIS and blink data to one data point per 30 s. For comparison
purposes, the reduced data were also used for the two-stage approach. Details are in the on
line supplement.
The ratio EC50 Bllnk/EC50 Bls was used to compare the potency of sevoflurane or propofol to
suppress the blink reflex with respect to their potency to suppress BIS. For this purpose, it was
necessary to demonstrate that BIS values at different clinical endpoints (loss of consciousness
(LOC) and return of consciousness (ROC)) for sevoflurane or propofol were comparable.

Statistical Analysis
Power calculation showed that a minimum of 16 patients in each group was required for
the unpaired f-test to have 80% power of detecting a difference in means of the ratio
EC50 Bllni/EC5|| B | s of 1 SD at the level of 5% significance. To compensate for dropouts, the
number of patients in a group was adjusted upwards.
Graphical analysis of data preceded formal statistical analysis. Lilliefors test was used
to test if data were Normally distributed. Nonnormal distributed data were compared with
nonparametric tests (Wilcoxon signed ranks test or Mann-Whitney U test) and Normal
distributed data with parametric tests (paired or unpaired two sided i-test). Data skewed to
the right were analyzed using parametric tests on log-transformed data. For categorical data,
the Fisher's exact test was used. Data are presented as mean (standard deviation (SD)), unless
stated otherwise. Data skewed to the right are given as geometric mean (95% confidence
interval (95% CI)). A P-value less than 0.05 was considered statistically significant. The
Statistical Package for Social Sciences was used (SPSS version 11.0 II, USA).
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Results
Data from 18 and 29 patients were finally analyzed in group S and P, respectively. In group S,
data of two out of 20 patients were discarded (accidental disconnection of the expiratory
limb of the circle system in one patient and a prolonged paradoxical BIS elevation in another
patient). In group P, two patients had no reliable control values for Rl and for another three

Table ι Patient characteristics and control values of the blink reflex components. Data are mean (SD)

Group

Age

Weight

Height

(year)

(kg)

(m)

Stimulus
current
(mA)

18
(9 male)

402
(14.7)

766
(8.1)

1.76
(0.10)

29
(13
male)

42.5
(14.2)

82.0
(16.0)

1.74
(0.10)

17.4
(5.0)

Number

Sevoflurane

Propofol

16 η

Sevoflurane

5 -

Propofol

Latency
R1
(ms)

Latency
R2
(ms)

Latency
R3
(ms)

14.8

12.4

(39)

(1.3)

36.5
(39)

87.3
(6.3)

12.3
(1.6)

37.1
(3.8)

89.8
(10.0)

Sevoflurane

Propofol
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4 -
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Figure 3 Individual values for l<eo (left) and EC w (right) obtained in patients receiving sevoflurane or propofol Two measures
of anaesthetic effect, the BIS and the first component of the blink reflex (Blink), were used. Horizontal bars represent the
geometric mean of the kpo (left) and the arithmetic mean of the EC o (right).
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patients we could not find a solution to model the blink reflex. We excluded thesefivepatients
from analysis.
Patients in group S and Ρ had similar characteristics and control values for the latencies
of blink reflex components (Table l).The control area under the curve of Rl (12 blinks) was
similar in both groups: 0.94 mV ms for group S (0.23 mV ms within-patient SD, 0.65 mV ms
between-patient SD) and 1.11 mV ms for group Ρ (0.27 mV ms within-patient SD, 0.58
mV ms between-patient SD).
Individual values for kc() and EC50 are shown in figure 3. The parameters of the PKPD
models are given in Table 2. Figure 4 displays full relationships between anaesthetic effects
versus effect-site concentrations for both sevoflurane and propofol.

Table 2 Pharmacodynamic parameters of the sigmoid E models for the Bispectral Index (BIS) and the area under the curve
of the first component of the blink reflex (Blink). E0 (baseline effect value) and Ema> (maximal effect value) were derived from
the data (normalized for Blink) of individual patients. Calculated parameters were: γ (shape parameter), EC o (concentration
that causes an effect midway between baseline and maximum) and keo (first order rate constant determining the efflux
from the effect compartment), p2 is the coefficient of determination. Data are given as mean (SD), except γ and ke0 which
are given as geometric means and 95% confidence Intervals. ' Is different from propofol with Ρ < o.ooi, " Is different from
propofol with P< 0.05, t Is different from Blink with P< 0.001.

E„

En«.

Y

EC™
(vol% or μ9 ml ')

P2
(min')

Sevoflurane
BIS
Blink

95.3

25.6

2.37

1.29

0.48

0.87

(2.8)

(3.0)

(1.94-2.90)

(0.19)*

(0.38-0.60)*

(0.06)*

100

0,0

2.01

0.34

0.24

0.80

(1.58-2.55)

(0.19)

(0.19-0.29)

(0.08)**

Propofol
BIS
Blink

95.8

25.0

2.97

2.69

0.46

0.93

(3.2)

(4.8)

(2.56-3.44)

(0.67)t

(0.40-0.54)t

(0.03)*

100

00

3.58

1.78

0.28

0.74

(2.76-4.65)

(0.65)

(0.23-0.34)

(0.11)

Blink reflex versus BIS: which is more sensitive?
Figure 4 shows that suppression of the blink reflex started at concentrations where BIS was
virtually unaffected and consciousness was still preserved. This suppression rapidly increased
with increasing effect-site concentrations. EC50 for the blink reflex was smaller than EC50 for
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BIS for each of the two anaesthetics (Figure 4; Table 2). No differences were found between
the values for γ for the blink reflex and the corresponding values for BIS (Table 2).
100
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sevoflurane
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Figure 4 Concentration-response curves for suppression of the BIS (grey line) and the blink reflex (normalized area-Ri) (black
line) by sevoflurane (dashed line) or propofol (solid line). As concentrations of the two drugs have different units, two x-axes
are needed Each abscissa has a length of three times ECsofor BIS (ECso BIS); 3.87 vol% and 8.07 μg ml 'Thus, the two concen
tration-response curves for BIS intersect at EC o BIS. The third x-axis uses EC o BIS as unit; length of the axis is necessarily 3
ECso BIS. Curves were generated with data from Table 2 (two-stage approach). Horizontal error bars are the 95% confidence
intervals for the EC, ,'s.

Is the blink reflex more sensitive to either sevoflurane or propofol?
The ratio EC.„U, ,/EC-„D,c for sevoflurane was much smaller than that for propofol:
SO Blink

50 BIS

Γ

r

0.27 (0.16) EC 50BIS for sevoflurane V5. 0.70 (0.29) EC50BISfor propofol (P < 0.001) Area-Rl is
nearly extinguished by sevoflurane at 1 EC50BIS, but not by propofol (figure 4).
Using individual results for area-Rl at 1 EC5Ü B1S (not as in figure 4) shows that areaRl was much smaller for sevoflurane than for propofol: 6.9 (3.8) percent of control vs.
27.2 (21.5) percent of control {P < 0.001).
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BIS values in group S were higher than in group Ρ at the clinical endpoints LOC, ROC and
second LOC: 70 (14), 80 (12), 78 (9) vs. 61 (12), 70 (8) and 64 (8), respectively (all Ρ < 0.05).
EMG activity in group S was also consistently higher than in group Ρ at the same endpoints:
44 (7), 50 (9), 49 (7) vs. 39 (7), 45 (9) and 39 (7), respectively (only for LOC Ρ < 0.05). There
was no difference in the SQI in both groups: 80 (15), 81 (14), 87 (11) vs. 86 (9), 83 (16) and
89 (9) respectively.
Incontrasi to the BIS, the normalized area under the curve of Rl (area-Rl) in group S was
lower than in group Ρ for LOC, ROC and second LOC: 24 (19), 19 (20) and 12 (15) percent of
control vs. 41 (30), 27 (24) and 25 (24) percent of control, respectively (P < 0.05 only for first
LOC). Within each group area-Rl was smaller for the second LOC, compared to thefirstLOC
(Ρ < 0.05). The opposite was found for BIS (P < 0.05 only for sevoflurane).
Does the k^for the blink reflex differ from the k^for BIS?
The rate constants for the blink reflex were substantially smaller than those for BIS: 0.24 min '
versus 0.48 min ' for sevoflurane and 0.28 min ' versus 0.46 min ' for propofol (Table 2).
The blink reflex versus OAAS
All patients were already unconscious when they lost their Rl component. The OAAS at loss
of Rl was identical in both groups (1.1 (0.3)). Only a few patients were already responsive
when Rl reappeared (2/18 in group S and 4/29 in group P).The R2 component was lost at a
lower OAAS score than R3 (P < 0.001), but there were no differences between groups. The
OAAS score at the loss of R2 for group S and Ρ was 3.8 (0.71) and 3.9 (0.8), respectively, and
4.8 (0.43) and 5.0 (0.2) at the loss of R3.

Discussion
This study shows that the relationship between end-expired sevoflurane or arterial propofol
concentrations and area-Rl of the blink reflex may be adequately described by a sigmoid E
model and a first order rate constant. The same is true for BIS.

The four questions
Blink reflex versus BIS: which is more sensitive?
The blink reflex proved to be more sensitive than BIS. Figure 4 shows that, at a BIS of 80, the
blink reflex is already substantially suppressed, especially by sevoflurane. Consequently, the
blink reflex may be a sensitive measure for the level of sedation.
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Is the blink reflex more sensitive to either sevoflurane or propofol?
Our results show that, for an equivalent depression of BIS, the blink reflex is more than twice
as sensitive for sevoflurane as for propofol. Potencies (ECTO) of sevoflurane and propofol are
expressed in different units, hindering direct comparisons between agents. If it can be made
plausible that sevoflurane and propofol similarly depress BIS, then the ratio ECWBlink/EC50 | ) | s
for both anaesthetics will be useful and meaningful. We therefore scale the two x-axes in figure
4 to a length of three times ECTO[)]S Alternatively a third abscissa is used in ECWB|s-units. This
is similar to using MAC-units instead of vol% (or % atm) to compare effects of different
inhaled anaesthetics.
The area-Rl at LOC, ROC and second LOC is smaller for group S vs. P, although statistical
significance is only reached for LOC. This is an additional argument that sevoflurane depresses
blink reflex more than propofol.
Comment. Periods of 'excitation' were excluded in group S to allow valid comparisons
between sevoflurane and propofol. BIS values at clinically important endpoints as LOC, ROC
and second LOC were higher for sevoflurane than for propofol. Others found similar results. ' ' M
The difference may be explained by the appearance of high frequency frontal EMG activity
that yields erroneously high BIS values. However, the differences between group S and Ρ were
relatively small and the EMG activity was not so high (< 50 dB) that an increase in EMG
activity can be held solely responsible for this difference. The SQI indicated that an adequate
signal quality was maintained in both groups. It has been observed that higher frequencies
of the EEG and even epileptiform activity in the sevoflurane group are responsible for
increased BIS values.15 ' 7 Periods of'excitation' occurred more frequently in group S. As this
phenomenon might invalidate comparisons between sevoflurane and propofol, periods of
'excitation' were excluded before PKPD modelling.
The same reasoning can be applied to the more frequent occurrence of BS during propofol
administration. Because we did not observe BS > 50% in this study we did not have to exclude
periods with BS from analysis.
Does the k^for the blink reflex differ from the k^for BIS?
The smaller rate constant for the blink reflex —showing that it lags behind BIS— may be an
argument for distinct effect sites for the t^'o surrogate ana<»«thptir mpiKurps This imolies,
however, that the blink reflex is not a useful measure for the state of consciousness. Area-Rl
can only be of clinical value, e.g. to monitor the hypnotic component of anaesthesia, when the
time lag with BIS is considered.
In contrast with BIS values, the area-Rl was lower at second LOC than at first LOC. This
is consistent with a k,, for the blink reflex different from that for BIS.
eü

Comment. When comparing kfl's of the blink reflex V5. BIS one must consider the time
delay for calculating the BIS value.18 If the k^for BIS could be corrected for this delay, keüB|s
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would become larger and the difference with k^B|ink would increase.
As we were mainly interested in relative differences between k^ for blink reflex vs. BIS,
absolute k^-values are not critical to our findings. Nevertheless, we need to carefully address
the absolute values for k , and their relative differences.
e<)

The k values we found for BIS are much larger than those reported by others.1'*25
There are three key reasons to explain this discrepancy. First, a major difference with other
investigations was that we did not ventilate the lungs of the patients. Hypercapnia with
increased cerebral blood flow can explain a larger k^ when compared to normocapnia. For
sevoflurane, we developed a physiologically-based pharmacokinetic model to quantitatively
evaluate the impact of different alveolar ventilations on k^.26 We showed that reported
values for ki0, including ours, are within the expected ranges dictated by alveolar ventilation.
Second, k^-values from different studies cannot always be directly compared. Some report
the arithmetic mean, whereas inspection of our k^data and those of others reveals a skewed
to the right distribution. 1920 A geometric mean is then the obvious approach. Calculating k^
directly from a reported average t ^ (or vice versa) can lead to a more than two-fold error
(appendix in reP6). Third, other differences that might have contributed: i) shorter processing
time for BIS (newer software version); ii) choice of pharmacokinetic set to calculate propofol
concentrations.
It was not our purpose to search for distinct effect-sites for propofol versus sevoflurane by
comparing the k^'s of the two drugs. The concept of k^ is that it reflects the time delay between
changes in concentrations in arterial blood and corresponding changes in effect. Thus, any
direct comparison of experimental k^-values for sevoflurane with those for propofol is not
meaningful because: i) we used end-expired concentrations for sevoflurane (but predicted
arterial concentrations for propofol); ii) there is a time delay for sampling and calculating
end-expired concentrations. Our sevoflurane model may be used to correct our result for
k^.26 It can be shown that the k^ DIS, after correction for investigation-specific conditions, is in
the range from 0.42 min ' to 0.45 min '.
Is the blink reflex a good candidate to detect awareness or to assess immobility?
The blink reflex is an unreliable tool to detect awareness because most patients, though not
all, were unconscious when Rl was absent. Furthermore, the high variability of Rl at LOC
and ROC prevents a precise prediction of these endpoints. This is also true for BIS, albeit to a
lesser extent. In contrast, the OAAS score at loss of Rl, R2 and R3 shows no overlap (with each
other) and thus the different sensitivity of the components of the blink reflex can be used to
monitor sedation. The smaller k for blink reflex vs. BIS reflects the clinical use of blink reflex
eu

(eyelash) to determine the end point for anaesthesia induction.
The blink reflex is not a candidate for measurement of immobility, although it activates
motor neurons in the facialis nucleus. To be a good predictor of immobility after noxious
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stimuli, the concentration-response curve for Rl must be in the same range as other measures
of motor reactions to skin incision. Concentrations needed to suppress motor responses
after skin incision in 50 % of the patients were 10 μg ml"1 for propofol27 and 1.8 % atm for
sevoflurane (= 1 MAC).28 At these values the blink reflex is completely abolished.

Variability
We used area-Rl because it was already shown34 that: i) Rl is the component most resistant
to propofol and midazolam; ii) area-Rl correlates best with OAAS and BIS; and iii) Rl shows
the least between- and within-patient variability.
As in our previous studies' 4 we found that between-patient variability is roughly twice
the within-patient variability. Although neurophysiologists routinely average blink reflexes
to reduce within-patient variability, we could not do so because we performed a dynamic
study. Within-patient variability remains a considerable problem and would make these
measurements less useful in a clinical setting. Between-patient variability was reduced by
normalizing measurements to control.

Conclusions
The blink reflex is more sensitive than BIS to both sevoflurane and propofol. The blink
reflex is a very sensitive measure of sedation. At an equivalent depression of BIS, sevoflurane
suppresses the blink reflex more than propofol, indicating different pharmacodynamic
properties of these anaesthetics at brainstem level. The longer time delay in the production
of an effect measured by the blink reflex vs. BIS —by both propofol and sevoflurane—lends
credence to the existence of different sites where the two anaesthetic effects occur.
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Supplementary data
Details on the analysis of our data with nonlinear mixed effect modelling can be found as
supplementary data in British Journal of Anaesthesia online. Furthermore, a sketch illustrates
our method of data acquisition for the blink reflex.
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Supplementary Data

Pharmacokinetic-pharmacodynamic modelling of anaesthetic
effects caused by sevoflurane or propofol using nonlinear mixed
effects modelling.

J. MOURISSE1, J. LEROU1, M . STRUYS2

'Department of Anaesthesia, Radboud University Nijmegen Medical Centre, Nijmegen,
the Netherlands,'Department of Anaesthesia and Heymans Institute of Pharmacology,
Ghent University, Ghent, Belgium

Pharmacokinetic-pharmacodynamic (PKPD) models have been used to characterize the
relationship between blood concentration and effect of a drug. A delay between changes of
blood concentration and drug effects is frequently observed. The time-lag can be modelled
by a hypothetical effect compartment and a first order rate constant k^. A sigmoid model can
be used to characterize the relationship between the concentration at the effect compartment
and the effect of the drug. The relation can be described by a number of parameters: the
baseline effect (E0), the maximum effect (E ), the concentration that causes an effect midway
between minimum and maximum (ECS0) and a coefficient determining the shape and slope
of the curve (γ).
In our published paper,1 in which we refer to this on-line document, we assess the
relationships between varying concentrations of sevoflurane or propofol and two surrogate
anaesthetic measures, i.e. the blink reflex and Bispectral index (BIS) (Aspect Medical Systems,
Newton, MA, US A). There, we use a two-stage approach. In thefirststage, a parameter estimate
is obtained for each individual, and in the second stage, a population parameter is calculated
from the individual parameter set by averaging (arithmetic or geometric mean).
In this supplement we present the results of a nonlinear mixed effects modelling approach
using NONMEM-software (NONMEM version V level 1.0, GloboMax LLC, Hanover, MD,
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USA) with the same data. This analysis yields estimates of population mean parameters,
interindividual variability and residual error, for example measurement error. The basic
principles of PKPD mixed effects modelling have been discussed elsewhere.2 4

Methods
To investigate the relative roles of forebrain and brainstem, we simultaneously analysed
anaesthetic effects of sevoflurane or propofol on BIS and the first component (Rl) of the
electrically evoked blink reflex. Details about the methods are described in the published
paper.'
PKPD analysis with NONMEM can be performed by defining a "disposition function" of
the effect-site: D ( t ) = k e 0 e eo1. The effect-site concentrations over time can be calculated as
the convolution between the end-expired concentrations (or predicted plasma concentrations)
and the disposition function. The convolution was based on a 'connect the dots' approach
previously used by Schnider and co-workers.5 An example of a control file used for analyzing
the relationship between end-expired sevoflurane concentrations and BIS is given below.
$PROB PD with KeO fit
SDATA SevoBisLoop 1 .csv

SINPUT ID TIME CP EFF=DV
SPRED
E0=THETA(1)
EMAX=THETA(2)
C50=THETA(3)*EXP(ETA(1))
GAM=THETA(4)
KE0=THETA(5)*EXP(ETA(2))
IF (TIME.EQ.0.OR.CP.EQ.0) THEN
CE = 0
PTIME=0

PCE = 0
ENDIF

DT=TIME-PTIME

IF (DT.EQ.0.OR.CP.EQ.0) THEN
DT1 = 1
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ELSE
DT1=DT
ENDIF

IF(CP.GT.O.AND.CP.GE.PCP) THEN
SLOPE = (CP-PCP)/DT1
ΟΕίΤΑ=ΟΤ1*5ίΟΡΕ+(ΚΕ0*Ρ€Ρ-5ίΟΡΕ)·(1-ΕΧΡ(-ΚΕ0*ΟΤ1))/ΚΕ0
ENDIF

IF(CP.GT.O.AND.CP.LT.PCP) THEN
SLOPE = (LOG(CP)-LOG(PCP))/DTl
,

,

DELTA=PCP' KE0/(KE0+SLOPE)*(EXP(DTl*SLOPE)-EXP(-KE0 DTl))
ENDIF

IF (CP.GT.O.AND.DT.GT.O) THEN
CE = PCE'EXPi-KEO'DTHDELTA
ELSE
CE = PCE
ENDIF

Y = E0+(EMAX-EO)'tCE**GAM/(CE**GAM+C5O"GAM)

+ EPS(l)

PTIME = TIME
PCP = CP
PCE = CE

STHETA
98 FIX
25 FIX
(0.5,1.32,2); C50
(0,2,10); Gamma
(0,0.4,5) ; KeO
SOMEGA
0.10.1
SSIGMA
119
$ESTIMATION SIG=3 MAX=2000 PRINT=1 METHOD = 1 NOABORT; FOCE method
STABLE FILE=RESULTS.PRN ID TIME CP CE C50 GAM KEO
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In contrast with the two-stage approach, E0 and E for BIS were fixed to 98 and 25. 98
is the maximum BIS value that can be displayed on the monitor and 25 is the BIS value at a
plateau fase that is reached before burst suppression (BS) of more than 50 % occurs.6 Like
others,7 we excluded periods of BS > 50% from analysis because we did not wish to study the
relationships between anaesthetic effects and supra-clinical concentrations. E„ and E for
Γ

r

ο

max

area Rl were fixed to 100 and 0.

Results
The parameters of the PKPD models obtained with the NONMEM approach are given in
the Table. EC^ for area Rl was much smaller than EC5üfor BIS in both groups (0.31 (59%)
vol% vs 1.33 (19%) vol% and 1.80 (28%) μg ml·' vs. 2.56 (21%) μg ml ' (mean (coefficient of
variation)). The k^ for area Rl was much smaller than that for BIS in both groups: 0.15 (86%)
min ' vs. 0.53 (74%) min"' for group S; 0.25 (57%) min ' vs. 0.42 (0.56%) min ' for group P.
The parameters of the PKPD models obtained with the two-stage approach are given in
Table 2 of the published paper.' The two-stage and NONMEM approaches yield very similar
results, except for k^ for the blink reflex in group S: 0.24 min ' (two-stage) vs. 0.15 min '
(NONMEM).
Table Pharmacodynamic parameters of the sigmoid Ernjx models obtained with NONMEM analysis for sevoflurane and propofol Bispectral Index (BIS) and the area under the curve of the first component of the blink reflex (Blink) were surrogate
anaesthetic measures E0 (baseline effect value) and E mjl (maximal effect value) were fixed Calculated parameters were γ
(shape parameter), EC (concentration that causes an effect midway between baseline and maximum) and kt() (first order
rate constant determining the efflux from the effect compartment) The mean values are the typical values reported by
NONMEM ECs[) and kco are given with their coefficient of variation (%) σ is the additive residual error ' is different from
propofol with Ρ < o ooi

Eo

Em«

EC

Y

σ

(vol% or |ig ml ')

(min')

Sevoflurane
BIS

98 0

25 0

2 21

1 33(19)

0 53 (74)

8

Blink

100

0.0

2.00

0.31 (59)

0.15(86)*

19

BIS

9Θ.0

25 0

2.86

2 56(21)

0 42 (56)

7

Blink

100

0.0

3.28

1.80 (28)

0.25 (57)

22

Propofol
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Discussion
The two-stage and NONMEM approaches yield very similar results. Because of the differences
in approach of these methods, we believe that similar results strengthen the validity of both
methods.
The k^ of the blink reflex for sevoflurane obtained with NONMEM is smaller than the
value obtained with the two-stage approach. Thus, an even larger difference between k^ for
blink reflex and k^ for BIS may exist. This finding lends even more credence to the existence
of different sites where anaesthetic effects occur.
One unique feature of NONMEM is that it produces an estimate of the residual error (σ).
This is a measure of intra-individual variability. This includes errors in drug dose, errors in
time measurements, errors in effect measurements, etc. Our results indicate that the area Rl
showed more intra-individual variability than BIS.
A plateau fase of BIS has been described by others, although various plateau-BIS values
were reported.7"9 We took the plateau-BIS value of 25 because Morimoto and co-workers6
showed that, at 50 % BS, the BIS value was approximately 25.
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Supplementary figure

Figure Electrode placement for blink reflex monitoring.
Electrodes a (cathode) and b (anode) are paediatric ECC
electrodes used for electrical stimulation. Electrodes c (ac
tive) and d (reference) are silver disc recording electrodes.
Electrode elsa ground electrode. The sensor for BIS moni
toring is applied as indicated (numbered ι to 4)
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Abstract
Background:
The contributions offorebrain and spinal cord to general anaesthesia need closer investigation,
but actual possibilities to assess their relative roles differ substantially.
Methods:
We simultaneously analysed effects of sevoflurane (group S; n=16) or propofol (group P; n=17)
on Bispectral Index (BIS) and the tetanic stimulus induced withdrawal reflex (TIWR). TIWR
was quantified by the area under the curve of the electromyogram of the biceps femons muscle
following electrical stimulation of the sural nerve. After loss of consciousness, TIWR was evoked
once per minute The amount of anaesthetic was increased until TIWR disappeared. After
discontinuation of the anaesthetic and reappearance of TIWR, the amount of anaesthetic was
increased again. Using a sigmoid Emw! model and a first-order rate constant k^ we characterized
the dose-response relationships for BIS and TIWR.
Results:
Concentration-dependent depression of TIWR was reasonably well modelled for sevoflurane, but
poorly for propofol. TIWR was completely suppressed by sevoflurane, but notpropofol. Sevoflurane
reduced TIWR to 5 mVms (very weak movement) at 1 68 vol% end-expired concentration ("
MAC value). The kjsfor TIWR were smaller than those for BIS: 0.25 (0.16- 0.39) mm ' vs. 0.41
(0.33 -0.51) mm ' for group S, 0 25 (0.22 - 0.30) mm ' vs. 0.34 (0.29 - 0.40) mm ' for group Ρ
(geometric mean (95% CI)).
Conclusions:
High concentrations of sevoflurane depress TIWR more than propofol. With propofol, we
frequently observed a paradoxical behaviour of muscles of the lower leg. TIWR lags behind BIS,
indicating different effect-sites for two intended anaesthetic effects: unresponsiveness to noxious
stimulation and unconsciousness.
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In line with a modern concept of anaesthesia1 the state of general anaesthesia assumes the
presence of unconsciousness, amnesia and unresponsiveness to noxious stimulation. A
noxious stimulus activates neurones in the dorsal horn of the spinal cord. If the dorsal horn
is suppressed adequately, both immobility and autonomic stability in response to noxious
stimuli are established. According to this concept, the state of general anaesthesia should be
obtained and its adequacy assessed at two sites: cortical structures (unconsciousness and
amnesia) and spinal cord (immobility, antinociception and autonomic stability). However,
the actual possibilities to measure at these two distinct levels differ substantially.
Unconsciousness was assessed here with the validated2 method of the bispectral index
(BIS) reflecting the depression of the cerebral cortex.
Spinal cord activity may be assessed by quantifying autonomic responses or motor
responses. Indices of autonomic function —pulse rate, blood pressure, heart rate variability
and others— have been explored. Motor responses may be investigated by measuring Hreflex, F-waves or the nociceptive flexion reflex (RUI).'9 We used the withdrawal reflex after
tetanic electrical stimulation (TIWR).
In a companion paper,10 we presented results on forebrain function (BIS) and brainstem
function (blink reflex). In the present study we investigate in the same population the relative
roles of forebrain (BIS) and spinal cord (TIWR). We assess relationships between varying
concentrations of sevoflurane or propofol and these two surrogate anaesthetic measures.
Pharmacokinetic-pharmacodynamic (PKPD) modelling was used to obtain the concentration
that causes an effect midway between minimum and maximum (EC50), and the rate constant
of equilibration between end-expired (or plasma) and effect-site concentrations ( k j .
We focused on answering three specific questions. ( 1 ) Is the TIWR more sensitive to either
sevoflurane or propofol? (2) Does the k^ for the TIWR differ from that for BIS? Different
values for k^ may be an argument for distinct anatomical substrates. (3) Is the TIWR a good
candidate to assess immobility?

Methods
Fifty-four patients older than 18 yr (ASA I or II), scheduled for elective plastic and reconstructive
surgery, participated in this study. The same population participated in the study described in a
companion paper.10 They had no neurological disease and did not use analgesics, psychotropic
agents or excessive amounts of alcohol. The Hospital Ethical Committee approved the study
and all subjects gave informed, written consent. No premedication was given. The study took
place in a quiet, warm anaesthesia induction room. Before the start of the study, the patient
was prepared as usual for anaesthesia (intravenous access, ECG, non-invasive blood pressure
measurement, pulse-oximeter). The patient lay in bed with the eyes closed.
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Data Acquisition
TIWR was evoked by electrical tetanic stimulation of one of the sural nerves, consisting of a
train of 100 stimuli, each with duration of 0 1 ms, during 1 s at 50 mA Adhesive adult ECG
monitoring electrodes (Red dot, 3M, St Paul, MN, USA) were used The cathode was placed
in the lateral retromalleolar sulcus and the anode placed 5 cm more cramally Tetanic stimuli
were repeated every 60 s The stimulator of the electromyography (EMG) system (Medelec
Synergy, Oxford Instruments, Abingdon, UK) was used
EMG signals were recorded from the ipsilateral biceps femons muscle through ECG
monitoring electrodes The active electrode was placed on the belly of the muscle 15 cm above
the popliteal fossa The reference electrode was placed 5 cm cramally A ground electrode was
placed on the lower leg In approximately half of the patients we measured muscle activity in
the quadriceps femons, anterior tibial and gastrocnemius muscles as well A multi-channel
EMG System was used to record, rectify and store the EMG signals Band pass filters were set
at 20 Hz and 3 kHz Sweep duration was 2 s and sensitivity 200 μΥ Figure 1 shows recordings
of the raw EMG in a typical patient
A BISXP monitor (A-2000, software version 4 0) was used to record BIS with a 15 s
smoothing rate Electrodes (BISX1) sensor, type standard) were applied according to the
instructions of the manufacturer BIS data were stored every 5 seconds using AK21ogger
(Aspect Medical Systems, Newton, MA, USA)
The level of sedation and anaesthesia was assessed clinically using an OAAS scale, which
is a modification of the OAA/S score " l2 A score of 5 corresponds to a readily response to
name spoken in normal tone, 4 with a lethargic response, 3 is a response only after name is
called loudly or repeatedly, 2 is a response only after mild prodding or shaking, 1 is a response
only after eliciting TIWR and 0 is no response after TIWR The response was scored positive
if there was a verbal reaction or a gross movement Loss of consciousness (LOC) was defined
as reaching an OAAS of 2 and return of consciousness (ROC) as reaching, in the reverse
direction, an OAAS of 3
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was delivered by a vaporizer (Tec 5, Ohmeda, Madison, USA) into a circle system (Cicero,
Drager AG, Lübeck, Germany) with a fresh-gas flow of 5 litre mm ' oxygen The vaporizer
setting was increased with 1 vol0/o every 3 mm End-expired sevoflurane and carbon dioxide
(C02) concentrations were obtained from a calibrated gas analyzer (Capnomac Ultima, Datex,
Helsinki, Finland) Its sampling tube was connected to a nasal catheter that was introduced 30
mm into the widest nostril Data from the gas analyzer were stored every 15 s on a patient data
management system (PDMS) (CompuRecord, Philips, Andover, MA, USA)
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Figure ι Typical effects of increasing and decreasing concentrations of sevoflurane (left) or propofol (right) on the electromyogram (EMC) recorded from the biceps femoral muscle in a male patient (70 kg, 40 years) who participated twice in this
study. The EMC follows a tetanic electrical stimulus (duration 1 s, 100 Hz and 50 mA) delivered on the ipsilateral sural nerve
every minute Area under the curve of the rectified EMC signal during 1 s after the stimulus is used as anaesthetic measure.
The left margins showtime since the start of the experiment, end-expired sevoflurane concentrations (vol%) or calculated
arterial propofol concentrations ^ g ml ') and the BIS values.
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Figure 2 PKPD modelling of the raw data obtained in the same patient as in figure ι for sevoflurane (left) and propofol (right)
Upper row: raw data showing time courses of concentrations (grey line), BIS and TIWR (black line) with arrows on the abscis
sa indicating, from left to right, loss of consciousness (LOC), return of consciousness (ROC) and second LOC Middle row: raw
data showing hysteresis loops when effects are plotted against end-expired or plasma concentrations Lower row: collapsed
loops are obtained when effects are plotted against apparent effect-site concentrations obtained in the PKPD modelling
process. Grey lines represent effect vs. concentration curves calculated for this patient with equation (i) and (2).
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Thirty-four consecutive patients received propofol 5 mg kg ' hr ', followed by 10, 15 and
20 mg kg ' hr ' each during 3 min, by continuous intravenous infusion (group P). Oxygen was
supplied if the oxygen saturation decreased.
Patients were asked to breathe through their nose. They breathed spontaneously throughout
the study. The airway was maintained with chin lift or jaw thrust if needed clinically. In some
patients a laryngeal mask airway (LXM) was inserted during the study (10 in group S and 6 in
group P). Gas was then sampled from a side stream port at the connection of the LXM with
the Y-piece.
In a first part of the study10 BIS, blink reflexes and OAAS were recorded during increasing
and decreasing concentrations of sevoflurane or propofol. The present study was started when
applying the first tetanic stimulus, i.e. at the moment that the patient had lost consciousness
for the second time. When TIWR had disappeared the administration of the anaesthetic
was stopped until TIWR reappeared. Then the anaesthetic delivery restarted until TIWR
disappeared again. If there were haemodynamic or respiratory problems the study was ended.
An example of the study course is given in figures 1 and 2 (upper row).
Four patients participated twice in the study, once for sevoflurane and once for propofol,
with an interval of several months.

Data Analysis
For the TIWR, we measured the area under the curve of the rectified EMG from the end of the
tetanic stimulus until 1 s thereafter. Therefore markers had to be put in place using the marker
tool of the EMG system. Area under the curve calculation was performed by the EMG system.
As violent movements of the leg caused electrode or cable displacement resulting in baseline
shift, a cut off value of 100 mVms was used.
EMG, burst suppression (BS) ratio and signal quality index (SQI) data were obtained from
the BISXI) monitor. BIS data obtained during periods of excitation (defined as simultaneous
occurrence of EMG > 40 dB, OAAS < 3 and increasing BIS) and periods of BS (BS ratio >
50%) were excluded from analysis.
Artefacts in the end-expired sevoflurane data, as a result of interruption of nasal breathing
and during placement of the LXM, or as a result of technical difficulties, like inability to fit
the face mask, were deleted. Linear interpolation between remaining data yielded one data
point per second.
Propofol plasma concentrations in arterial blood, one data point per second, were
calculated for each patient using Simulink and Matlab software (V. 6.5.1, Mathworks, USA).
The pharmacokinetic parameter set of Marsh and co-workers13 was used.
A two-stage approach was used for PKPD modelling. Individual concentration-response
functions were fitted to the data (Solver Tool in Excel, Microsoft, Redmond, USA) using a
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sigmoid model defining the relationship between the apparent effect-site concentration of a
drug (CE) and a measure for its anaesthetic effect (E) as:
f

E = E0-(E0-Emax)
where E„ is the baseline effect, E
0

max

ry

Λ

Έ

Y

C +EC

(i)

Y

is the maximum effect value, and γ is a coefficient
'

determining shape and slope of the curve. E0 is the average BIS during the control period
and Ema;i B | s is the average BIS during the plateau phase,H which is easily recognized visually
either in the first cycle or in the next cycle. A real E0 for TIWR could not be obtained because
it is not ethical to use an extremely painful stimulus in an awake individual. We assumed
that every patient would vigorously move his leg in response to the tetanic stimulus during
consciousness. Consequently, the area under the curve of the EMG would be far larger than
the cut off value of 100 mVms. Thus, we used this cut off value as substitute for E0 for TIWR.
E was derived from the data of the individual patient.
r

max

The time delay between changes in concentration and observed effect was modelled by an
effect compartment and a first-order rate constant k :

^

= (C,-CE)ke0

(2)

where Cx is the calculated propofol concentration in arterial blood or the measured endexpired sevoflurane concentration. The parameter to be minimized was the sum of the
squared differences between observed and modelled effects. The coefficient of determination
was used to judge the goodness of fit:
Ε

2

Σ( ,

p.2 _= ι l - M"
^

''measured,

E

r

calculated, '

(3)

Z J ( E measured j " E measured ) '
i=l

where Ë

.is the average measured effect and η is the number of data points. The individual

measured

t?

r

paranictcrs were averaged to obtain popi'latinn parameters.
As patients were already unconscious when entering the investigation period for TIWR,
PKPD modelling was to be performed without the usual initial conditions of a known effect
at zero effect-site concentration. Therefore we estimated the initial CE to be the same as the
coinciding Ct of the previous investigation period (as described in companion paper)."' We
tested the validity of this procedure with simulated data and found only a small deviation of
the estimated parameters (0.5 % maximum). Because we only tested BIS and blink reflex and
not TIWR in the previous period we had no Ct for TIWR. Here we used the corresponding
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CE of the blink reflex, assuming that spinal cord and brainstem have roughly the same PKPD
properties. Using simulated data, we demonstrated that k^ and EC50 deviated maximally 1 %
when the initial CEwas chosen 10% too high or too low.
The ratio of the EC50 for TIWR and BIS (EC50TIWR/ECSÛ BIS) was used to compare the potency
of sevoflurane or propofol to suppress TIWR with respect to their potency to suppress BIS.
Therefore it was necessary to demonstrate that BIS values at different clinical endpoints (LOC
and ROC) for sevoflurane or propofol were comparable.

Statistical analysis
Power calculation was performed for the preceding study period.10 It showed that a minimum
of 16 patients in each group was required. Sample size was justified since the posi hoc measured
variability of the ratio EC50 ||WR/EC50BIS was smaller in the present study. To compensate for
dropouts, the number of patients in a group was adjusted upwards.
Graphical analysis of data preceded formal statistical analysis. Lilliefors test was used to
test if data were normally distributed. Either nonparametric tests (Wilcoxon signed ranks
test or Mann-Whitney U test) or parametric tests (paired or unpaired two sided i-test) were
used as appropriate. Skewed to the right data were analyzed using parametric tests on logtransformed data. For categorical data, Fisher's exact test was used. Data are presented as mean
(standard deviation (SD)), unless stated otherwise. A P-value less than 0.05 was considered
statistically significant. The Statistical Package for Social Sciences was used (SPSS version 11.0
II, USA).

Results
Data from 16 and 17 patients werefinallyanalyzed in group S and P, respectively. In group S,
four out of 20 patients did not complete the whole study: two patients suffered from severe
agitation and were given i.v. propofol; one patient did not show reflex activity; one patient
showed prolonged paradoxical BIS elevation. In group P, data from 17 out of 34 patients were
discarded: we had technical difficulties to deliver the stimulus in one patient and to record
without background noise in six patients; in four patients —two of them were very obese—
no reflex activity could be recorded in any muscle; six patients showed no or only weak reflex
activity of the biceps femoris muscle, although they moved in response to the stimulus and
the EMG of other muscles could be recorded. Failure to evoke EMG-responses in the biceps
femoris muscle occurred more in group Ρ than in group S (P < 0.01).
Patients in group S (nine female) and Ρ (12 female) had similar characteristics. Age was
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either sevoflurane or propofol. Horizontal bars represent the geometric mean of t h e individual keo's (left) and t h e arithmetic
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40 (15) and 42 (15) yrs, weight was 76 (8) and 76 (14) kg and height 176 (11) and 170 (8) cm
in group S and P, respectively.
Individual values for k „ and EC=„ are shown in figure 3. Parameters for the PKPD model
e0

50

c?

are given in the Table. The coefficient of determination indicates that TIWR for propofol was
poorly modelled with the sigmoid Emax model. EC,() for the TIWR was smaller than EC5() for
BIS for each of the two anaesthetics. The parameter γ was smaller for TIWR than for BIS, at
least for sevoflurane, not for propofol.
Figure 4 shows the individual model fits for the relation between TIWR and effect-site
concentrations. Figure 5 displays full relationships of the two anaesthetic measures versus
effect-site concentrations of both sevoflurane and propofol.
Figures 1 and 5 have an e^tra ordinate to score the movement of the leg following
tetanic stimulation. Careful observation brought us to the following scale: background noise
(< 3 mVms); visible twitch (3-5 mVms);weak(5-10 mVms), moderate strong (10-50 mVms)
and violent movements ( 50-100 m Vms). The effect at EC50 TIWRcorresponds with the transition
from moderate to violent movement. Because we can obtain a more balanced reproduction of
the observed movements, we present the left y-axis as a decimal logarithm.
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Table Pharmacodynamic parameters of the sigmoid Emj> models for Bispectral Index (BIS) and the area under the curve of
the EMG during one second after a tetanic stimulus (TIWR). E0 (baseline effect value) and ErTMx (maximal effect value) were
derived from the data of individual patients. Calculated parameters were: γ (shape parameter), EC (concentration that
causes an effect midway between baseline and maximum) and k^ (first order rate constant determining the efflux from
the effect compartment), p' is the coefficient of determination. Data are given as arithmetic or geometric means (E maKTImli ,
γ and keo)and 95% confidence intervals. " is different from propofol with P< 0.05,· is different from propofol withP< 0.001,
t is different from TIWR with Ρ < o.ooi.

E„

tmax

(BIS-units or

(BIS-units or

mVms)

mVms)

EC«,

Y

Ρ2

(vol% or

(min')

μ9 ml')

Sevoflurane
95.1
DIC

(93.6-96.7)
TIWR

100

25.9

2.83

1.28

0.41

0.83

(24.3-27.5)"

(2.28-3.52)^

(1.15-1.41)*

(0.33-0.51 Γ

(0.77-0.89)

2.78

6.66

0.90

0.25

0.69

(2.52-3.06)*

(4.39-10.11)

(0.73-1.06)

(0.16-0.39)

(0.58-0.81)

Propofol
BIS
TIWR

9 6
·4
(95.6-97.3)

100

24.0

4.67

3.10

0.34

0.88

(23.0-25.0)

(3.98-5.47)

(2.82-3.38)*

(0.29-0.40)

(0.86-0.91 f

4.12

4.60

1.98

0.25

0.62

(3.73-4.54)

(4.07-5.21)

(1.83-2.12)

(0.22-0.30)

(0.57-0.66)

Effect site concentration sevoflurane (vol%)

Effect site concentration propofol (μ9 ml' )

Figure 4 Individual concentration-response curves for suppression of the tetanic stimulus induced withdrawal reflex (TIWR)
by either sevoflurane (left) or propofol (right). Population curves (dashed lines) were generated from the data given in the
table. The vertical bar near the lefty-axis shows a scale based on clinical observation of the strength of movements of the
leg following the tetanic stimulus (details see text).
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ƒ5 TIWR more sensitive to either sevoflurane

orpropofol?

There was no difference in EC 5 0 n w R / EC W B | s between group S and group P: 0.70 (0.23)
and

0.65 (0.20).
Figure 5 shows that suppression of the TIWR by propofol started at lower concentrations,

expressed in EC 5 0 m s units, in comparison with sevoflurane. However, TIWR did not disappear
at high propofol concentrations as there was still a visible twitch with E m a ) i T I W R of 4.1 (3.7 4.5) mVms (geometric mean (95%CI)).
At high concentrations of sevoflurane the corresponding Ε

—^j.

of 2.8 (2.5 - 3.1) mVms

(geometric mean (95%CI)) was smaller {P < 0.05) and indicated only noise (figure 1). In
figure 5, a steeper slope for the TIWR in group S is visible, but statistically it does not differ
from group P.
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Figure 5 Concentration-response curves for suppression of t h e BIS (grey line) and the tetanic stimulus induced withdrawal
reflex (TIWR) (black line) by sevoflurane (dashed line) or propofol (solid line) Curves were generated w i t h the data f r o m t h e
table. As concentrations of the t w o drugs have different units, t w o x-axes are needed. Each abscissa has a length of three
times EC5o for BIS (EC ;0 BIS): 3.84 vol% and 9.30 pg ml . Thus, t h e t w o concentration-response curves for BIS intersect at
ECS0BIS. The t h i r d x-axis uses EC 5 o B l s as unit; axis length is necessarily 3 EC 5oBls . Horizontal error bars are the 95% confidence
intervals for t h e EC50's. The vertical bar near t h e left y-axis shows a scale based on clinical observation of the movements of
the
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leg following t h e tetanic stimulus.
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BIS values at LOC (just before the first tetanic stimulus) were higher with sevoflurane:
80 (9) vs. 63 (8) (P < 0.0001). TIWR at LOC did not differ: 27 (30) mVms Vi. 25 (20) mVms
for group S and P, respectively. The maximum TIWR was larger with sevoflurane: 69 (31)
mVms vs. 45 (29) mVms (P < 0.05) (after introducing the cut off value). Cut off value was
exceeded in four and two patients in group S and P, respectively (P = 0.4).
Does the k^for TIWR differ from the k^for BIS?
For both anaesthetics, the rate constants for TIWR were substantially smaller than for BIS.
The difference was only statistically significant for sevoflurane.

Paradoxical reactions
Paradoxical reactions were observed with propofol, but not with sevoflurane. EMG activity
was relatively low at low concentrations of propofol and increased with increasing propofol
concentrations in a number of patients. Properties of three other muscles in 12 patients in
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Figure 6 Example of a paradoxical reaction of the tetanic stimulus induced withdrawal reflexes (TIWR) In a patient (male,
73 kg, 27years) receiving Increasing and decreasing concentrations of propofol. Calculated arterial propofol concentrations
are represented with a thick grey line.TIWR was recorded from the biceps femorls muscle (dotted line), quadriceps femoris
muscle (hair line), gastrocnemius muscle (open circle) and tibialis muscle (filled circle). Reflexes in muscles of the lower leg
were more forcefull at high propofol concentrations. Arrows on the abscissa indicate administration of 1 pg kg fentanyl (f)
and 0.5 mg kg rocuronium (r). All reflex activity diminishes after fentanyl administration and only noise remains after
rocuronium was given.
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group S and 21 patients in group Ρ were investigated, wherefrom respectively 11 and 15 patient
data were useful for further analysis. TIWR derived from the quadriceps muscle behaved
similarly to TIWR derived from the biceps femoris muscle. PKPD analysis of the TIWR of the
gastrocnemius and the tibialis muscles yielded negative shape parameters in respectively six
and eight patients. In these patients paradoxical reactions were observed.
Figure 6 shows a paradoxical increase in the TIWR of the lower leg muscles. All reflex
activity diminished after fentanyl administration and only noise remained after rocuronium
was given to facilitate intubation required for the intended surgery. TIWR derived from the
biceps femoris muscle was weaker and could not be modelled.

Discussion
The relationship between end-expired sevoflurane concentrations and the TIWR is reasonably
well described by a sigmoid E model and a first order rate constant. The depression of
TIWR by propofol is poorly modelled. Concentration-dependent depression of BIS is well
modelled for both agents.
The TIWR is a novel variable to study anaesthetic effects on the spinal cord. Variants of
the method have been described.7 9 1 5 A drawback of TIWR is that the stimulus is too painful
to be used in awake subjects. Obvious advantages are that TIWR can be measured repeatedly
and recorded objectively without causing injury. Until now PKPD studies of analgesics have
focussed on EEG changes,16 but assessing the spinal cord by TIWR may be a better option.
First, the method should be tested during longer periods of steady state.

The three questions
Is TIWR more sensitive to either sevoflurane or propofol?
Major differences exist between the actions of sevoflurane and propofol on the TIWR.
Sevoflurane at high concentrations suppresses the TIWR more than propofol, but periods
of hyperreflexia are observed at low sevoflurane concentrations.
Figure 5 ?hnw« tha t TI WR-values for sevoflurane are higher at low concentrations but lower at
high concentrations —compared with propofol. In addition, E values for TIWR differ among
the two anaesthetics. Although the difference seems to be small, the Emi% ^ for sevoflurane only
represents noise, whereas the Emax TIWR for propofol corresponds with a visible twitch (figure 5). It
is noteworthy that, after the administration of fentanyl or rocuronium in a number of patients,
the TIWR was reduced to the level where only noise was present (figure 6). Furthermore, the
sevoflurane curve accords more with an on-off phenomenon (figure 4). We suggest that high
concentrations of sevoflurane depress the TIWR more than high concentrations of propofol.
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This is corroborated by our clinical observations that most patients are still moving following
tetanic stimulation despite high concentrations of propofol.
Nevertheless, there are similarities. The ratio EC.„X1W1,/EC.. „,. for sevoflurane is similar to
that for propofol. Curves for T1WR intersect near EC50
values (figure 5).
Comment. Conflicting results were reported about other methods to investigate anaesthetic
effects on the spinal cord in humans under dynamic conditions, such as the Η-reflex and the Fwave. Propofol suppresses the H-reflexat concentrations where loss of consciousness is achieved,5
whereas the Η-reflex is preserved until 1 MAC of sevoflurane." The F-wave was also suppressed
at comparable low concentrations of both propofol3 and sevoflurane.4 Supraspinal influences of
propofol on these reflexes play a more important role compared with sevoflurane.6
In contrast, we found that sevoflurane depressed the TIWR and blink reflex10 more than
propofol. Our findings are more in line with clinical experience with these anaesthetics. During
inhalation of sevoflurane, first a stage of excitation characterized by increased reflex activity
is to be passed through, followed by a stage with increasing muscle relaxation and finally
disappearing reflex activity. Using propofol, the stage of excitation is less pronounced, but at
higher concentrations spontaneous movements and remaining reflexes can be observed.
There is some experimental evidence why sevoflurane might depress TIWR more
than propofol. In mice with a mutation of the GABAA receptor, propofol failed to suppress
withdrawal reflexes, which indicates that propofol causes immobility predominantly by GABAA
receptors.17 Picrotoxin, a GABAA receptor blocker, increased dramatically the ED.0 immobility
for propofol in rats, whereas the increase was small for isoflurane.19 In vitro experiments on
cultured spinal cord of rat showed that propofol acts exclusively via GABAA receptors whereas
inhaled anaesthetics act on multiple molecular targets, including glycine, GABAA and probably
glutamate receptors.1920 The less depressant effect of propofol found in spinal cord slices could
explain that immobility is not so well achieved with propofol.
In humans, propofol produces surgical immobility at concentration three times those needed
to suppress consciousness, whereas this difference is much smaller for inhaled anaesthetics.21
It is obvious for the clinician that propofol should be used in combination with opioids. In
comparison with inhaled anaesthetics, the less spinal-suppressive effects of propofol also appear
from the better preservation of transcranially elicited motor-evoked potentials22 and cortical
23
somatosensory evoked potentials .

Does the kjor TIWR differ from the k^for BIS?
The ke 's for TIWR (spinal cord function) are smaller than those for BIS (cortical function),
suggesting that different effect-sites are involved (Table). In agreement with previous research
using Η-reflex, F-wave or blink reflex, we found a much smaller k^ for TIWR than for BIS
in group S. The difference in rate constants between forebrain and spinal cord may originate
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either from differences in the anaesthetic wash-in and wash-out of two different effect
compartments or from different neuronal effects at possibly identical anatomical sites. The
former explanation is supported by studies in rats where less blood flow to the spinal cord
was found.24
Comment. Two issues were addressed in the companion paper.10 The k^ we found for BIS
is substantially larger than that found by others and we excluded periods of excitation and BS
from analysis. As we are mainly interested in relative differences between k^ for TIWR and
10
BIS, absolute values are not critical to our findings.

Is the TIWR a good candidate to assess immobility?
The TIWR may be a candidate for predicting immobility after a noxious surgical stimulus.
Therefore the TIWR must be preserved up to an end-expired sevoflurane concentration of
1 MAC (1.8 vol% at 1 atm) 25 or C 50 skin incision (10 μg ml 1 ) 2 1 for propofol. MAC is defined
as the minimal alveolar concentration that prevents gross purposeful movement in 50% of
the patients in response to a skin incision. Although EC 5 0 T I W R is the effect halfway minimal
and maximal effect, it has no direct relation with the effect represented by 1 MAC and any
similarity would be coincidental. The effect at EC50 r l W R , say 50 mVms, corresponds with the
transition of violent to moderate movement and this effect occurs at concentrations far below
IMAC.
The minimal effect-site concentration that prevents a weak movement (TIWR < 5 mVms)
in 50% of our patients is 1.68 vol% sevoflurane (figure 4), which is very near the MAC value
of 1.71 vol% reported by Katoh and coworkers.26 MAC is useful to compare potencies of
anaesthetics, but the anaesthetic dose that prevents 95% of patients from moving (AD9S)
has greater clinical utility. Katoh and coworkers26 reported the AD,, to be 2.07 vol%. At this
concentration five out of 16 patients still show a response of more than 5 mVms. The AD95
in our study thus seems to be higher. Despite the hazards associated with extrapolation, we
calculated from the individual fits an AD95 of 3.46 vol%. Others27 also reported higher values
for AD95 —a measure that has been known for its larger confidence interval compared with
that for MAC. Further investigation whether TIWR can be a surrogate measure for MAC and
AD is needed.

Paradoxical reactions
A remarkable unexpected finding is that, in half of the patients in group P, the tibialis muscles
behaved paradoxically, i.e. TIWR increased with increasing propofol concentrations (figure
6). The gastrocnemius muscle was also involved in some patients. Probably this behaviour
is related to the observed involuntary movements in all extremities at high propofol
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concentrations and the small potency to suppress TIWR. Because none of the patients in
the group S showed such behaviour, we presume that this is a typical effect of propofol. The
mechanism is unclear. It may be an expression of the inhibition by propofol of a supraspinally
mediated inhibition of the spinal reflexes.

Variability
TIWR had a high between-patient variability. The coefficients of variation of the PKPD
parameters for TIWR were twice those for BIS. TIWR at LOC had a much larger variability
than BIS, reflecting that TIWR is not a good measure for LOC compared with BIS. Withinpatient variability of the TIWR could not be investigated because of the dynamic study
design.

Conclusions
TIWR is a good candidate for monitoring immobility. The method may be useful in
experimental studies, but high between-patient variability is a considerable problem. We
showed that a reflex of the spinal cord is more depressed by high concentrations of sevoflurane
in comparison with propofol. In addition, we frequently observed a paradoxical behaviour of
muscles of the lower leg when propofol was administered. Effects measured by TIWR lag
behind effects measured by BIS, suggesting that different effect-sites exist for two intended
anaesthetic effects: unresponsiveness to noxious stimulation and unconsciousness.
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Abstract
Background:
The delay between changes in end-expired sevoflurane concentrations and BIS may be
characterized by a 'rate constant' (k^. A smaller k^ reflects a longer delay. Values for k^ vary
substantially among studies. The question arises how k^ depends on experimental conditions,
including ventilation and apparatus.
Methods:
Increasing and decreasing sevoflurane concentrations were cyclically delivered to our validated
model. First, we quantified theoretical k^-values for distinct alveolar ventilations, estimating k^
from sevoflurane tensions in alveolar space and grey matter. Second, we investigated the impact of
experimental conditions. To predict BIS, the model was extended with a pharmacodynamic part
including k^. Known values, matching the theoretical ones, were assigned to this k^. These were
recovered from end-expired concentrations and BIS. Possible determinants of error (difference
between assigned and recovered k^ were varied, viz. fraction of dead space gas in end-expired
gas (d), and time delays in measuring BIS (tm) and end-expired concentrations (tEE).
Results:
Theoretical kjs were 0.7,0.53,0.35, and0.2 min 'for an arterial Pco2of8,6.67,5.33 (normocapnia)
and 4 kPa, respectively; for spontaneous ventilation, k^O.53 min'. Recovered kjs depended
on d and Ar (=tm-tEE) and were smaller than assigned values (if Δί>0). Errors increased with
increasing d and At. For normocapnia, k^ was between 0.32 and 0.23 min'' (d=0.1; any At=060 s). For spontaneous ventilation, k^ was between 0.51 and 0.40 min'1 (d=0-0.1; àt=5-20 s).
Conclusions:
Published kjs (0.22-0.53 min'), including our own for sevoflurane-depressed spontaneous
ventilation (0.48 min'), are in the ranges dictated by investigation-specific conditions.
Key words:
Aaacsihciks velatile, sevoflurane; Μο>Μ. pharmacokinetic: Model, pharmacodynamic;
Monitoring, bispectral index
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Anaesthetic effects on the electroencephalogram (EEG) may be described with measures
derived from the EEG, such as the bispectral index (BIS). For inhaled anaesthetics, a delay or
"hysteresis" between changes in end-expired concentrations and EEG-derived measures has
been found. This delay is supposed to reflect the time taken by the anaesthetic to move between
alveoli and its effect-site in the brain. One may assume that the movement of drug obeys the
mathematics of a wash-in/wash-out process characterized by one single rate constant. This
'effect-site equilibration rate constant' k^ is the reciprocal of a time constant. A smaller k^
reflects a longer delay between a change in anaesthetic dose and an effect.
Knowledge of such delays would be clinically relevant, but experimental values for k^
differ substantially among clinical studies,1'1 including ours4. Accurately predicting BIS may
help to predict various endpoints of anaesthesia such as loss of wakefulness and return of
consciousness. However, two different studies on sevoflurane and BIS gave estimates for k^
which differ more than two-fold.2 4 In our study spontaneous ventilation was maintained,"
whereas in the other manual support of ventilation was used.2 Thus, the question arises
whether reported values for k^ can be explained by experimental conditions, including
alveolar ventilation and the apparatus used.
Our aim was to quantitatively predict the degree of hysteresis one might expect to find
in a study on the dynamic relationship between end-expired sevoflurane and BIS. Using our
physiologically-based pharmacokinetic model we systematically studied various determinants
of k^ under conditions that are unfeasible in patients. First, we quantified the theoretical
hysteresis originating solely from the physiological and pharmacological processes governing
the transport of sevoflurane between alveoli and brain. Second, we quantified the impact of
sources of error on actual measurements of k^, such as the time needed to process the EEG
and to calculate BIS. Therefore we added a pharmacodynamic part to the model.

Methods
The work was not reviewed by an institutional review board because of the theoretical
nature. Studies from which we used data, including ours,4 were approved by appropriate
Ethical Committees. Data are expressed as mean (SD), unless stated otherwise.

The basic model
Structure
OUT model56 describes the changes in partial gas pressures with time in a subject attached
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to a circle breathing system with carbon dioxide absorption. Kinetics of nitrogen, oxygen,
carbon dioxide, nitrous oxide, inhaled anaesthetic agents and helium are calculated. We have
modified this existing model. The brain is no longer one compartment supplied by a fixed
fraction of cardiac output. The brain is now a two-compartment sub-model, serving a better
description of sevoflurane kinetics in those parts of the brain where anaesthetic effects occur
(Figure 1). A time delay is present between alveolar and brain tensions as the model mimics
Anaesthetic
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system
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space
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,ΡΟΟΙ
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Figure ι Block diagram of the physiologically based model for sevoflurane. The brain has t w o compartments, each w i t h an
o w n perfusion ((3 and OJ, volume (V, and V ; )) and tissue/gas partition coefficient (λ) and X^.Ten data sets t o quantify t h e
t w o - c o m p a r t m e n t sub-model for the brain are given in t h e on-line supplement. The liver compartment includes the liver
itself and the whole portal system. The blood pools serve t o mimic circulation times in t h e body (cv. • central venous)."
Dashed lines represent t h e impact of arterial tensions of carbon dioxide, sevoflurane and nitrous oxide on cerebral blood
flow and cardiac o u t p u t

circulation times in the body by including blood pools (Figure 1).
A description, mathematical formulation and supplementary validation of the new
version of the model are given in the on-line supplement. There we have described ten typical
data sets quantifying the sub-model for the brain. However, the characteristics of the two
brain compartments may be freely chosen. One can choose either to model grey matter and
white matter in various ways or to treat the first brain compartment as a 'sample brain' with
negligible volume. Here we use only the two data sets from Table 1.
In the new version, cerebral blood flow (CBF) changes by 30% from default within the
range 3.33-10 kPa for each kPa change in arterial partial pressure of carbon dioxide (P a co 2 ). 78
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Table ι Two data sets to quantify the two compartment sub-model of the brain (Figure i). From the ten data sets presented
m the on-line supplement two sets are given here. Data set #i traces to the old version of the model where brain perfusion
has a uniform distribution as no brain compartments have been discerned. Data set #4 has differential blood flows sup
plying grey matter and white matter, as well as different tissue/gas partition coefficients. The model subject has a cardiac
output of 5 345 litre min ' and a chosen value for brain volume of 1,47 litre. Values for blood flows are initial values at the start
of a simulation run and may vary as a function ofthearterlal tensions of carbon dioxide, sevoflurane and nitrous oxide
Data set #1
1

Data set #4

Total cerebral blood flow (litre min )

0.855

0.738

Volume grey matter (litre)

0.735

0.735

Volume white matter (litre)

0.735

0.735

Tissue/gas partition coefficient for grey matter

1.15

0.92

Tissue/gas partition coefficient for white matter

1.15

1.38

Specific global cerebral blood flow (ml min ' 100 g ')

58.2

50.0

Specific blood flow to grey matter (ml min ' 100 g ')

58.2

80.0

Specific blood flow to white matter (ml min ' 100 g ')

58.2

20.0

CBF decreases linearly with the arterial sevoflurane tension with a maximal reduction of 30%
at 0.5 MAC.8 9 For each kPa change in P a co 2 cardiac output changes by 7% from baseline
within the range 2.67-8 kPa (details in on-line document).10
Body mass, height, age and gender are inputs to the model and are used to calculate
physiological variables. The model was set to simulate a standard human (40-yr-old man of
70-kg body mass and 1.80-m in height), unless stated otherwise.
Alveolar and end-expired partial pressures
A set point for Pco 2 in the 'ideal' alveolar space (PA ) is to be chosen and entered in the
model. This set point is used to calculate the inspired alveolar ventilation (equation (24) in
ref 5 ). By definition, (P ) equals the arterial C0 2 tension.
End-expired partial pressures are needed for comparison with clinical measurements.
Thus, an 'ideal' alveolar-end-expired partial pressure difference for C0 2 (ΔΡ( 0 ) is to be
chosen. Default AP c o = 0.533 kPa. A 'dilution factor', i.e. the fraction of dead space gas in
end-expired gas, can be deduced: d= ΔΡ ΓΟ / PA _ . The default dilution factor of 10% is similar
to the average d reported ( 11.58 % (range 4.44-23.81 %))." This is an acceptable matching of
our model to experimental data. 1213
Simulated end-expired sevoflurane tensions were calculated from the 'ideal' alveolar
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(PA ) and dead space (= inspired; Pl
factor: Pc, =(l-d)PA +d P, .5

) tensions predicted by the model and the dilution

Clinical validation
Predicted sevoflurane tensions were tested against the clinical data of Nakamura and co
workers.14 They measured sevoflurane tensions in arterial and internal jugular venous blood
(the latter reflecting brain tensions). Two scenarios were simulated for their average 56 yr
old male patient of 1.58 m height and 55 kg body mass.1,1 Our approach to recreate their
experimental conditions is described in the on-line supplement.

The basic model extended with a pharmacodynamic part
The extended model separates the relationship between dose of anaesthetic and effect into
two successive processes. The pharmacokinetic part (basic model) describes how, after
the introduction of an anaesthetic gas at the upper respiratory tract, partial pressures in
the tissues, including grey matter, vary with time. The pharmacodynamic part defines the
relationship between the partial pressure of sevoflurane at its effect-site (P ) and a measure for
its anaesthetic effect (E), using four parameters:

E= E0-(E0-Eniax)--^—
"c

+

(1)

* 50

where E is the value of the measure when no drug is present (e.g., 100 for BIS), E ax is the
value when the maximum effect is caused by the drug (e.g., 20 for BIS), P50 is the effectsite partial pressure associated with an effect midway between E0 and E . The exponent γ
determines the shape and slope of the sigmoid curve.
In equation (1), Ρ is yet to be defined. There are two distinct ways to calculate Ρ. The
first and obvious way in a physiologically-based model is to assume that the calculated
grey matter tension (P ) represents the tension Ρ at the effect-site. Alternatively, one
may leave physiological fidelity and derive the effect-site partial pressure directly from the
calculated ah'enlar partial pressure Ρ using the relationship known from pharmacokineticpharmacodynamic models:
^

= keo(PA-Pe)

(2)

Equation (2) implies that the larger k , the more rapid the approach to equilibrium.
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Published experimental data for k^
We searched the literature for studies on relationships between sevoflurane and measures of
its effects on the EEG and noted published values for E0, Emjii, P,0, γ and k^. However, instead
of k^, some investigators reported 'equilibration half-time' given as:

ln(2)
ι

"

2

k

0.693
Α

ΊΓ"

(3)

Equation (3) allows exact calculation of individual values for k^ from t or vice versa. This is
not true for a group mean value or for measures of dispersion around the mean (Appendix).
Therefore, we sought to obtain individual values for t . This was only possible from the
study of Baars and co-workers15 using the Engauge Digitizer program V.2.12 [Available at
http://digitizer.sourceforge.net. Accessed Marchi, 2006]. From their Figure 3, we first
calculated individual values for k^ and then the average (SD) k .

Study 1: quantifying theoretical k^'s
We used the basic model to estimate the unknown theoretical hysteresis which is solely
determined by the transport of sevoflurane between alveoli and grey matter. Accordingly, we
estimated k^ from simulated time courses of sevoflurane tensions in the alveolar space and
grey matter. We assumed that EEG changes caused by sevoflurane are directly related to its
tension in grey matter. This is in fact a model reduction operation illustrated in Figure 2A.
The following factors were varied to study their impact on k : alveolar ventilation, blood
flows supplying the brain, and delivered sevoflurane concentrations. Blood flows were varied
by choosing different data sets to quantify the brain sub-model.
Estimating k involved two steps. First, the basic model was run for 70 min to calculate
sevoflurane tensions in response to a varying vaporizer setting (one data point per 5 s).
Second, the model defined by equation (2), in which Ρ was substituted with Ρ , was fitted to
time courses of sevoflurane tensions in alveoli and grey matter. The value of k was optimized
with the Solver tool (Excel, Microsoft) by minimizing the sum of the squared differences
between values for P: calculated by the basic model and those calculated from equation (2).
The k guess value was 0.5 min ' (no constraints).
Constant ventilation
Thirty-two simulation runs were performed (4x2x4) using four constant levels for Paco2, two
data sets quantifying the brain sub-model and four vaporizer settings.
Paco2 was 4, 5.33,6.67 or 8 kPa. The two data sets are given in Table 1.
Three vaporizer settings produced a sinusoidal pattern (period = 30 min) of delivered
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Figure 2 Block diagram of two studies to quantify the keo under theoretical ideal conditions (study i) and under practical
conditions encountered in a clinical investigation (study 2),
Symbols A = alveolar; a = arterial; BIS = Bispectral Index; (c,)v. · (central) venous; d - dilution factor (the fraction of dead
space gas in end-expired gas);E' = end-expired; e = effect-site; gm = grey matter; I = inspired; Ρ = partial pressure
(A) Study 1 = quantifying the theoretical kicThe basic model (complete block diagram in Figure 1) predicts sevoflurane par
tial pressures in a numberof tissues.includinggrey matter The physiological and pharmacological processes underlyingthe
rate of equilibration between alveoli and grey matter maybe lumped into an'effect-site equilibration rate constant'^.As
suming that EEC changes caused by sevoflurane are directly related to its partial pressure ingrey matter, one may estimate
the unknown theoretical k eo from the time courses of PA and Ρ m (encircled variables) predicted bythe basic model.
(B) Study 2 = sensitivity analysis The extended model was used to study how sensitive experimental estimates for keo are
to non ideal conditions. Known values are first assigned to five parameters: keo, E^E^, Ρ and γ Values assigned to keoare
equal to the theoretical values obtained in study 1. Values for these five parameters are then recovered from the model pre
dicted time courses of end expired partial pressures and BIS (encircled variables). A difference between a known assigned
value fork and a recovered value depends ο η t^eti^ed^ 1 3 )": >n rnnnitnhnoHpvirps^nd fhpHilutionof alveolar gas bvdead
space gas. The partial pressure of sevoflurane in dead space gas equals that in inspired gas

sevoflurane concentration varying between zero and 0.005 MAC, 0.5 MAC or 3 MAC,
respectively. The value of 0.005 MAC represents a trace concentration that does not produce
circulatory effects on CBF. Non-rebreathing conditions were used. The fourth vaporizer
setting had a staircase pattern: the setting was increased by 1 vol% per three minutes from
zero to 5 vol%. Fifteen min after starting administration the vaporizer was turned off for
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5 min. The sequence was repeated once, after which the vaporizer was turned off. The whole
sequence, in conjunction with rebreathing conditions using a fresh-gas flow of 5 litre min ', is
similar to that used in our separate experimental study.4
Varying ventilation
Twelve additional simulation runs used varying alveolar ventilation to mimic ventilatory
responses to varying sevoflurane concentrations. The staircase sevoflurane input and
rebreathing conditions as described above were in use. The twelve runs (2x3x2) used two
data sets (Table 1), three dose response (D/R) curves for Pco2 vs. sevoflurane tension, and
two time lags between peak end-expired concentrations of sevoflurane and those of carbon
dioxide.
The set point for P J co 2 varied in time according to data from Doi and Ikeda.16 They
showed that, after 15 min of stable end-expired levels of 1.1 MAC and 1.4 MAC sevoflurane,
Ρ^ο 2 was 6.51 [95% confidence interval (CI) = 6.28-6.74] kPa and 7.31 [95% CI = 7.027.60] kPa, respectively. Assuming that ventilation is further depressed at 2 MAC and nearly
stops at 2.5 MAC sevoflurane,17 we chose set points for Paco2 of 10 and 40 kPa. Set points
for arterial Pco 2 at 0, 1.1, 1.4, 2 and 2.5 MAC sevoflurane were: i) 5.33, 6.28, 7.02, 10 and
40 kPa (low D/R); ii) 5.33, 6.51, 7.31, 10 and 40 kPa (medium D/R); iii) 5.33, 6.74, 7.60, 10
and 40 kPa (high D/R), with linear interpolation.
The two time lags between end-expired concentrations of sevoflurane and those of carbon
dioxide were 1 min and 2.5 min. The set point for Paco2 depended on the sevoflurane tension
in grey matter —not in end-expired gas—, thus mimicking the physiological time delay
between alveoli and respiratory centres. This is in accordance with data from Mapleson who
described that the same perfusion may apply to the site of action of inhaled anaesthetics
or to the medullary chemoreceptors.18 An extra delay was to be introduced to replicate the
total time lag we observed in a separate experimental study.4 For 16 out of 18 patients we
could calculate an unequivocal time lag between the attainment of the first peak end-expired
sevoflurane concentration and the ensuing peak end-expired carbon dioxide concentration.
'Physiological' time delay in the basic model turned out to be 1 min. The extra delay to be
incorporated in the model was 1.5 min, as we had found that total delay was 2.5 (95 % CI =
1.4-3.5) min, with a peak sevoflurane concentration of 2.6 (95 % CI = 2.4—2.8) vol% and a
peak Ρ co 2 of 6.9 (95 % CI = 6.6-7.3) kPa (assuming AP C02 = 0.533 kPa).4

Study 2: sensitivity analysis
Study 1 does not reflect the conditions of a clinical study, as alveoli and grey matter are
inaccessible. Experimental k^'s are derived from end-expired partial pressures and BIS. In
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study 2, we investigated how sensitive the estimates for k^ are to dilution of alveolar gas by
dead space gas and time delays in data acquisition and analysis. Our strategy, which recreated
4
the methodology of a clinical study, ^ is illustrated in Figure 2B.
Estimating k^ involved three steps. First, we assigned known values to thefiveparameters
in the extended model: k_„, E„, E , P.„ and v. Second, the model was run for 70 min to calculate
eO

0

max

50

'

time courses of end-expired partial pressures and BIS (one data point per 5 s). We used only
data set #4 and one forcing function for sevoflurane, i.e. the staircase function described above.
Third, we estimated —in fact, here we recovered— values for thefiveparameters. The model
defined by equations (1) and (2) was therefore fitted to time courses of end-expired partial
pressures and BIS. Alveolar partial pressures in equation (2) were replaced with end-expired
partial pressures. The values of the five parameters were optimized with Solver, minimizing
the sum of the squared differences between the values for BIS calculated by the extended
model and those calculated from equations (1) and (2).
We refer back to the known assigned values for k^ as 'true values' and to those regained as
'recovered values'. The dilution factor d and the time delays in measuring BIS and end-expired
partial pressures, as possible determinants of a difference between a true and a recovered
value, were varied to quantify their impact. If there was no dilution of alveolar gas by dead
space gas and if there were no time delays, recovered values would have to be equal to true
values.
Two hundred andfifty-sixsimulation runs were performed (4x4x4x4) using four dilution
factors (if = 0, 0.1, 0.2 and 0.5), four delays in gas sampling and analysis (0, 5, 10 and 15 s),
four delays in EEG processing (0,15,30 and 60 s) and four levels of ventilation (constant with
P^Oj of 4,5.33 and 6.67 kPa or varying).
Assigned values for k^ were not arbitrarily chosen but were the theoretical values found in
study 1. Thus, they depended on ventilation: 0.2, 0.35 and 0.53 min ' for P a co 2 of 4, 5.33 and
6.67 kPa, respectively and 0.53 min ' for a varying Ρ^ο 2 . Assigned values for E0, Emax, P so and
γ were: 95 (enables adding noise without exceeding 100), 20, 1.3 kPa, and 2, respectively. The
assigned values were also the guess values for Solver.

Results
Clinical validation of the model
Figure 3 shows predicted and corresponding measured14 values for internal jugular venous
blood tensions of sevoflurane, expressed as fractions of arterial tensions. The dashed curve
based on a uniform blood supply of the brain clearly overpredicts the measured sevoflurane
tensions, thus predicting a more rapid brain wash-in than measured. Very close agreement
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was obtained for simulations based on the new version of the model as the values are all
within the 95% confidence intervals.

Figure 3 Comparison of internal jugular venous
blood tensions of sevoflurane predicted by the
model (lines) with corresponding measured va
lues (symbols) and their 95% confidence inter
vals."· The dashed line is for a uniform perfusion
of the brain (data set #1 in Tabler). The solid line
results from a data set recreating the experi
mental conditions of Nakamura and co wor
kers'4 (details are in the on-line supplement)
Time is on a logarithmic scale starting at 1 min.
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Published experimental data
Table 2 shows the variation in experimental conditions of published studies. They were
arranged in chronological order of appearance and denoted A-Η. Our study is denoted Z.
There is large variation in devices and algorithms for EEG processing, time windows and time
delays, as well as in methods to analyse raw data to obtain E0, Ernax, P50, γ and k .
Values reported for thesefiveparameters can be compared in Table 3. k found in Ζ is much
larger than in other studies. Values reported for t | / 2 are also given, but not translated into ke0
because of inevitable errors (Appendix). However, individual values for tm could be recovered
from 23 digitized data points for BIS from study G.15 We found a t... = 3.89 (2.57) min, which
corresponds very well with the reported t | / 2 = 3.9 (2.6) min. Calculating the 23 individual k^'s
(equation (3)) and averaging yielded k^ = 0.34 (0.38) min ' (Appendix). The median value
for k . from study D could not be translated into a correct t , owing to an even number of
subjects.3
Table 3 shows the variance in the values for ke0 not only between studies but also between
subjects. The large variance among subjects in study G (coefficient of variation = 0.67) is
responsible for the large error one could make while translating the average value for t ]/2
into kt0 (Appendix). Standard deviations (two-stage approach) or coefficients of variation
(nonlinear mixed effect modelling) reported for t1/2 cannot be translated into values for
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Table 2 Experimental conditions in \arious studies describing various surrogate measures of electroencephalographic effects of sevoflurane. η = number of patients; FGF = fresh-gas
flow;LM = laryngeal mask; EFT = fast Fourier transform; BIS = bispectral index; SEF95 = spectral edge frequency at the 95th percentile of the EEC power spectrum; SE = state entropy
RE = response entropy, NONMEM = nonlinear mixed effect modelling; TSA - two-stage approach; PiC0 and PE,sev = end-expired partial pressure of carbon dioxide and sevoflurane,
respectively* = Aand C have same oatients

Study

η

Age

Airway

G' 5

Ventilation

(I min")

(yrs)

>

FGF

PE',CO2

P

E'.sev

EEG processing

Time windows and

Data analysis

(kPa)

(kPa)

(device)

artificial

4 7-6

1-3

A-1000

15s

TSA

artificial

4.7-5.3

1.1-2.3

Neuromatic 2000

FFF per 8 s
one SEF95 per 32 s
one Pet« per 10 S

NONMEM

artificial

4 7-5 3

1-2 5

A-1000

15 s for BIS
"off" for SEF95

NONMEM

manual support

4,7-5,3

missing

A-1000

30 s
one Ρ E sev per 20 s

TSA

manual support

4.7-5.3

1-3

A-1000

30 s
one Ρ E sev per 20 s

NONMEM

4

manual support,
mechanical

4.7

A-2000 XP
Entropy Module

15 s for BIS

TSA

4-6

manual support

4 7-5 3

0.4-1.5
to 4

A-1000

30 s for BIS
one Ρ E se, per 20 s

TSA
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42(11)

mask

12

36(10)

intubation

12s

42(11)

mésk

12

41(11)

m£Sk;LM

26

42(12)

m;isk;LM

16

29(8)

mask

23

40 (28-64)

LM

20

38(13)

mask

4

spontaneous
1 assisted

missing

missing

M-Entropy Module

60 s for SE
15 s for RE

TSA

18

40(15)

mask

5

spontaneous

6.4
peak

2.6
peak

A-2000 XP
excitation excluded

15 s for BIS

TSA and NONMEM

6

6

4-6

Table 3 Published results for k . , , ^ , E0, Emax, f a n d Ρ (symbols see text near equations (i) and (2)) for bispectral index (BIS), spectral edge frequency at the 95th percentile of the EEC
o -2.
= 5

power spectrum (SEF95). state entropy (SE) and response entropy (RE)- In studies using the two-stage approach (TSA). data are given as arithmetic mean (standard deviation) or as
median (25-75% quantile) or as geometric mean [95% confidence interval]. Following nonlinear mixed effect modelling (NONMEM). data are given as population mean (coefficient

Qj e r a
=5 CU

of variation)'. Study Ζ used TSA and NONMEM as well.* - studies A and C have same patients ' = averages and variances could not be derived exactly from published data. Value' =

ai 3 -

value t h a t could be exactly calculated f r o m published data (details see text) or f r o m o w n d a t a . " = parameters derived f r o m the data of individual patients.
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(min)
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Y
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(kPa)

BIS

t

3 50 (2 00)
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4 50 (3 50)
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X
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0
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BIS

0.22 (54)"

t

100

0

1 45 (37)a

1 55(26) a
1 45(0 59)

A,ss
C

2e§

F'

BIS

0.31 (0.16)

t

86.7(17 7)

32 6 (22 0)

3 64 (2 96)

G's

BIS

0 34 (0.38)τ

3.9 (2.6)

baseline effect

not included in model

1.1 (0.9-1.5)

1.55 (0.59)

t

BIS

0 48 [0 38-0 60]

\Α§\ΛΛΐ,ΛΆ·ίγ

95.3 (2.8) § §

25.6(3 0 ) § s

2.37 [1 94-2 90]

1.29(0.19)

0.53 (74)a

%

98

25

221

1 33(19) a

SEF96

t

3.10(2.40)

23.9 (3 4)

SEF 9 !

0.29 (54) a
ί

A,9S
B
C

27

2e§

1

E'

F'

SEF 9 !
SEF 9 ,

0.41 (54)''

SE

0 3 3 ( 0 21)

SE

»

F'

RE

0 32 (0 20)

Fr"

RE

%

1.91 (76) a

21.6(17)'
27 9 (20)

2.65(1 75)

2.38(1.50)

a

9.6 (4.3)

6 30 (2.90)

1.37(0.51)

0

0 86 (39)a

1 18(46) a

10 8(18) a

5.11 (51 ) a

1 48 (28)a

a

0

1.71 (55)

1.72 (35)"

81.9(17.6)

29.3 (20.9)

3.94 (3.74)

1.60(0.51)

87.9 (2.9)

17 7(5 6)

7 4 (3.5)

1.7 (0.4)

89.9 (9.7)

23.7 (22.8)

3 83(3.17)

1.55(0.51)

97.0(1.8)

15.1 (4.9)

5.9 (2.3)

1.7(0.3)

Table 4 Theoretical equilibration rale constants k^ (min ') for grey matter obtained with controlled ventilation. Alveolar ventilation was adjusted to maintain four different fixed
arterial carbon dioxide partial pressures (PaCOî). Using data set #1 implies that all brain areas receive the same perfusion, whereas data set #4 accommodates for grey matter and
white matter with their specific per usion characteristics (Table 1), Three vaporizer settings had a sinusoidal pattern (period - 30 min) cycling between zero and 0.005 MAC, 0.5 MAC
or 3 MAC. The fourth vaporizer setting obeyed a staircase function (details see text).

Ko for grey matter (min'1)
P.C02
(kPa)

Data set #1
Sinusoid
Sinusoid
0.5 MAC
3 MAC

Sinusoid
0.005 MAC

Staircase
0-5 voi%

Sinusoid
0.005 MAC

Data set #4
Sinusoid
0.5 MAC

Sinusoid
3 MAC

Staircase
0-5 vol%

4.00

0.17

0.13

0.11

0.11

0.30

0.24

0.21

0.20

5.33

0.2£

0.26

0.22

0.21

0.48

0.43

0.35

0.35

6.67

0.44

041

0.36

0.35

0.65

0.60

0.53

0.53

8.00

0.5Ì

0.56

051

0.50

0.80

0 77

0.69

0.70

Table 5 Theoretical equilibration ra;e constants keo (min ) for grey matter obtained with sevoflurane depressed spontaneous ventilation. Target arterial carbon dioxide partial pressures (PjCOj) (and alveolar ventilation) varied with sevoflurane tensions in grey matter Consequently, alveolar ventilation varied with a time lag of 1 mm in response to the inhalation
of sevoflurane. Vaporizer settings obeyed a staircase function (details see text). A 'low', 'medium' and 'high' dose-response (D/R) curve for target Ρ c o versus sevoflurane tensions,
expressed in MAC units, were cons ructed in accordance with data from Doi and Ideka,6 To reproduce data from our separate experimental study Z," an extra time lag of 1.5 mm was
incorporated between the attainment of a sevoflurane tension in grey matter and the ensuing target PjC0 . Using data set #1 implies that all brain areas receive the same perfusion,
whereas data 5et#4 accommodates for grey matter and white matter with their specific perfusion characteristics (Table 1).

D/R curve

0MAC

Target P.CO2 (kPa)
at
1.1 MAC
1.4 MAC
2.0 MAC

2.5 MAC

k«, for grey matter (min 1 )
Time lag = 1 min
Time lag = 2.5 min
Data set #1
Data set #4
Data set #1
Data set #4

Low

5.33

6.28

7 02

10

40

0.30

0.49

0.30

0.51

Medium

5.33

6.51

7.31

10

40

0.32

0.52

0.32

0.53

High

5.33

6.74

7.60

10

40

0.34

0.54

0.34

0.56

dispersion measures for k^.
In comparison with k^, there is much less variation in P 50 despite the different experimental
conditions (Table 3). In contrast, there is gross variation in γ with a range between 1.1 and 4.5
for BIS. E„ and E values were not always estimated.
Ü

'

max

Study 1: quantifying the theoretical k^'s
Constant ventilation
Table 4 shows that values for k^ increase substantially with P^o^ For a given condition, there
is a 2.7—4.6 fold increase in k^ when doubling P1co2 from 4 to 8 kPa. Rate constants obtained
with data set #4 are larger compared with those obtained with data set#l. Values for k^
decrease with increasing sevoflurane maxima in the sinusoid forcing functions. Rate constants
obtained with a 3 MAC sinusoid forcing function are virtually identical to corresponding rate
constants estimated with a stair case vaporizer setting.

Varying ventilation
Table 5 shows that equilibration rate constants estimated during spontaneous ventilation
with varying P.co2 do not differ much from those in Table 4 for a constant PaC02 of 6.67 kPa.
The impact of the extra time lag is small.

Study 2: sensitivity analysis
Figure 4 displays the recovered values for k for a variety of conditions. Each of the four
graphs in Figure 4 is devoted to one of the four alveolar ventilations. The impact of a time
delay for BIS (tBIS) or that of a time delay for end-expired concentrations (tEE) is not shown
separately. The results for k^ could be summarized by plotting them against the difference
(At) between both delays (At = tB]s - tEE). Errors induced by a time delay for BIS are reduced
by a time delay for end-expired concentrations in the common situation that tBls is greater
than tEE.
'True' values for k^ could be regained without noticeable error if alveolar gas is not
contaminated with dead space gas (d=0) and if At is zero (Figure 4A-D). Absolute values for
k^ decrease with increasing At and d. For Paco2=5.33 kPa, At=30 s and d=0.2, the apparent
k^ " 0.25 min', i.e. a -30% deviation from the 'true' value (Figure 4B).
Recovered values for E„, E and P.. deviated by no more than 10% for all conditions
0

max

SO

/

of Pco2, d and At, except for d = 0.5 where deviations up to 18% were found. Percentage
deviations for the sigmoidicity parameter γ were less than 10% for At < 25 s,but increased up to
28% with increasing At.
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Figure 4 Absolute values (right ordinales) for recovered keo's and their percentage deviations (left ordinatesi from'true'
kro's are plotted versus At,/ e time delay m BIS monitor minus time delay in gas analysis monitor Each of the four graphs
refers to a specific alveolar ventilation with a matching'true'value for k^ (A) constant ventilation with arterial PCOl of
4 kPa and'true'kp0 = 02 mm ', (B) constant ventilation with arterial PCO!of 533 kPa and 'true' k =035 mm ', (C) varying
sevoflurane-depressed spontaneous ventilation and 'true' kicj = o 53 mm ', (D) constant ventilation with arterial PWi of
667 kPa and 'true' kTO = 053 mm ' Effects of dilution of alveolar gas by dead space gas (d = zero, 01,02 and 05) and
time delays in BIS processing (0,15,30 and 60 s)and m gas analysis (o, 5,10 and 15 s) on the recovered values of keo were
studied Recovered values equalled'true'values (squares) for dis zero and At is zero

Discussion
The new validated version of our model describes sevoflurane kinetics in those parts of the
brain where anaesthetic effects occur. Using this model, we quantified the delay one might
expect to find, in 2 clinica! study, betwepr> rhanaes in pnrl-exnired sevoflurane concentrations
and BIS. The magnitude of this delay may be traced to two main sources.
In study one, we assessed the contribution of the transport of sevoflurane between alveoli
and grey matter. As a result of an increased CBF, a higher arterial carbon dioxide tension leads
to more rapid approach to equilibrium between alveolar and brain tensions, characterized by
a larger k^. Theoretical k^'s range from 0.2 min"' to 0.7 min ' for an arterial carbon dioxide
tension from 4 to 8 kPa. For sevoflurane-depressed spontaneous ventilation, k^ is 0.53 min '.
In study two, we assessed the contributions of end-expired-alveolar differences and time
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delays occurring in devices for EEG processing and gas analysis. The difference in these time
delays (At) proved to affect the experimental estimation of the theoretical values defined in
study one. As At is greater than zero in most circumstances (At = tBls - 1 ), a measured k^
is smaller than the theoretical one, thus suggesting an erroneously slow brain wash-in. The
deviation further increases with an increasing dilution factor. For normocapnia, apparent k^'s
are approximately 10% to 35% smaller than the theoretical values for any At between zero and
60 s with a dilution factor of 0.1. For sevoflurane-depressed spontaneous ventilation, one may
expect to find a k^ between 0.51 min ' and 0.40 min ' for any At between 5 s and 20 s with any
dilution factor between zero and 0.1.
Factors influencing k^ have been categorized previously.219 The list includes: i) time needed
for gas sampling and computing end-expired concentrations; ii) end-expired to arterial
tension differences; iii) cardiac output-dependent transit time to the brain; iv) anaesthetic
wash-in and wash-out of the effect-site (depending on volume, perfusion and partition
coefficients); v) neuronal dynamics; and vi) time needed for parameter computing by EEG
device. The fifth factor was not incorporated in our model, on the assumption that its role is
minimal in comparison with other factors.
This comprehensive list lacks the quantitative evaluation of the present study. The list
does not recognize that the difference in time delays between monitoring devices for EEG
processing and gas analysis plays a crucial role. The measurement error can even be minimized
by similar delays. Inspired sevoflurane tensions are not explicitly mentioned, although they
may grossly influence kc0 by determining CBF (Table 4).
The k^ of 0.48 min ' we found for spontaneously breathing patients'1 agrees well with the
expected value. Pilge and co-workers20 reported that the average delay is 19 s for BIS values
changing with small steps and BIS > 20, which are conditions similar to those in our study Z.
We empirically defined an average delay for end-expired concentrations of 8 s. Thus, with
At = 11 s, the range of expected k^'s is 0.49 min '-0.45 min ' for any d - 0-0.05 (Figure 4C).
This range encloses our experimental ke0 of 0.48 min '. A small dilution factor d is consistent
with the condition that gas was sampled from a nasal catheter and not from the facemask via
an elbow adapter.'1
The k^ values obtained in four studies which aimed at normocapnia are also within the
expected ranges. The k^ for BIS was 0.31 min'1 and 0.34 min"1 in study F and G, respectively.
The theoretical k^ is 0.35 min"1, but Figure 4B shows that it is likely to obtain estimates
between 0.31 and 0.34 min'1 if d is small and At is between 20 s and 0 s. Exact data on At are
not available, but a At of 10 s would be compatible with data from study G. In study D k^ is
0.23 min'. This value may be expected as Figure 4B shows that, for At = 30 s (not an unlikely
situation with the older A-1000 device) and d = 0.2, the theoretical value of 0.35 min'1 turns
into an expected 0.25 min '. In study E, k^ is 0.41 min ' for SEF95. The discrepancy with BIS
may be explained by a larger delay for BIS, which is consistent with the longer computation
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time needed for BIS.
We did not discuss data from studies that reported only average equilibration half-times
(Table 3) because of the possible error associated with converting a group mean t | / 2 into a
k^j. It is unsure what the exact error is when investigators directly convert average values for
ke0 in t1/2 or vice versa in an attempt to compare their data with those of others.' 2 ' As there
is evidence that the error could be more than trivial (Appendix), we propose that published
results should always include values for k^.
The model does not include carbon dioxide transport and storage. This has no consequences
for the vast majority of simulations where we assumed that a steady state with a chosen Ρ^ο 2
was reached before administering sevoflurane. For simulations with sevoflurane-depressed
spontaneous ventilation, we matched the time lag in the model —between peak end-expired
concentration of sevoflurane and that of carbon dioxide— to that in our measurements.'1 This
is a well-known solution in the absence of enough data to build a perfect physiological model.
Although even more own data could have been introduced into the model, depression of
alveolar ventilation was based on outside data.16 Predicted peak end-expired concentrations
of carbon dioxide agreed with those measured. The impact of the extra time lag was small
(Table 5).
Previous publications have suggested that physiologically-based models incorrectly
represent the uptake of inhaled anaesthetics by the brain as the predicted half-times were
shorter than those measured. Nakamura and co-workers14 proposed to eliminate discrepancies
between their clinical data and their own 4-compartment model by assuming a brain partition
coefficient twice as great as the accepted one. Others22 have postulated controversial212A
'barriers' between alveolar gas and blood as well as between blood and brain. Investigators
calculated half-times using a chosen fixed CBF. However, experimental brain uptake depends
on a CBF that may differ from that assumed and may vary dynamically (on-line supplement).
Our results suggest that a model can explain clinical data without postulating concepts that
are not consistent with previous evidence. Others have suggested alternative explanations,
25
such as the combination of diffusion limitation and local shunt in the brain.
Confidence is justified when the modified model is used for an analytical separation of the
factors contributing to erroneous estimations of k^. The model's credibility is related to the
fan ilidi sunogatc measures of snsesthetic effe'-·'« arp indirect estimations of perfusion and
1
sevoflurane tension in inaccessible parts of the central nervous system. " The model describes
sevoflurane tensions in grey matter where anaesthetic effects occur. For both the wash-in into
the brain (Figure 3) and the effects of sevoflurane on BIS, agreement was observed between
theory and experiment. Thus, each gives further confidence in the validity of the other.
In conclusion, published data for k^ are similar to theoretical values after correction for
investigation-specific experimental conditions. Uncorrected k^'s for BIS suggest an erroneously
slow wash-in of grey matter. Experimental conditions and inter-patient variability, caused for
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example by variation in the dilution factor d, grossly influence experimental results. As a
corollary, there may be no unique k^, but there may only be a k^ for a unique patient under
unique conditions.
Table Ai Experimental and synthetic data. The individual experimental data for t i 2 obtained from study G (Tables ι and
2) were converted into individual values for keo using equation (3). The three synthetic data sets for keo were obtained by
simulation and have a coefficient of variation (CV) of approximately 'Λ, 2h and 1 (CV • SD/mean) (details In Appendix),
η = number of individual observation.

Synthetic data sets for keo (min 1)

Study G
η

ti« (min)

keo (min"1)

1

0.45

1.538

0.283

0738

0.081

2

0.50

1.376

0.514

0.207

0821

S1

S2

S3

3

1.08

0642

0.787

0 827

0708

4

1.31

0.530

0.517

0766

0201

5

1.68

0.414

0.464

0633

0.286

6

1.73

0.400

0.775

0.275

0.576

7

2.14

0.323

0.411

0.27

0.134

8

223

0,310

0483

0371

0829

9

236

0294

0.532

1.053

0 189

10

2.51

0 276

0.483

0.327

0325

11

2.58

0.269

0.462

0392

0.210

12

4.08

0.170

0339

0 724

1 985

13

408

0.170

0.553

1.297

1.377

14

4.46

0.155

0.375

0 369

0 547

15

4.57

0.152

0.523

0281

0 073

16

4.63

0.150

0.730

0.519

0.158

17

4.73

0.146

0848

0.482

0.515

18

5.39

0.129

0.648

0841

0.441

19

5.91

0.117

0.315

0.248

0.230

20

794

0 087

0366

1.722

0.079

21

7.98

0.087

0.251

0.743

0.546

22

8.49

0082

0.440

0.167

1.907

23

8.75

0.079

0.338

0.268

0.220

mean

3.89

0.343

0.497

0 588

0541

SD

2.57

0.382

0.165

0386

0 542

CV

066

1.113

0.333

0.656

1 003
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Appendix
A value for an average k^ that is calculated from a published group mean t , or vice versa, may
be more or less erroneous. Table Al lists the 23 individual values for t we could recover from
study G as well as three synthetic data sets for k^.
For study G we found an average t|/2 of 3.89 (2.57) min, which is equal to the reported
t[/2 = 3.9 (2.6) min.15 Calculating the 23 individual k^'s (eq. (3)) and averaging yields
^ = 0.343(0.382) min' (Table Al). Using equation (3) to directly calculate k^ from the
reported average t = 3.9 min would yield the erroneous k^ = 0.18 min ', which is nearly half
the correct value.
Three synthetic data sets were obtained by simulation. Each data set of 4xl06 random
numbers was generated with a lognormal distribution from which very unlikely values
(k^ < 0.069 or k^ > 2.082) were excluded. Varying the standard deviation yielded three data
sets with different coefficients of variation (CV). From each of these three data sets, 100 subsets
of 23 values were randomly picked, thus simulating 100 studies in 23 patients. The three subsets
in Table Al were those with a CV nearest to Vi, Vi and 1.
Calculating first t];2 for each individual (eq. (3)) and then averaging yields the correct values
uf 1.546 miü, l.C92 min, 2.959 min fer set SI, S2 2nd S3, re^p^i-ivplv These values are to be
compared with the erroneous values 1.394 min, 1.179 min, and 1.282 min for set 51,52 and S3,
respectively. For S3, error factor = 2.959/1.282 = 2.31.
The problem offered can be generalized. Suppose mean and variance of a random variable χ
2
are known. Can we calculate mean and variance of any function of χ such as 2X or, as in
our case, ln(2)/x? According to Armitage and Berry, there is no simple exact formula and an
26
approximation is only available when the CV is small. Our examples illustrate that the error
increases with the variance in the data. The error factors seem to be roughly l+CV2in the three
examples, but they were mostly larger in other subsets.
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Abstract
Objectives:
To investigate the feasibility of separately controlling two components of anaesthesia, viz hypnosis
and anti-nociception, during coronary artery surgery.
Methods:
Adequacy of hypnosis and haemodynamic stability were studied while propofol and remifentanil
were simultaneously titrated to optimize BIS and systolic arterial pressure (SAP), respectively.
In 71 patients, BIS was maintained between 40 and 50. As remifentanil administration should
commence before surgery without creating haemodynamic instability, we delivered either
a high dose or a low dose Remifentanil was first delivered on an open label, fixed rate
infusion scheme until 6 minutes before incision. Then, a randomized, blinded infusion with
either 0 33 pg kg' mm ' (group L) or 0 66 μg kg' mm ' (group H) was started After incision,
remifentanil was titrated to maintain SAP between 120 and 80 mmHg.
Results:
Both groups showed similar depressions of SAP before incision After sternotomy, more patients
in group L had a SAP > 120 mmHg (26 vs. 16) and their peak SAP was 13 (2-28) mmHg higher
(median (95% C.I.)) (P < 0.05). About 10 % in both groups had SAP > 150 mmHg. In both
groups, noxious stimuli did not affect BIS. Propofol effect-site concentrations were low: 2 1 (1.92 4) and 1.9 (1.8-2.1) μg ml ' (mean (95% CI )) in group L and H, respectively
Conclusions:
Group H was superior in preventing hypertension after incision and sternotomy These noxious
stimuli did not affect BIS. Consequently, BIS can be used as variable to effectively control the
hypnotic component of anaesthesia. SAP can be used to separately control the nociceptive
component, although confounders must be considered.
Key words:
Cardiac ar.d cardiac bypass, ^"pth nf nnne<:the<:m and its monitoring, intravenous anaesthesia,
remifentanil, TCI/TIVA.
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Introduction
It has been proposed that general anaesthesia consists of producing unconsciousness through
the action of the drugs we administer on the brain, and preventing noxious stimuli from
reaching the brain through actions of drugs on the spinal cord.' Growing insights in the role
of the spinal cord corroborate this concept.2
Measuring cortical activity by means of the processed electroencephalogram, e.g. bispectral
index (BIS), allows manual or even automated feedback control of the administration of a
hypnotic drug.3 5
Measuring nociception, defined as activity induced in the nociceptor and nociceptive
pathways by a noxious stimulus, is not easy in the unconscious patient. Autonomic responses,
like changes in heart rate and arterial pressure, have long been used to indirectly quantify
nociception —although one must take into account confounding factors such as physical
status, fluid shifts and the use of vaso-active medications.
Responses to a noxious stimulus should be prevented without haemodynamic instability
before and after the stimulus. A pure feedback control system is much too slow for that
purpose. Adding feed-forward control is thus a clinical necessity, which means that adequate
effect-site concentrations of opioids must be obtained before noxious stimuli are applied.
However, building up a concentration of opioids in the pre-stimulus period can induce
haemodynamic instability.
In line with the concept, the question arises whether it is feasible to separately control the
hypnotic component by optimizing BIS and the anti-nociceptive component by optimizing
arterial pressure in patients undergoing coronary surgery. These patients are at severe risk
(0.91%) for experiencing awareness6 and for adverse outcomes as a result of haemodynamic
instability.
The aim of this study was to assess whether clinically important goals (amnesia, adequate
hypnosis, haemodynamic stability) were obtained when BIS was manually controlled with
propofol and arterial pressure with remifentanil. In addition, we assessed which dosing
regimen for remifentanil provided better haemodynamic stability before and after surgical
incision. Therefore we delivered either a low or a high dose of remifentanil in a randomized
and blinded fashion.
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Methods
One-hundred ASA 3 patients participated in this prospective, randomized study. They were
scheduled for elective cardiac surgery. The following exclusion criteria were applied: patients
younger than 18 years, request for epidural analgesia and emergency surgery. The Hospital
Ethical Committee approved the study and all subjects gave informed, written consent.

Study Design
Patients continued their own medication until the morning of surgery except diuretics,
angiotensine converting enzyme inhibitors and anti-diabetic medication. Oral premedication
consisted of 1000 mg paracetamol and 7.5 mg midazolam. In the operating room, morphine
0.2 mg kg ' i.m. was given and intravenous and arterial lines were inserted under local
anaesthesia.
Standard monitors (5-lead electrocardiogram (ECG), arterial pressure measurement and
pulse oximetry) and BIS A-2000 XP monitor (software version 4.0) (Aspect Medical Systems,
Newton, MA, USA) were used. BIS (15 s smoothing rate) was recorded with BISX|) electrodes
(type standard). Patients received 100% oxygen by facemask. Baseline readings —BIS, heart
rate and arterial pressures—were recorded.
Figure 1 shows a flowchart of the anaesthetic management and allocation of the study
groups. Propofol was administered using a Graseby 3400 anaesthesia pump (SIMS Graseby
Ltd., Watford, United Kingdom) controlled by a computer system running Rugloop software
(version 3.22, Ghent University, Belgium). The software program enables to choose anytime
between continuous infusion (TIVA), plasma concentration controlled infusion (TCIp) or
effect-site concentration controlled infusion (TCIh). The pharmacokinetic parameter set of
Marshandco-workers'wasusedwithk^ofO^ó min"1.8Propofolinfusionwas0.33mgkg ' min '
(= twice bodyweight (kg) in ml h ' if 10 mg ml ' concentration is used) until patient lost
response to verbal commands and mild prodding (= loss of consciousness (LOC)). At LOC,
the effect-site concentration (rounded upwards to quarters of 1 μg ml ') as computed and
displayed by Rugloop was noted and thereafter the infusion rate of propofol was continuously
adjusicd in uiuci to maintain this effect-site ™nrpntration.
After LOC, remifentanil infusion was started at 0.33 μg kg ' min ' and neuro-musclar
blockade was achieved by 0.1 mg kg ' pancuronium. The trachea of a patient was intubated at
the moment that: i) remifentanil infusion had been infused for at least 3 min and maximally
6 min; ii) systolic arterial pressure had decreased 30% from baseline; and iii) BIS was 50 or
less. After intubation and insertion of a nasogastric probe, remifentanil infusion was reduced
to 10% of the initial infusion rate. In this period, the patient was further prepared for surgery
(e.g. central venous line, urinary bladder catheter and trans oesophageal echocardiography
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Fixed infusion rate
Propofol 0.33 mg kg ' min '
until LOC

Change to TCI modus
Target is propofol effect site
concentration at LOC

Bolus dose
Pancuronium 0.1 mg kg '
at LOC

Fixed infusion rate
Remifentanil 0.33 ng kg ' min '
at LOC

Fixed infusion rate
Remifentanil 0.03 μg kg 1 min '
until 6 min before incision
Change target
to maintain BIS values
between 40 -50
in steps of 0.25 ng ml 1
throughout the study
(minimum 1 μg ml ',
maximum 5 μg ml')

Group L (20 μς ml'1)
Remifentanil 0.33 μg kg"1 min
until incision

Group Η (40 μρ ml 1 )
Remifentanil 0.66 μg kg'1 min'
until incision

Change infusion rate
to maintain SAP
between 120 and 80 mmHg
after incision
(minimum 0.1 ml kg 1 hr'1,
maximum 2 ml kg'1 hr'1)

Change Infusion rate
to maintain SAP
between 120 and 80 mmHg
after incision
(minimum 0 1 ml kg 1 hr Λ
maximum 2 ml kg^ hr'1)

End of study period
18 min after sternotomy

Figure 1 Flowchart of the anaesthetic management and allocation of the study groups. LOC • loss of consciousness,
TCI = target controlled infusion, SAP = systolic arterial pressure, BIS = bispectral index
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probe insertion).
Starting after LOC, the effect-site concentration of propofol (Ccff
) was adjusted to keep
BIS values between 40 and 50. Adjustments were made every 1 to 3 minutes if needed and
1
1
consisted of increments or decrements of 0.25 μg ml" with a minimum Cefr ro of 1 μg ml"
and a maximum of 5 μg ml ' From then, children's music was continuously played at a loud
level via earphones during surgery.
The study period began approximately 6 min before incision. A blinded and randomly
chosen 50 ml syringe with either 20 (group L) or 40 μg ml ' (group H) remifentanil was
started at an infusion rate of 1 ml kg ' h '. These infusion schemes were chosen because we
calculated that an effect-site concentration (C _ ) of at least 7 and 14 ne ml ' would be
v

L'ff r e m i '

D

reached at incision for group L and H, respectively.
After incision, the remifentanil infusion rate was adjusted to keep the systolic arterial
pressure (SAP) between 120 mmHg and 80 mmHg. The decision to change the infusion rate
was left at the discretion of the attending anaesthetist, but a minimum of 0.1 ml kg ' h ' and a
maximum of 2 ml kg ' h ' were instituted.
In cases of unacceptable hypertension, hypotension or bradycardia the attending
anaesthesiologist was allowed to use any of following medications: nitroglycerine (0.5 mg
i.v.), ephedrine (2.5 mg i.V.), noradrenaline (2.5 μg i.v.) or atropine (0.5 mg i.V.).
The study period ended 18 min after sternotomy. Anaesthesia continued with the same
drugs and the same approach. During cardiopulonary bypass the propofol infusion rate
remained unchanged, except if BIS increased above 50. The remifentanil infusion was left
at the discretion of the attending anaesthesiologist. The blinded syringe was replaced by
a syringe with a known concentration. We did not analyze data obtained during and after
cardiopulmonary bypass because of the expected increase in confounding factors influencing
haemodynamic stability, drug concentrations and drug effects.
Patients were followed up with an interview for intraoperative awareness on the second
postoperative day. First we asked the patients what the last thing was they remembered,
whether they remembered anything during the operation, whether they heard music and
finally whether they heard children's music.

Data Acquisition
Values for BIS, arterial pressures, heart rate, infusion rates, effect-site concentrations and
administration of vaso-active medication were noted on a preprinted form by a trained
research assistant. He/she continuously announced these values to the anaesthetist, thus
allowing immediate interventions. In addition, data were recorded in an automatic patient
data registration system (Arkive, San Diego, USA) that served as a backup system. BIS, propofol
concentrations and infusion rates were stored every five seconds using Rugloop software.
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Using recorded remifentanil infusion rates we calculated afterwards C „
σ

based on the

en rem ι
1

pharmacokinetic parameter set of Minto-Schnider * with a k^ of 0.595 min" .
Intra operative hypertension and hypotension were defined as a systolic arterial pressure
above 150 mmHg and below 80 mmHg. Tachycardia and bradycardia were defined as a heart
1
1
rate above 90 min" and below 45 min" .
Areas under the curves of the systolic arterial pressures (AUCSAp) were calculated using the
trapezoidal rule incorporated in SigmaPlot (version 8.03, SPPS ine, II, USA).
The CORRAD database (Department cardiothoracic surgery, Radboud University
Nijmegen Medical Centre, the Netherlands) was consulted to obtain pre-, per- and post
operative patient data.

Statistical analysis
Based on a pilot study with low dose remifentanil (20 μg ml"1) in 31 patients undergoing
coronary surgery, it was calculated that 33 patients would be required in each group to have
a 80% chance of detecting a 50% reduction in incidence of intra-operative systolic arterial
pressure above 120 mmHg at the 5% level of significance using the x2-test.
The null-hypothesis concerning haemodynamic stability was that there would be no
difference between group L and Η in the: i) effects on arterial pressures and heart rate during
loading with remifentanil and after incision and sternotomy; ii) proportion of patients with
hypertension (> 120 mmHg and > 150 mmHg) after incision and sternotomy; and iii) AUCSAp,
maximum heart rate (HR ), maximum systolic arterial pressure (P ) and time at which
Ρ occurred (T ) after incision and sternotomy.
max

max'

'

The null-hypothesis concerning adequate hypnosis was that there would be no difference
between group L and Η in the: i) effect on BIS during loading with remifentanil and after
incision and sternotomy; and ii) proportion of patients with BIS values of > 50 and > 60.
Graphical analysis of data preceded formal statistical analysis. Lilliefors test was used
to test if data were normally distributed. Normally distributed data were compared with
parametric tests (paired or unpaired two sided f-test) and non-normally distributed data
with nonparametric tests (Mann-Whitney U-test). Skewed to the right distributed data
were analyzed using parametric tests on log-transformed data. 95% confidence intervals for
differences between medians (paired and unpaired) were calculated by the method described
10
by Campbell and Gardner. Differences in overall time courses of measured variables were
analysed with repeated measures analysis of variance. For categorical data, the χ 2 test was
used. Data are presented as mean (standard deviation), unless stated otherwise. A difference
was considered statistically significant if the corresponding P-value was less than 0.05. The
Statistical Package for Social Sciences was used (SPSS version 11.0, II, USA).
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Results
Data from 35 (group L) and 36 (group H) patients undergoing coronary artery bypass graft
(CABG) surgery were finally analyzed. In group H, data of two patients were discarded
because the blinded syringe was used, unintentionally, from the beginning of the anaesthesia
induction. Patients undergoing valve surgery (13 and 12 patients from group L and H,
respectively) or closure of atrial septum defect (two patients from group L) were not analyzed
because they represented a different population. For example, much more patients for CABG
surgery (97% vs 50%) were taking ß-adrenergic receptor antagonists.
Patients in group L and H had similar characteristics and base line values for arterial
pressures and heart rate (Table 1).
Figure 2 presents systolic and diastolic arterial pressures, heart rate and calculated Ceffremi
at several key stages from induction of anaesthesia until 18 minutes after sternotomy. Figure
3 shows the BIS and calculated C „
at the same key stages.
erf propo

'

ö

Table ι Patient characteristics. Base line values were obtained in awake patients. Data are mean (SD) or number of patients.

Group L
(n = 35)

Group H
(η = 36)

Age (yr)

65(9)

62(13)

Weight (kg)

80(12)

83(11)

Height (cm)

172(7)

173(11)

Gender (FM)

6/29

7/29

34

35

Pre-operative ß-adrenergic blockade

10

10

2.6 (2.0)

2.7 (2.2)

Scheduled for off-pump CABG surgery

5

2

Previous CABG surgery

1

2

Base line systolic arterial pressure (mmHg)

152(22)

152(29)

Base line diastolic arterial pressure (mmHg)

73(12)

73(13)

Base line heart rate (min ')

62(9)

64(13)

Ejection fraction < 30%
Euroscore "

i'>o
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Figure 2 Remifentanil effect site concentrations (upper panel), systolic and diastolic arterial pressures (middle panel) and
heart rate (lower panel) at several key stages from base line until 18 min after sternotomy. Each stage is separated with a
dotted line and starts with a description of the event followed by the time (min) since that event on the abscissa: Start
propofol = base line values. LOC, start remi = just after loss of consciousness, at the start of infusion of the open label
0
33 Mg kg'min'remifentanil. Intubation, remi 10% = start of intubation followed by a reduction toio% of the initial rate of the
remifentanil infusion. Start remi Lor Η = start of the randomized blinded infusion of remifentanil group L (0.33 pgkg' min')
and group Η (o.65 pg kg min '). Data points are means of 35 patients (group L) and 36 patients (group H) with 95% confi
dence intervals.
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Figure 3 Propofol effect site concentrations (upper panel) and BIS values (lower panel) at the same key stages as figure 2
(for explanation, see there). Data points are means of 35 patients (group L) and 36 patients (group H) with 95% confidence
intervals

From induction to 6 min before incision
During this stage both groups received the same anaesthesia protocol and we found no
differences between both groups in the variables described below. Accordingly, data obtained
from all patients (n=71) are described here.
The infusion of propofol resulted in LOC after 3.65 (0.92) min at a dose of 98.3 (26.3) mg
or 1.22 (0.32) mg kg ' and a Ceff ro o of 1.34 (0.47) μg ml '. Systolic and diastolic arterial
pressures decreased from base line values to 85 (13) % and 93 (16) %, respectively, whereas
heart rate increased to 106 (13) "^
Following the infusion of remifentanil, but before the start of the intubation, systolic and
diastolic arterial pressure decreased further to 70 (13) % and 76 (17) %, respectively, and
heart rate decreased again to 101 (15) %.
Intubation occurred 8.99 (2.32) min after induction. Ccff ro o was then 1.81 (0.51 ) μg ml '
and C_ . 5.19 (1.51) ngml'. One minute later, systolic and diastolic arterial pressure
increased to 83 ( 16) % and 92 (22) % of the base line values. Heart rate increased again to 104
(15%). Thereafter arterial pressure and heart rate decreased again.
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Table 2 Key data for the controlled variables obtained between the start of the study period and the surgical incision. Normally distributed data are given as mean (95% C.I.) and
non-norm ally distributed data as median [IQR]. With in-group differences (95% C.I.) were calculated para metrically for means and non-para metrically for medians.'" "A wit h in-group
difference is significant at the 5% level if the associated 95% C.I. excludes the zero difference" The within-group differences for group L did not differ from those in group H. One data
point was missing for systolic arterial pressure and heart rate in group L and arterial pressure in group H.
=Γ Χ

Group L (n = 35)
At start
study period

Just before
incision

Within-group
difference

At start
study period

Just before
incision

Within-group
difference

Systolic arterial
pressure (mmHg)

118[99-143]

94[87-135]

-18(-28to-11)

124 (108 - 150]

97 (83 - 114]

-27 (-36 to -20)*

Diastolic arterial
pressure (mmHg)

61 [ 5 5 - 7 2 ]

52(45-61]

-9 (-14 to-5)*

67(57-71]

52(43-61]

-13 (-17 to-10)*

Heart rate (min')

62 (59 - 65)

59 (55 - 62)

-3 (-1 to -6)*

64 (60 - 68)

60 (55 - 65)

- 4 (-1 to -7)*

BIS

47(44-56]

46(43-51]

-3 (-6 t o i )

49 (45 - 54]

45 (41 - 52]

-3 (-7 to 0)

3 —

g

Group H (n = 36)

3

o rp
3 0Ό

Soon after intubation, the remifentanil infusion was reduced to 10% of its initial rate. This
resulted in an increase to 83 (23) % and 91 (24) % of the base line systolic and diastolic arterial
pressure and normalization of the heart rate (101 (16) %)) towards the end of this stage. At
that time there were no differences in haemodynamic variables between groups (table 2). The
next stage began six minutes before incision when the randomized and blinded remifentanil
infusions were started.

Study period: from 6 min before incision to 18 min after sternotomy
Haemodynamics and remifentanil
During administration of the loading dose of remifentanil, the two dose regimens similarly
decreased the systolic as well as the diastolic arterial pressure (figure 2, table 2). Preceding
this decrease, there was an increase as a result of lifting the legs for disinfection. Heart rate
decreased slightly.
After incision and sternotomy systolic and diastolic arterial pressures increased in both
groups (figure 2). After six minutes differences between groups fade away. Table 3 shows that
P m a x and AUCSAP were 13 mmHg and 112 mmHg min higher in group L (P < 0.05). Heart rate
remained unchanged (within-groups Ρ = 0.23, between-groups Ρ = 0.93). Tmax and HR did
not differ among groups (table 3).
Table 4 shows that the incidence of systolic arterial pressure above target range
(> 120 mmHg) after incision was significantly higher in group L. Incidence of severe
hypertension (> 150 mmHg) was similar in both groups.
Table 3 Key data for the controlled variables obtained after incision and sternotomy. Data are given as median [IQR] The area
under the curve of the systolic arterial pressure (AUCSAP), the maximum systolic arterial pressure (Pmax), the time at which
Pmjx occurred (Tmax) and the maximum heart rate (HRma() were calculated in the period from incision until nine minutes after
sternotomy. Differences (95% C.I.) between groups were calculated non parametricallyio 'A between-groups difference is
significant at the 5% level if the associated 95% C.I. excludes the zero differenceio. One data point was missing for heart
rate in group L.

P max (mmHg)
Tmax (min)
AUCSAP (mmHg min)
HFU^imin 1 )
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Group L
(n = 35)

Group Η
(n = 36)

Between-group
difference

1381111-145]

117(102-140]

13(2to28)*

5.0 [3.0 - 6.0]

4.0 [3.0 - 7.0]

0 (-1 to 2)

1179(1010-1321]

112 (14 to 207)*

61(54-75]

2 {-A to 9)

1310 [1134 -

1389]

62(58-75]
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Table4Numberof patients with aberrations of their arterial pressures, heart rate or bispectral index in the pre-incision and
post-incision period. Counts were based on values recorded manually every minute. For BIS values three consecutive aber
rant BIS values were counted, 'Between-groups difference with Ρ < 0.05.
Group L
(n = 35)
Aberrations

Group Η
(η = 36)

1Pre-incision

Post1ncision

Pre-incision

Post
incision

5

2

6

2

21

26'

24

16*

7

4

7

3

Systolic arterial pressure
< 80 mmHg
> 120 mmHg
> 150 mmHg
Diastolic arterial pressure
< 40 mmHg

4

1

3

2

> 90 mmHg

3

2

2

2

<45 min '

3

3

6

6

> 9 0 min'

0

1

1

2

<40

3

2

5

6

>50

10

9

10

11

>60

3

2

4

2

Heart rate

BIS values

Table 5 gives the number of adaptations of the remifentanil infusion in an attempt to
stabilize the arterial pressures and the number of patients requiring such an intervention.
Significantly more patients in group L needed an increase of the remifentanil infusion rate
after incision and sternotomy.
One patient from group H presented with severe tachycardia and hypertension after
incision. Excluding this patient produced similar mean values, but results of the statistical
analysis strengthened the observed difference between the groups for both systolic and
diastolic arterial pressure after incision. This patient was treated with nitroglycerine as STdepression was observed on the ECG, 18 min after sternotomy.
Six patients in group L and four in group H needed a vasopressor (bolus ephedrine or
noradrenaline) during the study period. In one patient of group L surgical incision was
performed four minutes earlier to treat hypotension. A vasodilator (nitroglycerine) was used
three times in both groups. One patient in group H received atropine 0.5 mg i.v. to treat
bradycardia (41 min '), without restoration of the heart rate afterwards.
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Table 5 Number of adjustments of remifentaml and propofol infusions before the study period (before and after intubation)
and during the study period (before and after incision). Between brackets are the numbers of patients In whom adjustments
were made. ' Between groups difference with Ρ < 0.05.

Group L
(n = 35)

Group Η
(η = 36)

Propofol

Remifentanil

Propofol

Remifentanil

Increases

33 {16}

2 {2}

23 {18}

UD

Decreases

MD

0{0}

0{0}

1{1}

Increases

40 {24}

2 {2}

33{21}

4 {4}

Decreases

HD

0{0}

1{1}

2 {2}

Increases

12 {8}

1{1}

8 {6}

1(1}

Decreases

0{0}

1{1}

0{0}

2 {2}

Increases

8 {6}

26 {16}*

10 {6}

13{8}*

Decreases

2 {2}

30 {20}

2(2}

26 {19}

Pre-intubatlon

Post-intubation

Pre-incision

Post-incision

BIS and propofol
Figure 3 shows that, after LOC, BIS was stable between 40 and 50. Intubation did not affect
BIS. BIS remained unchanged during administration of the loading dose of remifentanil (table
2) and after incision and sternotomy (within- groups Ρ = 0.38, between-groups Ρ = 0.42).
Figure 3 shows a temporarily increased Crff ro o after intubation followed by a steady
increase to maintain BIS in the desired range throughout the period of investigation. In the
preandpost incision period together, the increase was only 0.12 (0.24) μg ml 'and 0.11 (0.22)
1
μg ml' for group L and H, respectively. There was no difference in Ceff ro o between the two
groups for any stage.
Tv.'c patients had three consecutive RTS valnps greater than 60 lust after LOC and no patient
had three consecutive BIS values smaller than 40. Table 4 shows the number of patients who
had their BIS values outside the target range in the pre and post incision period. None of the
patients with BIS values above 50 after incision had simultaneously a systolic arterial pressure
exceeding 150 mmHg. Table 5 shows the number of adaptations of C „
and the number
of patients in which adaptations were necessary. Adaptations were less frequent in the pre and
post incision period.
Consumption of propofol in the post incision period (3-18 min) was not different between
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study groups, but showed a wide inter-patient variability: 5.3 (1.8) and 4.8 (1.6) mg kg ' hr '
for group L and H, respectively. The C.ff ro 0 18 min after sternotomy was 2.13 (0.69) and
1.93 (0.40) μg ml ' for group L and group H, respectively (P = 0.14). Mean BIS over the same
period was similar with a relative small variability: 48 (4) and 46 (6) for group L and H,
respectively.

Peroperative and postoperative stage
Details on surgery and postoperative stage are in Table 6. No differences between groups were
found.
None of the patients reported explicit recall of intra operative events at interview on the
second day after operation. Two patients in each group were interviewed later, because of
prolonged intubation. None of the patients could recall the acoustic stimulation presented
continuously during surgery, either after strong associations or when told that he or she could
have heard children's music.

Table 6 Details on surgery and postoperative stage. Data are given as mean (SD), geometric mean (95% CI), or number of
patients There were no differences between groups.
Group L
(η = 35)

Group H
(η = 36)

3.1 (1.3)

3.2(1.2)

Bypass time (min)

87 (23)

84 (26)

Cross clamp time (min)

49 (20)

47(18)

Number of distal anastomoses

Time to extubation (hr)
Morphine consumption in first 24 hr (mg)

7.4 (6.1 -

9.0)

7.3 (5.5 -

32(9)

35(12)

Explicit recall of intra-operative events
Per-operative myocardial infarction
(new Q-wave; CPK-MB> 10%)

0

0

2

3

Mortality during hospital stay

0

0

9.7)
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Discussion
We demonstrated the feasibility of achieving stable hypnotic and haemodynamic conditions
for CABG surgery by titrating separately the hypnotic, cortical component and the autonomic,
sub-cortical component of general anaesthesia. BIS values remained unchanged during
infusion of remifentanil and after strong surgical stimulation, indicating that hypnosis can be
controlled independently with a hypnotic drug. A prerequisite is adequate antinociception.
The higher remifentanil dosage attenuated better the hypertensive reaction to incision and
sternotomy, without creating more haemodynamic instability in the period before incision.
Nevertheless, some patients in both groups were not haemodynamically stable.

Haemodynamics
As 97% of the patients were on oral ß-adrenergic receptor antagonists, it was no surprise that
clinically important changes were found for arterial pressure and not for heart rate. This is
consistent with reports that patients undergoing CABG surgery respond to a noxious stimulus
with hypertension, not with tachycardia." I3
There appears to be a group of patients that cannot be treated effectively for hypertension
even with high dosages of remifentanil ". Ten percent of our patients had a hypertensive
reaction of > 150 mmHg, despite the use of remifentanil in either a low or a high dose (table 4).
This percentage is similar to that found by others. "· 13 As BIS values remained within the
target range during the period of hypertension, there was no ground to increase the amount
of hypnotic agent. Most probably these patients need specific anti-hypertensive medication.
As both groups were equally stable in the pre-incision period and the incidence of arterial
pressures above 120 mmHg is higher with the low dose remifentanil after incision (table 4),
we conclude that the high dose remifentanil should be preferred. The maximum systolic
arterial pressure and the area under the curve after incision and sternotomy were also higher
in the low dose group (table 3). We believe that the difference in peak systolic pressure of
13 mmHg between groups is clinically relevant for CABG surgery.
The difference in systolic arterial pressure between groups fades away 6 minutes after
Qtprnntnmy This is the result of multiple adjustments of the remifentanil infusion (table 5),
finally leading to a smaller difference between the C ff in group L and group Η (figure 2).
Whether the difference ultimately disappears cannot be derived from this study. At the end
of the study, patients' circulation was taken over by extracorporeal bypass, which has major
consequences for drug concentrations, drug effects and arterial pressure. Other possibilities,
like effects of vasodilating agents (three patients in each group), decrease of intensity of
surgical stimulation, manipulations of the heart and fluid shifts, could have influenced
arterial pressure in the study period. However, it is safe to assume that these effects were
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equally divided between the groups.
Some patients had bradycardia (table 4), but heart rate was never < 40 min '. Bradycardia
l l 1,
is commonly reported when using Γemifentanil. ' · The mechanism is thought to be central
vagal stimulation. Several authors recommended, as we did, to use a neuro-muscular blocking
drug (NMBD) with vagolytic properties (pancuronium) and to reduce the maximum infusion
rate of remifentanil. We did not notice another side effect, viz. muscle rigidity", probably
because we infused remifentanil after LOC and administration of a NMBD.

Hypnosis
Anaesthesia was induced with an infusion rate based on body weight, which enabled us to
adapt the amount of anaesthetic to individual needs. Once LOG occurred, we switched from
this TIVA mode to TCIE mode. Others 161β who induced anaesthesia using TCIE mode had
the disadvantage of first being obliged to choose a Ce(r ro value and then to adapt this target
if the desired effect was not reached. In some individuals, the preset C _
may induce an
r

en propo

'

excessive unwanted effect. For example, elderly cardiac patients require a lower C ff to
lose consciousness.18 The advantage of our method is illustrated by the fact that none of the
patients had persistent low BIS values in the period of 3 minutes after LOC and only two
showed a persistent BIS value above 60. Figure 3 shows that, after LOC, BIS values are well
within the range 40 - 60, which is considered to represent adequate hypnosis.
Figure 3 shows that Ccfr r o ) o increased temporarily just after LOC. This is because at
that time the calculated plasma concentration is higher than the calculated effect-site
concentration, which causes an unavoidable increase in Cerr ru . Early increases of the target
Cefr
were without immediate delivery of an amount of propofol by the TCI device for the
same reason.
The potential advantages of controlling the hypnotic component of anaesthesia —as we
did after LOC by controlling BIS— may be several-fold.
First, awareness is prevented throughout CABG surgery, where patients are at greater
risk. 6 " Modern balanced anaesthetic techniques have reduced the incidence to 0.3 0/o.2"
Although we did not find explicit awareness, no conclusions can be drawn because our study
was not powered for awareness to be an endpoint.
Second, the delivered amount of propofol is low compared with traditional dosing
regimens. Ceff r o x ) was equal to or less than 1.5 μg ml ' in nearly 25% of our patients. Others,
who also controlled BIS, found comparable low propofol concentrations.1618,21 Such low
concentrations should not be used in the absence of BIS monitoring because they are close
22
to the concentration that prevents explicit recall in 50% of the patients. Advantages are
not apparent from our study, but may include a reduction of the time until regaining of
consciousness and extubation without affecting haemodynamic stability.23 25 Cumulative
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deep hypnotic time (total time of BIS < 45) may also increase the risk of 1 yr mortality.26
Third, the technique accommodates for interindividual variability. Interpatient variability
in C,ff
was greater than the variability in BIS. Therefore, our data and those of others
i6 ië;2i SU pp 0r t the notion that titration of propofol based on pharmacodynamic effects (e.g.
BIS) is superior to administration based on pharmacokinetic models. Whether more complex
pharmacokinetic models, including age, gender, height and weight, could substantially
improve the prediction of plasma concentrations is still not clear.

Possible interactions propofol-remifentanil
The low propofol concentrations deemed necessary could be explained by a pharmacokineticpharmocodynamic interaction with remifentanil. However, BIS was not altered following
infusion of remifentanil. Several studies confirmed the absence of interaction 22:27 but others
disagree.2" Alternative explanations are that the set of Marsh may underpredict the plasma
concentrations of propofol l6;29 · 10 and that ß-adrenergic receptor antagonists may reduce
hypnotic requirements.17
In contrast with others 17, we could not show that a large dose of opiates reduces the
amount of propofol and the number of adjustments of its concentration needed to maintain
BIS within the target range.
Surgical incision and sternotomy did not influence BIS, if preceded by an adequate
amount of opioids (figure 3). Even the low dose of remifentanil was sufficient to prevent an
increase in BIS following stimulation strong enough to increase systolic arterial pressure. It is
unlikely that the slightly increasing propofol concentrations in the post-incision period were
necessary to maintain a stable BIS because the increase of C „
was not clinically relevant
'

ell propo

'

(0.11 μg ml ') and there were few adjustments of the infusion rate (table 5). These findings
support the concept of providing hypnosis by infusion of a hypnotic drug on one hand and
maintaining stable haemodynamics on the other hand by titration of an opioid in order to
suppress autonomic responses.

In ςιίΓηΓΠΑΓν. our results indicate that a low effect-site concentration of propofol is sufficient
to obtain adequate hypnosis defined as a BIS value between 40 and 50, when combined
1
1
with remifentanil. A starting dose of 0.66 μg kg" min" remifentanil followed by titration to
optimize arterial pressure is superior to control arterial pressure after incision and sternotomy
1
compared with a starting dose 0.33 μg kg ' min" , while comparable haemodynamic stability
is obtained in the pre-incision period. At both high and low dose remifentanil, the noxious
stimulus of incision and sternotomy had no effect on BIS values, indicating that hypnosis
(cortical functions) and nociception (subcortical functions) can be controlled separately.
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8 General Discussion

We explored the concept that the state of anaesthesia has two characteristics: unconsciousness—
which involves amnesia— and unresponsiveness to noxious stimulation. Loss of consciousness
and amnesia are achieved by administering drugs acting on the brain. Unresponsiveness to
noxious stimulation is attained by drugs we administer to the spinal cord.' In this thesis we
have contributed to the expanding experiences with monitoring of cerebral functioning in
2
clinical practice and the growing insights in the role of the spinal cord.
In this chapter we first demonstrate how this concept can be used as a basis for the
maintenance and optimization of the state of general anaesthesia. Next, EEG-derived
parameters as measures of consciousness are discussed. Then, we deal with our core subjects,
viz. measures of nociception and the simultaneous assessment of cortical and subcortical
functions. Finally, this chapter is closed with a general conclusion.

Control systems in anaesthesia
If we want to be in control of the anaesthetic state, we may develop strategies for anaesthesia,
based on the principles of control system theory. This means that we have to define the
components of a control loop: sensor, comparator, selector and effector (or actuator). In
line with our concept, two control loops should be given for the two components of the
anaesthetic state. In addition, we will discuss how to handle the problem that one component
may influence the other.
With reference to the scheme in Figure 1, we first describe a typical feedback control
system. If a suitable sensor (e.g. a BIS-monitor) that measures a variable (e.g. consciousness)
is found, a feedback control system can be established with the purpose to maintain the
controlled variable within the desired range. The measured value acquired from the sensor
is compared with a target value. The target value is taken from a model of the system to
which the controlled variable belongs (e.g. BIS
values between 40 and 60 indicate adequate
Controlled Variable
hypnosis and are attained with a certain plasma
concentration of propr«fnl taking into account
Î
the physical status of the patient). Then the
Effector
Sensor
anaesthetist (or a computer) can select what
to do (e.g. increase or decrease the propofol
"H
concentration) and finally make changes to
the anaesthetic delivery device (= effector).
Model
The sensor is a vital component of the control
system. In fact, no sensor means no control.'
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Figure ι Basic feedback control system
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There is agreement that consciousness is
merely a cortical function. Thus, measuring
and processing the EEG seems logical.
Computerized closed loop technology has
already been used to control the hypnotic
4 6
component of anaesthesia with BIS. "
If strong noxious stimuli are applied
to individuals rendered unconscious by
hypnotics, cortical functions may be aroused
and awareness of the stimulus may occur. Such
an event disturbs the feedback control system.
The perturbation is detected by the sensor
and finally results in increasing the amount of

Disturbance

}
Controlled Variable

t

ι

Effector

Sensor

e.,„„w

Comparator

Model
Figure 2 Feedback control system with disturbance.

hypnotic (figure 2). This will be of limited success. Dosages needed to prevent arousing effects
of a noxious stimulus are much higher than those needed to keep the patient unconscious in
the absence of that stimulus. The appropriate action to take is to block the transmission of
the noxious stimulus through the sensory system. Thus, it is mandatory to be in control of
the nociceptive component if one wishes to control the hypnotic component. We showed in
chapter 9 that, in the presence of adequate antinociception, incision and sternotomy did not
affect the level of unconsciousness, as measured with BIS.
Similarly to the control of unconsciousness, it is possible to feedback control antinociception
if there is an adequate sensor. In chapter 9, we used systolic arterial pressure as an indirect
measure of antinociception. In this case it is obvious that feedback control can be disturbed
by quite a number of other factors, such as blood loss, surgical manipulations, vasoactive
medications, etc. Therefore, we limited the study to a period where these confounding factors
did not occur.
Figure 3 shows how feedforward control
may be applied as a refinement to feedback
I
control in order to prevent the effects of large
Controlled Variable
p
ra
disturbances. Feedbackcontrol mostly involves
g
a delay in producing a corrective action,
8o
Effector
Sensor
which means that the controlled variable may
not stabilize quickly enough. Thus, we have
to take an antinociceptive action in advance
"H
"
of the noxious stimulus. Therefore, we need
information concerning that stimulus, the
Model
pharmacokinetics of the drugs used and the
Figure 3 Feedback control system, with disturbance and a
physical state of the patient. This information
feedforward control
CD
I
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is part of the model shown in Figures 1 -3 and 5. Feedforward control is also necessary with
the induction of unconsciousness in order to have the level of unconsciousness quickly in the
desired range.
In addition, we have to consider whether a preventive action could disturb the feedback
control per se. If BIS is used to measure hypnosis, one has to wonder whether the administration
of an opioid, in the absence of a noxious stimulus, influences the BIS. We could not show such
an effect for remifentanil (chapter 9).
Figure 4 shows a framework for the concept of general anaesthesia that has been rendered
more complete and realistic than that in chapter 1 by adding the possible interactions between
the different components. These interactions must be prevented by sufficient anti-nociception
if each component is to be controlled separately. EEG-based monitors can serve as sensors to
control hypnosis. Direct monitoring of nociception is, however, much more complicated and
nearly impossible in the unconscious human. Nevertheless, a secondary effect of a noxious
stimulus, e.g. autonomic instability, may serve as a surrogate measure of the nociceptive
component. Figure 5 illustrates the control process as used for coronary artery bypass grafting
surgery (Chapter 7). Another secondary measure is the quantified motor activity in response
to a stimulus. In this thesis we explored the usefulness of two motor reflexes, blink reflex and
withdrawal reflex.

Figure 4 Components of general anaesthesia (chapter i, figure 3) Antinociception can be achieved with high concentrations of
inhaled anaesthetics, opioids and/or by or local and regional anaesthesia (dashed line). If treated inappropriately it may have
effects on autonomic stability and immobility (lower arrows). If analgesia is insufficient, it is possible that noxious stimuli will
cause arousal (awakening of the brain) (upper arrow).
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Figure 5 Double feedback control structure to simulta
neously control consciousness and nociception. Feed
forward control is added as a refinement for the control
loop nociception. Inadequate antinociception could
lead to disturbance of the control of consciousness.
This control structure was used in the study described
in chapter 7.
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Measures of consciousness
Validity of monitoring unconsciousness with EEG-based monitors
Although a number of methods to measure and process EEG activity have been introduced
into clinical practice, their validity is difficult to assess as there is no accepted gold standard
measure of unconsciousness. Therefore surrogate measures such as clinical scales {e.g.
Observer's Assessment of Sedation and Anaesthesia Scale (OAAS)) or anaesthetic drug
concentrations have been used (chapters 2-5 and 9). A strong correlation between these
surrogate measures and the processed EEG provides a high degree of assurance as to the
validity of monitoring unconsciousness with EEG-based monitors. In Chapter 4, we presented
high correlations for the BIS monitor (PK of 0.88 and ρ of 0.90 for OAAS vs. BIS and PK of
0.90 and ρ of-0.95 for calculated propofol concentrations vs. BIS). Others 78 found less good
correlations with anaesthetic concentrations. Shortcomings are that clinical scales not only
depend on a subjective judgement of the observer but also represent rather crude estimates.
Plasma concentrations of intravenous hypnotics are not easily measured and are therefore
frequently substituted by calculated plasma concentrations.
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Assessment of the ability of monitors of unconsciousness to prevent awareness is another
important way to validate these monitors. It has been shown that using these monitors —
like the BIS-monitor—reduces the incidence of awareness.9·1" There were no cases of explicit
awareness in our study presented in chapter 9. However, this study was not designed to
demonstrate differences in incidences of awareness. Since awareness during anaesthesia is
a low-frequency event, say 0.1%, power analysis suggests that, to obtain a 50% reduction in
awareness, over forty thousands patients would be needed to be included in a prospective
randomized trial."
Quantifying endpoints like the time to recover from anaesthesia and the reduction of the
amount of drugs used compared with routine care, is the third possibility to validate monitors
for measuring unconsciousness. We have shown, like others,12 that the amount of propofol
necessary to provide an adequate hypnotic level (BIS target range 40-50, mean BIS 47 (8)) is
much lower than that used in traditional dosing schemes (chapter 9). Benefits, apart from
reduced utilization of hypnotic drugs are not directly clear from our studies and those of
others.13 However, a more rapid awakening was reported.10·1''"16 It is clear for any clinician that
exaggerated amount of hypnotics will inevitably lead to profound cardiovascular depression,
especially in the compromised patient. Possibly, there is an association between the level of
hypnosis and important outcome variables like morbidity and mortality, but these findings
need to be confirmed.17
Although the debate is still going on, we found that indices based on the processed EEG
are clinically useful to control the level of unconsciousness. In chapters 4, 5 and 9, we found
a substantially interpatient variability in propofol requirements. Some individuals needed a
regular amount of propofol, while in others the amount was extremely low. Our data and those
of others therefore support the notion that titration of propofol based on pharmacodynamic
effects (e.g. BIS) is superior to administration based on traditional dosing schemes or even
pharmacokinetic models (target-controlled infusion).5·18"21
In cases were cerebral functioning is at risk, BIS monitoring has proven to be useful to
detect possibly harmful events.22·21 Proof remains at an anecdotic level, because controlled
studies in these extreme situations are nearly unfeasible. At least, it is a useful monitor to
confirm clinical observations. Furthermore, the use of EEG monitors warns the clinician for
error in delivery of the hypnotic drug.
Some hypothesized that the incidence of awareness could increase while targeting BIS
values just below 60, since 'safety margins' are much narrower.24·25 Until now, this concern
was not justified. It was also suggested that if hypnosis was titrated to optimal BIS levels,
stress response would increase. However, there was no increase in stress hormone levels when
titrating BIS to optimal levels in a group patients compared with a group anesthetized with a
fixed dosing regimen, while haemodynamic stability was obtained for both groups.18
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Reliability of monitoring unconsciousness with EEG-based monitors
Erroneous readings of a BIS monitor generally concern high values when N 2 0, ketamine or
inhaled anaesthetics are used.22 In our study described in chapter 4, we also found higher
average BIS values at loss of consciousness (LOC) when sevoflurane was compared with
propofol. In one patient, a paradoxical increase in BIS was associated with increasing inhaled
sevoflurane concentrations. This patient was excluded from the study.
Erroneously high BIS value have been reported as a result of electrical interference
with pacemakers, warming blankets, endoscopic shavers and electro magnetic systems.22 In
response to too high BIS values, the clinician will incorrectly increase the amount of hypnotic.
This is without increased risk for awareness.
The reverse —to find a low BIS value when patients are (nearly) awake— is a rare occurrence
in patients in normal clinical condition and individuals having normal EEG patterns.22
There is one condition that deserves further attention: in the absence of neuromuscular
blocking drugs (NMBD), an increased BIS value may be seen. After administration of NMBD
the BIS will decrease and the true BIS value is unveiled. The effect is caused by EMG artefacts
disturbing the ß-ratio in the BIS algorithm (chapter 1 ) and does not occur at BIS values below
40. Contamination of BIS by EMG activity is inherent in the calculation of BIS. A useful feature
of the BIS monitor to distinguish between true high BIS values and erroneously increased BIS
values by EMG activity is the display of an EMG bar. There is one other condition where
NMBD influence BIS: volunteers receiving succinylcholine, while being fully awake, present
with artefactually low BIS values.26
As with all monitoring devices, the anaesthetist should interpret readings of BIS and other
indices in the clinical context, reckoning with potential disturbances. Under experimental
conditions, like in chapters 4 and 5, many disturbing factors can be diminished and possibly
removed after recognition. For example, periods of excitation in patients receiving sevoflurane
were identified and excluded from further analysis.

Measures of nociception
Nociception is defined as the activity induced in the nociceptor and the nociceptive pathways
by a noxious stimulus, without reference to the production of emotional or other types of
responses to the noxious stimulus.27
Direct measurement on the nociceptive pathways is not easy. As discussed in chapter 1,
SSEP's could be used, but these measurements are demanding. Other promising techniques
depend on imaging techniques like PET-scan and MRI, but they require also sophisticated
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and expensive apparatus.
Indirect measures of nociception have been discussed in chapter 1. The aim of this thesis
was to investigate immobility as indirect measure of nociception by quantifying two motor
reflex responses: withdrawal reflex and blink reflex.
WITHDRAWAL REFLEX

Validity of monitoring immobility with a withdrawal reflex
A well-accepted measure to compare anaesthetic drug potencies is the minimal alveolar
concentration (MAC) at 1 atm or the plasma concentration (Cp50) at which movement
in response to a noxious stimulus is suppressed in 50% of the individuals. Based on these
definitions and our proposed concept of anaesthesia, MAC and Cp5l) primarily reflect
depressed subcortical functions. Thus, MAC and Cp50 are measures of immobility.
The tetanic stimulus induced withdrawal reflex (TIWR) —a novel variable to study
anaesthetic effects on the spinal cord— is to be compared with MAC. Although it gives useful
information for clinical practice, MAC is based on an all or none response and can only be
performed once in a subject. Furthermore, the interpretation of the response is subjective.
TIWR quantifies the magnitude of each individual reflex response. In chapter 5 we found
that the minimal effect-site concentration preventing a weak movement (TIWR = 5 mVms)
in 50% of our patients is 1.68 vol% sevoflurane (figure 4), which is very near the MAC value
of 1.71 vol% reported by Katoh and coworkers.28 Obvious advantages for TIWR compared
with MAC are that TIWR can be measured repeatedly and recorded objectively, causing no
injury.
A possible contribution to TIWR of purposeful movements generated from cortical
structures cannot be ruled out, especially when TIWR might be assessed in a nearly conscious
individual. We refrained from doing so because it is unethical to deliver a painful stimulus to
individuals who are nearly awake.
We did not perform correlation studies to compare TIWR with other indices of
immobility, as we did for EEC-based monitors. We also did not study the use of the TIWR
tn nrpHirt movement in response to surgical stimulation, to decrease the recovery time after
anaesthesia or to reduce drug consumption. Thus, future research should focus on validation
of monitoring immobility.
We intended to measure anaesthetic drug effects on the spinal cord. Our study (chapter 5)
indicates substantial differences between sevoflurane and propofol, which will be discussed
further.
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Reliability of monitoring immobility with a withdrawal reflex
Although TIWR can quantify immobilizing or —indirectly— antinociceptive characteristics
of anaesthetic drugs in an experimental setting (chapter 5), clinical applicability of TIWR has
to be further explored. Apart from the inability to measure TIWR in the presence of NMBD's,
one has to consider the large interpatient variability. In addition, it is not always possible to
evoke or to record a TIWR and control values are lacking as it is unethical to measure TIWR
in a conscious subject. Instead of the control value we use a specific cut off value. Another
snag is that only one measurement per minute can be generated.
BUNK REFLEX

Validity of monitoring immobility (or unconsciousness?) with a blink
reflex
As the blink reflex involves activation of a motorneuron and thus could reflect immobility,
the high correlation with measures of unconsciousness is rather a surprise. For midazolam,
we found good correlations (PK = 0.86 and ρ = 0.87) between OAAS and the area under the
first component (area-Rl) of the electromyographically recorded blink reflex (chapter 2).
The same good correlation was found for propofol (P = 0.88 and ρ = 0.92) (chapter 3).
BIS correlated also well with area-Rl (P = 0.92 and ρ = 0.91). Thus, it seems that area-Rl
correlates well with measures of unconsciousness.
The blink reflex, in fact the eyelash reflex, has long been used as an endpoint of anaesthesia
induction and thus, the measurement of the blink reflex intends —at least in part— to
measure unconsciousness. Our experiments indicate that the blink reflex is a very sensitive
measure of sedation. Loss of Rl coincides with or happened just after loss of consciousness.
R2 disappears when patients respond lethargic (OAAS around 4) and R3 disappears already
when patients are still alert (OAAS around 5.0) (figure 6).
In our first experiments we obtained steady state drug concentrations before the blink
reflex was recorded (chapters 2 and 3), but later we tested the blink reflex under dynamic
conditions using propofol and sevoflurane (chapter 4). An important finding is that
sevoflurane depresses the blink reflex more than propofol. It appears that the immobilizing
properties of sevoflurane —as demonstrated for the TIWR in chapter 5— enhances the
depression of the blink reflex.
In conclusion, blink reflex is not solely a measure of unconsciousness but also of
immobility.
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Reliability of monitoring immobility or unconsciousness with a blink
reflex
It is easy to evoke blink reflexes in all subjects if habituation is prevented by using an interval of
ten seconds (or more). The large inter- and intra-patient variability can be reduced by taking
the average of a number of measurements and by normalizing to control values, respectively.
NMBD's affect the orbicularis oculi muscle to a lesser extent. Measurement of the blink reflex
is still possible during partial neuromuscular blockade, but this deserves further investigation.
Possibly, the loss of the Rl of the blink reflex can be a marker for unconsciousness, or vice
versa the appearance of a blink reflex could be a marker of impending consciousness. Measuring
the different components of the blink reflex could be useful to monitor sedation or residual
effects of anaesthetics. Clinical use has yet to be investigated.
As we have dealt with surrogate measures of consciousness and nociception, we may now
discuss our key findings on the relationships between cortical and subcortical functions. These
findings bear on: i) the different rate constants of equilibration for cortical versus subcortical
functions, ii) the different sensitivities of cortical versus subcortical functions, iii) the more
depressive effect of sevoflurane on subcortical functions compared with propofol, and iv) the
effects of ventilation on the wash-in and wash-out of the brain.

Cortical versus subcortical functions
Different rate constants of equilibration
As we studied blink reflex and TIWR under dynamic conditions we were able to derive rate
constants of equilibration (k^) between plasma compartment and effect-site compartment.
An important finding was that rate constants for cortical effects as measured with BIS, were
substantial larger than those of subcortical effects, as measured by TIWR and the blink reflex.
A larger rate constant means a shorter delay between changing concentrations and the effect.
A half-time of equilibration, expressed in min, is often easier to interpret than rate constant,
expressed in min 1 .
After correct calculation from our data, we obtain for sevoflurane an effect-site
equilibration half-time for BIS (t|/2BI5) of 1.69 min and a corresponding t1/2T|WRof 2.75 min
(Appendix in chapter 7). For propofol t 2g|S was 2.02 min and t WRwas2.73 min. The same
calculations can be performed on data of the blink reflex: for sevoflurane t|/2 = 1.46 min and
t,,,., . = 2.91 min and for propofol t,,,„lc = 1.50 min and t,,,,, , = 2.49 min.
1/2 blink
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These findings have three major consequences for clinical anaesthesia:
i) Support for the proposed concept of anaesthesia
Differences in rate constants between cortical and subcortical structures may either originate
from differences in the anaesthetic wash-in or wash-out of two different effect compartments
or from different neuronal effects at possibly identical anatomical sites. The former explanation
is supported by studies in rats where less blood flow to the spinal cord was found.29 Thus
unconsciousness and immobility are different clinical endpoints with different equilibration
rates and, possibly, different effect-sites.
ii) Faster depression of consciousness than mobility
At induction of anaesthesia, spinal cord effects lag behind cortical effects. If noxious
stimulation (e.g. intubation, incision) is applied too early, one may be confronted with the
secondary effects of inadequate antinociception: mobility, autonomic imbalance and arousal
(figure 4). One option to prevent these effects is to increase the anaesthetic concentration.
Alternatively, one can wait to apply the noxious stimulus until the spinal cord is adequately
depressed.
Hi) Loss of the eyelash reflex represents more than loss of consciousness
The loss of the eyelash reflex —in analogy with the blink reflex— is frequently used as
an endpoint of anaesthesia induction. However, the eyelash reflex does not reflect the
anaesthetic state at the cortical level. It is more by coincidence of a higher sensitivity and a
slower equilibration that the eyelash reflex reflects an adequate degree of unconsciousness at
anaesthesia induction. Anaesthetic effects on brainstem and spinal cord lag behind effects on
cerebral cortex. Anatomically, the brainstem is considered an extension of the spinal cord and
shares the same physiologic properties. In the next section we discuss that the blink reflex is
much more sensitive to anaesthetics.

Different sensitivities between cortical and subcortical functions
Figure 2 in chapter 1, which shows the dose versus the probability response curves for
different components of anaesthesia, illustrates that amnesia and unconsciousness (cortical
functions) occur at lower concentrations than immobility and autonomic stability (subcortical
functions).
Figure 6 here shows similar relations between propofol concentrations and the probability
of loss of the different components of the blink reflex (data in table 2, chapter 3). The different
sensitivities of the components are obvious. In addition, the probability of loss of consciousness
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Figure 6 The probabilities of loss of consciousness (LOC, grey open diamonds), loss of response to tetanic stimulation (LORTS,
grey filled diamonds), loss of Ri component (LORi, white sphere), loss of R2 component (LOR2, grey sphere) and loss of R3
component (LOR3, black sphere) versus calculated effect site concentration of propofol Symbols represent the observed
values and lines represent the curves obtained by fitting the probit model to the observed data.

(LOC, defined as OAAS < 3) and loss of response to a tetanic electrical stimulus (LORTS,
similar to TIWR, but recorded subjectively) are shown. The curve of LOG nearly coincides
with that for loss of RI (LORI ). As expected, the curve for LORTS is situated at the right.
In chapter 4 and 5, we quantified some effects from cortical and subcortical origin and
we constructed full dose response relationships. Our results (figure 4 in chapter 4 and figure
5 in chapter 5) show that there is a difference in potency (EC^) of anaesthetics to suppress
BIS, blink reflex and TIWR. At first sight it seems that the curves of blink reflex and TIWR are
situated to the left of the BIS curve. It is generally agreed that, at a BIS value of 60, all patients
are unconscious. This value is near the ECLmL. At the ECL., . and EC«—.,- there is still motor
50 BIS

50 blink

50 TIWR

activity and thus immobility is not yet accomplished. In order to obtain immobility there
should be no muscle activity recorded. These points are situated to the right of the EC50 B]s
value. The concentration needed to obtain immobility (subcortical) is thus larger than the
dose to obtain unconsciousness (cortical).
Similarly, autonomic stability requires higher concentrations of anaesthetics than
unconsciousness. Instead of increasing the dose of a hypnotic drug, another drug, which
depresses more the spinal cord, can be added. In chapter 8, propofol was adjusted to target
BIS values to obtain unconsciousness. If incision should take place without adding opioids,
a dramatic increase of SAP can be expected. Adding opioids prevented the increase in SAP to
some extent. A high dose was more effective to prevent the increase than a low dose. BIS was
unaltered in this period.
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Sevoflurane depresses subcortical functions more than propofol
Our experimental studies presented in chapters 4 and 5 indicate substantial differences
between sevoflurane and propofol. Our findings are in line with clinical experience with these
anaesthetics.
Sevoflurane depresses the blink reflex and TIWR more than propofol. The effect of
sevoflurane presents itself more as an on-off phenomenon. TIWR does not disappear
completely at high concentrations of propofol and even paradoxical increase of TIWR was
seen in the muscles of the lower leg in about one third of the individuals. After administration
of an opioid, a powerful suppression of the TIWR occurs. At low concentrations of sevoflurane
TIWR is enhanced.
Conflicting results arise when comparing our study with studies using the Η-reflex and
the F-wave.3033 Propofol depresses the Η-reflex more (and the F- wave equally) compared
with sevoflurane, while we found the opposite for the TIWR.
Experimental evidence for the more depressant effect of sevoflurane compared with
propofol is discussed in chapter 5.

Spontaneous ventilation causes a faster brain wash-in and wash-out
The substantial discrepancies between the estimates for the k^ for BIS reported in chapter 4
and those published elsewhere cannot be overlooked. According to our data the wash-in
(or wash-out) process of the brain is 95 percent complete within 6.3 min, whereas others
found 16.9 min (study Ζ vs study G in Table 3 in chapter 6).31 This time gap is clinically very
important. A crucial distinction was that spontaneous ventilation was maintained in our
clinical studies, whereas manual support of ventilation was used by others. For propofol our
31 33 35
k^ for BIS is also larger. ·
We refrained from giving a qualitative explanation for the discrepancies and aimed at
a comprehensive quantitative evaluation for sevoflurane. Although sevoflurane-induced
hypercapnia and the ensuing increased cerebral blood flow (CBF) explains a larger k^, the
question to be answered was: "how much of the two-fold difference in published values for k^
can be explained with the experimental conditions?" The obvious tool to answer this question
was our existing physiologically based pharmacokinetic model.36 39 However, the model first
needed rehabilitation and renewed credibility.
Several publications have suggested that physiological models represent incorrectly the
40
uptake of inhaled anaesthetics by the brain, not an unimportant organ in this context. ·'"
To our knowledge, no one made an attempt to look critically at possible flaws in existing
physiological models. We did so, first modifying and then validating our existing model.
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Major flaws of the old version are: i) it does not discriminate between brain tissue held
responsible for anaesthetic effects and other brain tissue; ii) the specific global CBF (CBFs),
expressed in ml min ' per 100 g brain tissue, does not match the accepted normal value of
50 ml min ' 100 g'; and iii) carbon dioxide and inhaled anaesthetic agents do not influence
CBF. Brain volume is a chosen fraction of body mass. CBF is afixedchosen fraction of cardiac
output, which depends on oxygen requirement. The latter in turn depends on body mass and
height. These features result in large differences in CBF among subjects of different sizes. For
example: CBFs is 45 and 68 ml min ' 100 g ' for a 100 kg and a 50 kg subject of 1.70 m height,
respectively. For a "standard 70 kg human" of 1.80 m height, CBFs is 58 ml min ' 100 g ',
which differs 16% from normal.
To remedy these three major shortcomings we modified the structure of the model
using human data (chapter 6). The brain is now a two-compartment sub-model. The initial
specific perfusions of the whole brain, grey matter and white matter match the well-accepted
normal values of 50,80, and 20 ml min ' 100 g ', respectively, and do not depend on body size.
Sevoflurane affects its own pharmacokinetics in the new version, as haemodynamic effects
of carbon dioxide, sevoflurane and nitrous oxide are included (chapter 6). The interested
reader is referred to the online repository of British Journal of Anaesthesia where a detailed
mathematical formulation of the model is given.
A drawback of the increased complexity of the new model is that it is based on a selection
from available data that are not free of controversy. The effects of carbon dioxide, nitrous
oxide and inhaled anaesthetics, alone or in various combinations, on global and regional
CBF have been extensively studied. Accepted is a relative change of 7.5-15 ml min ' 100 g '
for each 1 kPa change in arterial carbon dioxide tension in normal awake individuals. In
other conditions, e.g. general anaesthesia, conflicting results and controversy abound. Thus,
we were forced to make a selection from published data. Our new model applies reasonable
values for CBF changes that are within the 95% confidence intervals from three studies using
various conditions in anaesthetized patients who served as their own controls.42 44
To gain confidence in the validity of the new version of the model we sought to recreate
clinical studies performed in other institutions. Clinical validation first used end-expired
concentrations reflecting whole body pharmacokinetics of sevoflurane. Model predictions
largely agreed with published clinical data45 (on-line document). Although this corroborates
the credibility of the model as a whole, individual components may behave differently. Thus,
validation also used experimental data obtained at the level of the brain,41 which is, on more
than theoretical grounds, an important site. Again model predictions closely agreed with
measurements (chapter 6).
In chapter 6 the validated model is used to study the determinants of k under conditions
that are unfeasible in patients. The magnitude of an apparent, experimentally estimated kri)
may be traced to two main sources.
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Thefirstsource matches the theoretical definition of the k^, i.e. the transport of sevoflurane
between alveoli and grey matter. The model shows that these 'theoretical' k^'s range from
0.2 min ' to 0.7 min ' for an arterial carbon dioxide tension between 4 and 8 kPa. As a result
of an increased CBF, a higher arterial carbon dioxide tension leads to more rapid approach to
equilibrium between alveolar and brain tensions, characterized by a larger k^. Studies aiming
at normocapnia imply a theoretical k^ of 0.35 min '. This k^ is 0.53 min ' for sevofluranedepressed spontaneous ventilation, which is 50% larger than for normocapnic conditions.
The second main source implies the sources of error hindering a correct assessment of the
'theoretical' k^, viz. the dilution factor (fraction of dead space gas in end-expired gas) and the
time delays in measuring BIS and end-expired concentrations. Systematic study of the impact
of these factors shows that one may expect to find a k^ between 0.51 min ' and 0.40 min ' for
sevoflurane-depressed spontaneous ventilation. This range encloses our experimental k^ of
0.48 min '. For normocapnia, the expected range is from 0.32 min ' to 0.23 min '. The latter
range encloses the k^ of 0.23 min ' observed in a clinical study, which is representative for the
studies aiming at normocapnia (study D in Table 3 in chapter 6)."
In conclusion, chapter 6 shows that the actual experimental conditions, viz. alveolar
ventilation and apparatus used, fully explain the more than two-fold difference between the
k^ we found and that of others. As a corollary, it is no surprise that the time predicted by the
model of Lowe and Ernst46 for a 95% complete brain wash-in is much longer than the one we
experimentally found (10.1 min vs 6.3 min). The model treats the brain as one compartment
with a fixed CBF and does not suffer from time delays in apparatus (details are in the online
document). In contrast, we measured cortical effects (BIS) during spontaneous ventilation
with fluctuating concentrations of sevoflurane, which are responsible for a dynamically
varying alveolar ventilation and CBF.
K^'s for propofol are slightly smaller, probably because of the absence of measurement
delay of the end-expired inhaled anaesthetics.

General conclusions
The principal findings of this thesis may contribute to our understanding of the state of
general anaesthesia and to the scientific basis of our clinical practice.
We assessed the action of general anaesthetics by simultaneously measuring their effects
at three levels of the central nervous system: the brain cortex, the brainstem and the spinal
cord. To measure cortical effects we could rely on a method that had been recently introduced
into anaesthetic practice. In contrast, to assess anaesthetic effects at the other two levels, we
had to adapt methods solely used in neurophysiology laboratories. As a result, we could assess
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BIS, the blink reflex and tetanic induced withdrawal reflex in the same human being under
dynamic experimental conditions.
Our basic findings are important for anaesthetic practice. Effects measured at cortical
and subcortical structures have different effect-site equilibration rate constants, suggesting
discrete anatomical sites for distinct anaesthetic effects. The separation of cortical and
subcortical anaesthetic targets supports a simple concept of anaesthesia that may appeal to
the clinician: unconsciousness is to be maintained at the brain cortex level, immobility at the
level of the spinal cord. Consequently, the adequacy of anaesthesia is to be measured at the
two target sites if one wishes to control general anaesthesia. This control should also allow for
possible differential effects of general anaesthetics. We found that, at similar BIS values, the
inhaled anaesthetic sevoflurane is a more complete depressant of subcortical functions than
the intravenous anaesthetic propofol.
A key step was the development and validation of a physiological model for sevoflurane
to quantify equilibration rates for BIS under various conditions. Using this model, we showed
that our rate constant for BIS is credible and can be explained by our specific experimental
conditions. This argument is even more valid as we could equally explain the results of others
obtained under different conditions, including alveolar ventilation and apparatus used.
Although blink reflex and TIWR have been useful tools for our experiments, clinical
applications are yet to be introduced. Alternatively, we successfully used systolic arterial
pressure as a surrogate measure to control the subcortical component during the initial part
of coronary surgery. One should realize that this control system can be seriously disturbed
by other events than nociception alone. Controlling the cortical component by assessing the
processed EEG, e.g. BIS, has been shown useful, although the anaesthetist should interpret
readings of BIS in its clinical context, reckoning with potential disturbances.
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9 Summary in English
Samenvatting in het Nederlands

Summary in English
Chapter 1 describes former concepts of anaesthesia and the consequences of the current
modern concept. The latter states that anaesthesia has two components: i) unconsciousness
and amnesia and ii) unresponsiveness to noxious stimuli. Loss of consciousness and amnesia
are attained by administering drugs with an action on the brain. Unresponsiveness to noxious
stimuli is achieved by the action of drugs we administer on the spinal cord. Consequently,
anaesthetic effects should be assessed at two sites —brain and spinal cord— to control the
state of anaesthesia. This chapter explores whether suitable sensors are available in the first
place.
Unconsciousness is mainly a cortical activity which can be recorded by
electroencephalography (EEG). In the very last decennium, dedicated monitors based on the
EEG were introduced into the clinical environment. In jargon one says that they measure
"depth of anaesthesia". One of these monitors, based on calculation of the bispectral index
(BIS), is used for several investigations in this thesis.
Monitoring antinociception is not easy in the unconscious human. Effects caused by
inadequate antinociception include movement or disturbance of the autonomic balance in
response to a noxious stimulus. Several possible sensors are discussed. Two novel methods
which are used in this thesis are highlighted: the electrically evoked electromyographically
recorded blink reflex and the tetanic stimulus induced withdrawal reflex (TIWR).
Chapter 2 describes the method to evoke, to record, to quantify and to apply the blink reflex
in a standardized way. If the blink reflex is electrically evoked and electromyographically
recorded, it shows three components —invisible for the naked-eye. The first or early response
(Rl) is most resistant to anaesthetics and disappears after loss of consciousness. The R2 and
R3 components are more depressed by anaesthetics.
A study shows a reasonably strong correlation between the blink reflex and the level of
sedation and anaesthesia obtained with intravenous midazolam. The area under the curve of
Rl (area-Rl) proves to be the most suitable variable to measure sedation and anaesthesia.
The study also shows that the blink reflex has a considerable variability. We have made
some arrangement« fr> ΡΓΚΙΙΓΡ rpliability. Habituation can be mended by stimulating less
frequently (every 10 s). Within-patient variability can be decreased by taking the average of
five measurements and between-patient variability can be decreased when measurements are
expressed as a percentage of control measurements in the awake state.
Chapter 3 explores the actions of propofol, another intravenous anaesthetic, on the blink
reflex, an observational scale of sedation and anaesthesia and the processed EEG, viz. the
bispectral index (BIS). There is a good correlation with the clinical scale and BIS.
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Relationships between propofol concentrations and the loss of the different components
of the blink reflex are investigated using probit analysis. The different sensitivities of RI, R2
and R3 to propofol proved to be useful to monitor the degree of sedation and light levels of
anaesthesia.
Chapter 4 investigates dynamic relationships between changing concentrations of propofol
or sevoflurane (an inhaled anaesthetic) and the blink reflex and BIS. Patients receive an
increasing dose of anaesthetic until blink reflex disappears. Then drug administration is
stopped until the blink reflex reappears. BIS is simultaneously recorded. With this dynamic
study design we are able to perform a pharmacokinetic-pharmacodynamic (PKPD) analysis.
Effects caused by anaesthetic drugs lag behind their plasma concentrations. This
phenomenon —known as hysteresis— is supposed to reflect the time taken by the anaesthetic
to move between plasma or alveoli and its effect-site. One may assume that the movement of
drug obeys the mathematics of a wash-in/wash-out process characterized by one single rate
constant. This 'effect-site equilibration rate constant' k^ is the reciprocal of a time constant. A
smaller k^ reflects a longer delay between a change in anaesthetic dose and an effect.
It is likely that, if k^'s of effects differ, these effects originate in distinct sites. The magnitude
of k^ depends on the perfusion of the involved effect-site. As the brain cortex is extremely well
perfused, a fast wash-in and wash-out process may be expected.
The k^for area-Rl is about half that for BIS for both propofol and sevoflurane. The longer
delay in the production of an effect on Rl vs. BIS lends credence to the existence of different
sites where anaesthetic effects occurs. The theoretical possibility that different neuronal
effects on a single site may be responsible for the difference is not supported by experimental
evidence.
The EC50 is one of the parameters describing the relationship between the effect-site
concentration of a drug and its effect. EC50 is the effect-site concentration of the anaesthetic
halfway the maximum and minimum effect. The blink reflex is much more sensitive than the
BIS, since EC50 Blink is much smaller than EC50 BIS. Blink reflex is already decreased while BIS is
still unaffected.
A clinically important finding is that sevoflurane depresses the blink reflex more than
propofol. A difficulty hereby is that units of sevoflurane concentrations (vol%) cannot be
compared with units of propofol ^ g ml"1)· By calculating the ratio of ECWB|inkto EC5ÛB[Sfor
each anaesthetic, a dimensionless value is obtained which can be used to compare the potencies
of the anaesthetics. The ratio is smaller for sevoflurane. Probably, sevoflurane depresses the
blink reflex more than propofol because sevoflurane acts on more neuronal receptors.
Chapter 5 is connected with the previous chapter as dynamic relationships between changing
concentrations of propofol or sevoflurane and a withdrawal reflex are studied in the same
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group of patients. After loss of consciousness for the second time, a tetanic electrical stimulus
is applied at the ankle (sural nerve) during 1 s. The withdrawal of the leg is recorded
electromyographically. The muscle response is quantified by calculating the area under the
curve of the rectified electromyogram (EMG) over a period of 1 s after the stimulus end. The
method is called tetanic stimulus induced withdrawal reflex (TIWR).
Comparable to the study design in chapter 4, sevoflurane and propofol are stepwise
increased until withdrawal activity ceases. The administration of the anaesthetics restarts only
after reappearance of the withdrawal reflex. Simultaneously BIS is recorded.
PKPD analysis shows that the Κ^,,1Λ,„ is smaller than k^u,^ for both sevoflurane and
1

cO TIWR

eO BIS

propofol. This could indicate that TIWR and BIS arise from different sites. This finding is also
supported by other experimental evidence.
Typically for patients receiving propofol is that TIWR is not fully abolished, even at high
concentrations. Sevoflurane depresses spinal cord functions more than propofol, maybe
because sevoflurane acts on more neuronal receptors.
A remarkable unexpected finding is that at high concentrations of propofol some patients
show more withdrawal reflex activity of the lower leg muscles than at lower concentrations.
Chapter 6 uses a mathematical model for sevoflurane to answer the question whether dissimilar
published values for the k^ for the BIS can be explained by experimental conditions, including
alveolar ventilation and the apparatus used. The estimate for k^ reported in Chapter 4 differs
more than two-fold from that published by others. A difference is that spontaneous ventilation
is maintained in our study, whereas in the other manual support of ventilation is used.
Key factors influencing k^ for sevoflurane include: i) time needed for gas sampling
and computing end-expired concentrations; ii) end-expired to arterial tension differences;
iii) cardiac output-dependent transit time to the brain; iv) anaesthetic wash-in and wash-out
of the effect-site; and v) time needed for computing the bispectral index by the EEG device.
This list lacks the quantitative evaluation which is needed to judge the kc0's presented in
different studies. Therefore an existing model is modified to obtain a quantitative description
of the sevoflurane kinetics in those parts of the brain where anaesthetic effects occur. The
brain is a two-compartment sub-model discriminating between grey and white matter. Each
brain compartment has its specific perfusion. Cerebral blood flow depends on sevoflurane,
nitrous oxide and carbon dioxide tensions, and cardiac output on carbon dioxide tension.
During spontaneous ventilation, alveolar ventilation depends on sevoflurane tension in grey
matter.
The model proves to be valid because pharmacokinetic model predictions largely agree
with human clinical data for sevoflurane end-expired partial pressures and, more importantly,
for measurements at the level of the brain.
Using this validated model, various determinants of k^ are systematically studied under
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conditions that are unfeasible in patients. The magnitude of an apparent, experimentally
estimated ke0 may be traced to two main sources.
The first source is the transport of sevoflurane between alveoli and grey matter. As a result
of an increased cerebral blood flow, a higher arterial carbon dioxide tension leads to more
rapid approach to equilibrium between alveolar and brain tensions, characterized by a larger
k^. These 'theoretical' k^'s range from 0.2 min ' to 0.7 min"1 for an arterial carbon dioxide
tension from 4 to 8 kPa. For sevoflurane-depressed spontaneous ventilation, k^ is 0.53 min"1.
The second source implies the contributions of the dilution factor (fraction of dead space
gas in end-expired gas) and time delays in measuring BIS (tB|s) and end-expired concentrations
(tEE). The difference in these delays (At = tBIS - tEE) affects the experimental estimation of the
'theoretical' k^. If At is greater than zero, an estimated k^ is smaller than the theoretical one,
thus suggesting an erroneously slow brain wash-in. The deviation further increases with an
increasing dilution factor. For normocapnia, apparent k^'s are approximately 10% to 35%
smaller than the theoretical values for any At between zero and 60 s with a dilution factor of
0.1. For sevoflurane-depressed spontaneous ventilation, one may expect to find a k^ between
0.51 min"1 and 0.40 min ' for any At between 5 s and 20 s with any dilution factor between
zero and 0.1.
Chapter 6 shows that published k^'s (0.22-0.53 min 1 ), including ours for sevofluranedepressed spontaneous ventilation (0.48 min 1 ), are in the ranges dictated by investigationspecific conditions.
Chapter 7 describes a clinical study examining the applicability of the modern concept of
anaesthesia in patients undergoing coronary revascularization. A hypnotic drug (propofol) is
titrated to control BIS and an opioid analgesic (remifentanil) is titrated to control arterial blood
pressure. The aim of this study is to investigate whether it is feasible to achieve stable hypnotic
and haemodynamic conditions.
Adequate plasma concentrations of an opioid must be obtained before a noxious stimulus
is applied. However, building up a level of an opioid in the pre-stimulus period may induce
haemodynamic instability. Thus, a second aim of this study is to assess which concentration
of remifentanil provides better haemodynamic stability before and after surgical incision.
Therefore we deliver a high and a low dose remifentanil.
Plasma concentrations and the amount of delivered propofol are lower than those
obtained with a traditional dosing regimen based on a pharmacokinetic model. A higher dose
of remifentanil before surgery provides better haemodynamic control after incision, while
haemodynamic stability was equally preserved before the surgical stimulus.
Nociceptive stimuli like incision and sternotomy have no effect on BIS values, for both high
and low remifentanil concentrations. Administration of remifentanil before incision has no effect
on BIS either. This suggests that hypnosis and antinociception can be controlled separately.
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Chapter 8 is a general discussion based on the modern concept of anaesthesia which assumes
there areonly two distinct endpoints:i) unconsciousness and amnesia, and ii) unresponsiveness
to noxious stimuli. Effects on the brain can be assessed by measuring cortical activity. The
spinal cord is not so easily measured. In this thesis we study methods assessing immobility
(blink reflex and TIWR) and autonomic stability (arterial blood pressure). If we find a good
"sensor", anaesthetic effect can be better controlled.
Next, the validity and the reliability of the proposed measures are discussed. We conclude
that the method of the blink reflex and that of the TIWR are useful for experimental study
designs, but are not widely applicable in clinical anaesthesia.
The most important conclusion is that we are able to demonstrate effects of anaesthetics
on the brain cortex and the spinal cord (including brain stem). The differences in the k^'s are
an argument to assume that brain cortex and spinal cord are different targets. This supports
the modern concept of anaesthesia.
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Samenvatting in het Nederlands
Deze thesis draagt bij tot het onderbouwen van een vernieuwd concept voor anesthesie.
In de geschiedenis van de anesthesie —die nu ongeveer 150 jaar jong is— zijn concepten
elkaar blijven opvolgen. Het voortschrijdende inzicht hangt niet alleen samen met nieuwere
narcosemiddelen en de toegenomen kennis van hun werkingsmechanismen, maar ook met
het beschikbaar komen van steeds geavanceerdere bewakingsapparatuur.
Het meten van de "anesthesiediepte" is, sinds de introductie van algehele anesthesie,
gebaseerd op een scala van klinische observaties. Met behulp van bloeddruk, hartfrequentie,
ademhalingspatroon, oogbolactiviteit, pupilgrootte en ooglidreflex moet de anesthesist
een idee krijgen van de "anesthesiediepte". Vele van deze klinische observaties worden
vertroebeld door het gebruik van diverse geneesmiddelen. Bijvoorbeeld, gebruik van
spierverslappers onttrekt enkele van de klassieke klinische tekens aan de waarneming, en
het gebruik van hartslagverlagende middelen verhindert de stijging van de hartfrequentie.
De anesthesiediepte kan dan moeilijker of verkeerd worden geschat. Daarom wordt gebruik
gemaakt van doseringsschema's om de anesthesiediepte min of meer te garanderen. Deze
doseringsschema's zijn bedoeld om voor de grote meerderheid van de patiënten afdoende
te zijn. Er zijn echter patiënten die vanwege de biologische verscheidenheid véél minder
narcosemiddelen nodig hebben. Deze patiënten krijgen dan te veel toegediend. De gevolgen
hiervan zijn verlengd naslapen en hoger verbruik van narcosemiddelen, maar ook onnodig
versterkte onderdrukking van de bloedsomloop. Een ander, klein deel van de patiënten zal te
weinig narcosemiddelen krijgen. Deze patiënten hebben een verhoogde kans om tijdens de
operatie onbedoeld bij bewustzijn te zijn.
Met de komst van apparatuur die gebruik maakt van gesofisticeerde analyse van de
elektrische hersengolven (EEG), zoals de BIS monitor, is het mogelijk om de component
bewusteloosheid enigszins betrouwbaar te meten. Twee grote studies hebben aangetoond dat
deze monitor in staat is om de incidentje van onbedoeld wakker zijn te verminderen. De
grote vraag is nu: kunnen we hiermee ook de hoeveelheid narcosemiddelen aanpassen aan de
individuele behoefte van de patiënt om voornamelijk overdosering te vermijden.
Anesthesie is niet alleen het veroorzaken van bewusteloosheid, maar ook het voorkomen
dat patiënten reageren op een pijnlijke stimulus, zoals chirurgische incisie. Patiënten moeten
niet alleen stil liggen opdat de operatie goed en vlot zou verlopen, maar moeten ook beschermd
worden tegen schadelijke gevolgen van onder andere te hoge bloeddruk en polsfrequentie. Het
is zelfs mogelijk dat het toebrengen van een pijnlijke stimulus de bewusteloosheid tenietdoet.
Recent is gebleken dat het ruggenmerg een cruciale rol speelt bij het verwerken en doorgeven
van deze stimuli.
Aangezien onderzoek heeft uitgewezen dat medicamenteuze onderdrukking van alleen de
hersenen niet afdoende is om de doelstellingen van anesthesie te waarborgen, is men gekomen
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is tot een nieuw modern concept voor anesthesie. Anesthesie bestaat uit twee essentiële
componenten: i) bewusteloosheid en ii) blokkering van pijnprikkels. De hersenschors speelt
een cruciale rol voor het fenomeen bewustzijn. Geleiding van pijnprikkels speelt zich echter af
onder het niveau van de hersenschors, voornamelijk in ruggenmerg en hersenstam.
Om te evalueren of de anesthesie adequaat is zou men dus op de twee niveaus moeten
meten, temeer omdat narcosemiddelen specifieke effecten kunnen hebben op slechts één van
de twee componenten. Activiteit van de hersenschors kan met EEG gemeten worden. Het
ruggenmerg laat zich echter veel moeilijker bemeten in de bewusteloze patiënt.
In deze thesis worden nieuwe methoden onderzocht die de activiteit van ruggenmerg en
hersenstam kwantificeren. Hiervoor worden een terugtrekreflex en een oogknipreflex gebruikt.
Deze methoden worden toegepast in combinatie met metingen aan de hersenschors met
behulp van een BIS monitor. Meerdere soorten narcosemiddelen worden aldus bestudeerd.
Hoofdstuk 1 geeft een overzicht van de evolutie van de concepten voor anesthesie. Vervolgens
wordt het moderne concept geformuleerd en wordt de neurofysiologische basis ervan
bediscussieerd. Nadat de afzonderlijke componenten van anesthesie gedefinieerd zijn, kan
men onderzoeken welke methoden er beschikbaar zijn om die componenten te kwantificeren.
Vele methoden zijn alweer verlaten, terwijl andere grote beloften inhouden voor de toekomst.
Er wordt uitvoerig ingegaan op methoden om hersenschorsactiviteit met behulp van het EEG
te kwantificeren. Ook methoden die immobiliteit kunnen kwantificeren, zoals de H-reflex of
de F-wave, verdienen bijzondere aandacht. Uiteindelijk wordt de plaats van de terugtrekreflex
of "tetanic stimulus induced withdrawal reflex" (TIWR) en de oogknipreflex (blink reflex) in
het geheel bepaald.
Hoofdstuk 2 beschrijft een methode om de oogknipreflex gestandaardiseerd op te wekken, te
registreren, te kwantificeren en toe te passen. De elektrisch opgewekte en elektromyografisch
(EMG) geregistreerde oogknipreflex laat, in tegenstelling tot directe visuele observatie, een
drietal componenten zien. Eerst ziet men op het EMG een snelle doch kortdurende Rlcomponent, gevolgd door een R2 en een R3-component. Deze latere componenten zijn zeer
gevoelig voor het narcosemiddel midazolam, in tegenstelling tot de Rl-component die pas
verdwijnt nadat de patiënt bewusteloos is geworden.
Bij het bemeten van de oogknipreflex valt op dat er een aanzienlijke variabiliteit tussen
patiënten bestaat maar dat er ook binnen de individuele patiënt variabiliteit optreedt. Om de
betrouwbaarheid te verhogen dienen een aantal voorzorgen genomen te worden. Gewenning
wordt verholpen door niet te frequent te stimuleren (bv. per 10 s). De variabiliteit binnen
de individuele patiënt kan worden verminderd door het gemiddelde van vijf metingen te
nemen. Variabiliteit tussen patiënten kan worden verminderd door metingen te relateren aan
de gemeten uitgangswaarden.
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In deze studie wordt er onderzocht of er een verband bestaat tussen enerzijds veranderingen
in concentraties van midazolam in het bloed, en anderzijds een klinische schaal voor
anesthesie en sedatie die berust op gewone observaties. De resultaten geven aan dat er een
goede correlatie is. Mede door deze goede correlatie èn de mogelijkheid om te meten tot na
het optreden van bewusteloosheid, is de oppervlakte onder de curve van de Rl-component
(area-Rl) de meest geschikte variabele om sedatie en lichte anesthesie te meten.
Hoofdstuk 3 beschrijft eveneens de toepassing van de elektrisch opgewekte en
elektromyografisch geregistreerde oogknipreflex, maar nu wordt een ander intraveneus
narcosemiddel, met name propofol, aan de patiënten toegediend. Naast de samenhang met
de klinische schaal voor anesthesie en sedatie wordt nu ook de samenhang met het EEG
onderzocht. Hiervoor wordt een Bispectraal Index berekend met behulp van een BIS monitor.
Ook hiermee worden goede correlaties gevonden.
De relatie tussen de concentratie van propofol en het verdwijnen van de verscheidene
componenten van de oogknipreflex werd met probitanalyse onderzocht. Hieruit blijkt dat de
verschillende gevoeligheden van de Rl, R2 en R3-component voor propofol gebruikt zouden
kunnen worden om sedatie en lichte anesthesie te bewaken.
Hoofdstuk 4 bevat een studie waarin patiënten trapsgewijs propofol of sevofluraan —een
intraveneus en een inhalatie narcosemiddel— krijgen toegediend totdat de oogknipreflex
verdwijnt. Vervolgens wordt de toediening gestaakt totdat het oogknipreflex terugkeert.
Gelijktijdig wordt ook de BIS geregistreerd. Met deze dynamische opzet van de studie zijn we
in staat om een farmacokinetische-farmacodynamische (PKPD) analyse uit te voeren.
Omdat effecten die veroorzaakt zijn door de narcosemiddelen naijlen op de
plasmaconcentratie ontstaat er een zogenaamde hysterese. De hysterese, wordt veroorzaakt
door het proces van in- en uit-wassen van het narcosemiddel op de plek waar het zijn effect
heeft. Een maat voor de grootheid van die hysterese is de evenwichts-snelheidsconstante, k^.
Het is aannemelijk, als k^'s van bepaalde effecten van elkaar verschillen, dat deze effecten op
andere plaatsen ontstaan. Een belangrijke factor voor de in- en uit-was is de doorbloeding van
het betreffende orgaan. Omdat we weten dat de hersenschors een goed doorbloed gebied is,
verwachten we een snelle in- en uit-was en dus een hoge ke0.
De k^ voor de oogknipreflex is ongeveer half zo groot als de k^ voor BIS. Dit is een
argument om te veronderstellen dat de oogknipreflex op een andere plaats ontstaat dan
BIS. Theoretisch bestaat de mogelijkheid dat verschillende neuronale effecten op een zelfde
plaats verantwoordelijk zijn voor het verschil, maar deze optie wordt niet ondersteund door
experimenteel onderzoek en de kennis van de neurofysiologie van de oogknipreflex.
Een andere stap in dit onderzoek is het karakteriseren van de relatie tussen concentraties
op de effect-plaats en het gemeten effect. Vele concentratie-effect relaties in de biologie
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laten zich beschrijven door een S-vormige (sigmoidale) curve. Zo ook kunnen we hiermee
de relatie van het narcosemiddel met BIS of met oogknipreflex activiteit karakteriseren. Eén
van de parameters die de sigmoidale curve typeren is de concentratie van het narcosemiddel
halverwege het maximale en minimale effect (EC50). Oogknipreflexen blijken gevoeliger te
zijn dan BIS, aangezien de EC D1 k kleiner is dan deECi.0B|S. Oogknipactiviteit neemt dus af
terwijl de BIS nog steeds op de uitgangswaarde blijft.
Een bijzonder resultaat is dat sevofluraan de oogknipreflex méér onderdrukt dan propofol.
Een moeilijkheid hierbij is dat men eenheden van sevofluraan (vol%) niet kan vergelijken met
eenheden van propofol ^ g ml ' ). Door per narcosemiddel de verhouding EC50Blink ten opzichte
van de EC,0 te berekenen krijgt men een dimensieloos getal, waarmee men de relatieve
potentie van de anaesthetica kan vergelijken. Die verhouding is kleiner voor sevofluraan.
Waarom sevofluraan de oogknipreflex méér onderdrukt dan propofol, kan verklaard worden
door het gegeven dat sevofluraan op meerdere neuronale receptoren inwerkt.
Hoofdstuk 5 sluit aan bij de studie van hoofdstuk 4. Dezelfde patiënten krijgen, nadat ze
voor de tweede keer buiten bewustzijn zijn, een stroomstoot gedurende 1 seconde op de
enkel. Het terugtrekken van het been wordt met een electromyograaf vastgelegd. Door op het
electromyogram de oppervlakte onder de curve te berekenen is het mogelijk de spieractiviteit
te kwantificeren (TIWR). Gelijktijdig wordt de BIS geregistreerd. Sevofluraan en propofol
worden trapsgewijs verhoogd, totdat de terugtrekreflex verdwijnt. Daarna wordt de toediening
gestopt en gewacht tot de terugtrekreflexen opnieuw verschijnen.
Net als in vorig hoofdstuk wordt de k^ bepaald. De k^ voor de terugtrekreflex is kleiner
dan de k voor BIS. Hiermee is aannemelijk gemaakt dat de terugtrekreflex op een andere
plaats ontstaat dan BIS. Deze bevinding wordt ook ondersteund door ander experimenteel
onderzoek.
Opvallend in deze studie is dat patiënten die hoge concentraties propofol toegediend
krijgen nog steeds een terugtrekreflex laten zien, terwijl dit voor sevofluraan niet meer optreedt.
Het lijkt erop dat sevofluraan het ruggenmerg beter kan onderdrukken dan propofol en de
verklaring hiervoor kan zijn dat sevofluraan op meerdere neuronale receptoren inwerkt.
Verrassend is dat voor metingen aan de onderbeenspieren er bij sommige patiënten
heftigere reflexen te zie" 7 i j n bij hngerp rnnrentraties orooofol dan bij lagere concentraties.
Hoofdstuk 6 is ontstaan uit de behoefte om een afdoende verklaring te vinden voor het grote
verschil tussen de k^ van de BIS voor sevofluraan uit onze studie en die uit andere studies.
De k gevonden in hoofdstuk 4 is immers dubbel zo groot als die gepubliceerd door andere
onderzoekers. Een wiskundig model wordt gebruikt om de vraag te beantwoorden of het
gevonden verschil verklaard kan worden door de experimentele omstandigheden, zoals bv. de
alvéolaire ventilatie en de gebruikte apparatuur. Een opvallend onderscheid is dat de patiënten
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gedurende ons onderzoek spontaan ademhalen, terwijl men kunstmatige beademing toepast
in de andere studies. Dit brengt een aantal fysiologische veranderingen met zich mee die het
verschil kunnen verklaren.
Factoren die de experimentele waarde van k^ voor sevofluraan beïnvloeden zijn: i) de tijd
nodig voor de bepaling van de eind-expiratoire concentraties, ii) verschillen tussen partiele
drukken in end-expiratoir gas en arterieel bloed, iii) transporttijd tussen alveoli en brein,
iv) inwas en uitwas van de effectplaats, v) tijdsvertraging die ontstaat door de rekentijd om de
BIS te bepalen. Deze lijst heeft één groot manco: een kwantitatieve evaluatie van de factoren
ontbreekt om de gepubliceerde waarden voor k^ exact te kunnen beoordelen.
Daarom wordt een bestaand fysiologisch model gemodificeerd om te komen tot een
kwantitatieve beschrijving van de kinetiek van sevofluraan in die delen van de hersenen
waar effecten van anesthetica plaats vinden. Het brein is nu een sub-model met twee
compartimenten —bv. witte stof en grijze stof— waarvan één verantwoordelijk voor de
effecten. Elk hersencompartiment heeft een gekozen specifieke doorbloeding, uitgedrukt in
ml min ' per 100 g weefsel. De hersendoorbloeding is afhankelijk van de arteriele partiele
druk van sevofluraan, koolzuur en lachgas. Het hartdebiet is afhankelijk van de arteriele
koolzuurspanning. In het model is, bij spontane ademhaling, de alvéolaire ventilatie
afhankelijk van de sevofluraanspanning in de grijze stof.
De farmacokinetische voorspellingen van dit fysiologische model komen goed overeen
met gemeten waarden die andere onderzoekers publiceren. Met name komen de berekeningen
goed overeen met metingen van de inwas van sevofluraan in de hersenen, een niet onbelangrijk
orgaan in dit kader.
Na deze validatie wordt het model gebruikt om systematisch de bijdrage te onderzoeken
van de factoren die de k^ bepalen. Het model laat toe om daarbij omstandigheden na te
bootsen die experimenteel onhaalbaar zijn bij patiënten. De grootte van een experimenteel
bepaalde k^ hangt af van twee componenten.
De eerste component is het transport van sevofluraan tussen alveoli en grijze stof. Een
hogere arteriele koolzuurspanning leidt vooral tot (naast een verhoogd hartdebiet) een
verhoogde cerebrale doorbloeding. Als gevolg hiervan wordt er sneller een evenwicht bereikt
tussen de partiele drukken in de alvéolaire ruimte en de grijze stof, wat weer vertaald wordt
in een grotere k^. Deze 'theoretische' k^'s (ze worden alleen door fysiologie en farmacologie
bepaald) liggen tussen 0.2 min ' en 0.7 min ' voor een arteriele koolzuurspanning tussen
4 kPa en 8 kPa. Voor spontane ademhaling, die wisselend onderdrukt wordt door wisselende
concentraties sevofluraan, is de theoretische k^ gelijk aan 0.53 min '.
De tweede component wordt gevormd door de bijdragen van de verdunningsfactor
(fractie van dode ruimte gas in eind-expiratoir gas) en de tijdsvertragingen die optreden
bij het meten van BIS (tB]s) en eind-expiratoire concentraties (tEE). Het verschil in deze
vertragingen (At = tBIS - ttE) beïnvloedt de experimentele bepaling van de 'theoretische' k^.
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Als At groter is dan nul, dan is de waarde van een gemeten k^ kleiner dan de theoretische, wat
een onterecht trage inwas van de hersenen suggereert. De afwijking wordt nog groter met een
oplopende verdunningsfactor. Voor normocapnie, zijn de ogenschijnlijke k^'s ongeveer 10%
tot 35% kleiner dan de theoretische waarden voor gelijk welke At tussen nul en 60 s met een
verdunningsfactor van 0.1. Voor spontane ademhaling, onderdrukt door sevofluraan, mag
men verwachten een k te vinden tussen 0.51 min ' en 0.40 min ' voor At tussen 5 s en 20 s
eü

met gelijk welke verdunningsfactor tussen zero en 0.1.
De studie in hoofdstuk 6 toont aan dat gepubliceerde k^'s (0.22-0.53 min '), ook die uit
onze studie voor sevofluraan-gedeprimeerde spontane ademhaling (0.48 min '), elk in een
bereik liggen die verwacht mag worden op basis van de specifieke omstandigheden waaronder
de onderzoeken zijn uitgevoerd.
Hoofdstuk 7 is een klinische studie waarin de toepasbaarheid van het moderne concept
wordt onderzocht tijdens chirurgie aan de kransslagaders. Een slaapmiddel (propofol) wordt
getitreerd om de BIS waarden binnen nauwe grenzen te regelen. Een pijnstiller (remifentanil)
wordt getitreerd om de arterièle bloeddrukken binnen een bepaald bereik te houden. Op
deze wijze worden de hersenschorsfuncties (bewusteloosheid) en de ruggenmergfuncties
(autonome stabiliteit) apart bemeten en gestuurd. Doel van dit onderzoek is of er inderdaad
voldoende slaap gewaarborgd is, samen met voldoende stabiliteit van de bloeddruk en
hartfrequentie.
Voorafgaand aan de chirurgische incisie moet een hoeveelheid pijnstilling aanwezig zijn.
Echter, een grote hoeveelheid pijnstilling zou kunnen leiden tot te lage bloeddruk en te lage
BIS vóór de incisie. Doel van dit onderzoek is mede het vergelijken van de effecten van twee
doseringen remifentanil op de bloeddruk en hartfrequentie vóór en nâ de incisie.
De plasmaconcentraties en de hoeveelheid toegediende propofol, die nodig zijn om de BIS
tussen 40 en 50 te houden, is beduidend lager dan wanneer traditionele doseringsschema's
worden gebruikt.
Een hogere startdosering remifentanil is beter in staat om stijging van de bloeddruk te
couperen dan een lagere dosering. Vóór de incisie hebben beide doseringen een vergelijkbaar
effect op de bloeddruk. De pijnlijke stimulus van incisie en spreiden van het borstbeen hebben
géén pffprt nn He RIS waarden, voor zowel de hoge als de lage dosering remifentanil. Ook het
toedienen van remifentanil vóór incisie heeft geen effect op de BIS. Dit betekent dat hypnose
en pijnstilling apart geregeld kunnen worden.
Hoofstuk 8 is een algemene discussie. Uitgangspunt is het moderne concept met de twee
eindpunten voor de anesthesie: i) bewusteloosheid en amnesie en ii) niet reageren op pijnlijke
prikkels. Het eerste verkrijgen we door middelen die we toedienen aan het brein en het
tweede door middelen die we toedienen aan het ruggenmerg. Effecten in het brein kunnen we
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kwantificeren door de activiteit van de hersenschors te meten. Het ruggenmerg is wat lastiger
te bemeten.
We onderzoeken in deze thesis indirecte methoden die immobiliteit en autonome stabiliteit
meten. Pas als we een goede "sensor" gevonden hebben, kunnen we effecten adequaat sturen.
Vervolgens wordt de geldigheid en betrouwbaarheid van de gebruikte sensoren besproken.
Hieruit komt naar voren dat de methode met de oogknipreflex en de terugtrekreflex bruikbaar
zijn in experimentele omstandigheden, maar niet breed toepasbaar zijn in de kliniek.
Belangrijkste conclusie is dat wij in onze experimenten in staat zijn om effecten van
narcosemiddelen op hersenschors en ruggenmerg, inclusief hersenstam, te meten. De gevonden
verschillen in de k^ zijn een belangrijk argument om aan te nemen dat hersenschors en
ruggenmerg aparte doelwitten zijn. Dit ondersteunt het moderne concept voor anesthesie.
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Stellingen
ι

De term "anesthesiediepte" is beeldspraak en mist elke wetenschappelijke onderbouwing.
(Deze thesis)

2

When you measure what you are speaking about and express it in numbers,you know
something about it, but when you cannot express it in numbers your knowledge about it
is of a meagre and unsatisfactory kind. (Lord Kelvin)

3

No sensor, no control. (Lerou)

4

De electrisch opgewekte en electromyografisch geregistreerde oogknipreflex is een
gevoelige maat voor sedatie. (Deze thesis)

5

Het is louter toeval dat het verdwijnen van een oogknipreflex kan worden gebruikt als
eindpunt van anesthesie-inductie. (Deze thesis)

6

Een vertraging in het optreden van effecten gemeten op niveau van de hersenstam
(oogknipreflex) of het ruggenmerg (terugtrekreflex) ten opzichte van corticale effecten
(EEG) doet vermoeden dat de bewusteloosheid en het niet-reageren-op-pijnprikkels, op
andere plaatsen ontstaan. (Deze thesis)

7

Het is nuttig om de hypnotische component van anaesthesie te meten met EEG
bewakingsapparatuur (b.v. BIS), mits men rekening houdt met de klinische context en de
mogelijke verstorende faktoren.

8

Bij een verregaande vermindering van de hoeveelheid hypnoticum moet een vorm van
EEG bewaking worden toegepast. (Deze thesis)

9

Sevoflurane onderdrukt beter subcorticale effecten dan propofol. (Deze thesis)

io

You must keep an open mind, but not so open that your brains fall out. (James Oberg)

11

Als de chirurg zegt dat de patiënt wakker is, bedoelt hij of zij dat de patiënt beweegt.
(Deze thesis)

12

MS Word gebruiken voor wetenschappelijke output vereist onevenredig veel input.
(Deze thesis)
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